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1 Introduction

One of the most profound and fundamental ideas in the quantum theory of condensed
matter physics is the idea of “quasi-particles”. Usually, the behavior of a complex
system is understood in terms of simple models of interacting or non-interacting quasi-
particles. For instance, in a piece of metal, where a large number of electrons is placed
in a small volume, the electrons become dressed by the presence of the other electrons
in the system and form quasi-particles. Although they still obey the Fermi statistics,
their interaction is rather weak. In addition to that the collective excitations of these
highly interacting electrons can be regarded as bosonic quasi-particles called plasmons.
Most of the properties of the system can be predicted by investigating the behavior of
these quasi-particles.
Magnetism, as another fascinating phenomenon in nature, is also a many-body ef-

fect. Although the first scientific discussion on magnetism goes back to 600 BC, it
is noticeable that still the research on magnetism is one of the pillars of condensed
matter physics. In the quantum formalism, the collective modes of spin excitations in
a magnetic solid are referred to as spin waves and their representative quasi-particles
are called magnons. The word magnon is chosen in analogy to the quantized lattice
vibrations, named phonons. Similar to phonons, plasmons and excitons, magnons are
also Bosons. Magnons are essential for understanding many observed phenomena e.g.
magnetic ordering, ultrafast magnetization processes, electrical and heat conductiv-
ity, current induced magnetization reversal and electron/spin dynamics. Recently, it
is demonstrated that the coupling between electrons and high-energy magnons is a
possible mechanism, which leads to superconductivity in high-temperature supercon-
ductors [1–3]. Besides these core fundamental aspects, magnons are of great importance
for modern spintronics, since they are generated in tunneling magneto resistance (TMR)
and spin transfer torque (STT) devices [4–6] and also in the read and write head of
magnetic recording elements [7].
Magnons have entered the picture very early in the history of modern magnetism

[8, 9], shortly after the time when Heisenberg explained the origin of the magnetic
coupling [10], on the quantum mechanical bases. The concept of magnetic ordering at
a finite temperature (known as Bloch law) has been explained by introducing new type
of elementary excitations (magnons).
In the case of magnetic materials with localized moments, it is rather straightforward

to imagine the magnons. For simplicity, imagine a ferromagnetic solid composed of
magnetic atoms which are ferromagnetically coupled. In the ground state of the system,
all the moments are aligned parallel. In the excited state of the system a wave-like
motion of the atomic moments results in a propagating wave in the ferromagnetic
solid. The magnons in antiferromagnets can also be imagined in analogy to the ones in
ferromagnets. Since in 3d ferromagnets like Fe, Co and Ni the magnetism is governed
by conduction electrons, this description cannot provide a clear picture of the system.
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Hence, a major controversy developed soon after introducing this new type of quasi-
particles. The question of debate was: “Are there magnons in itinerant ferromagnets?”.

The answer of Stoner and Wohlfarth to this question was: No! In fact Stoner and
Wohlfarth looked at the problem from a band-model view in which the properties of
a ferromagnetic metal can be described by the single particle excitations (known as
Stoner excitations) [11–13]. Within this picture, the exchange interaction in metals
does not allow low energy magnons to exist. But the ferromagnetic resonance was
already observed [14] and explained by a phenomenological approach [15, 16]. Van
Krannendonk and Van Vleck had a different opinion. They pointed out that magnons
may exist in metals [17, 18]. Based on a quantum theory, Herring and Kittel showed
that magnons do exist in itinerant ferromagnets [19]. Magnons in antiferromagnets
could be explained by a similar formalism [20]. The dispersion relation, which connects
the magnons energy E (or eigenfrequency, ω) to their propagating wave vector q, in the
small wave vector regime, is found to be E = h̄ω ∝ q2 for ferromagnets and E = h̄ω ∝ q
for antiferromagnets. Dyson further used this formalism for a complete description of
the thermodynamic properties of ferromagnets based on magnons and their interactions
[21]. In addition to the description of the low temperature magnetic order, discussed
by Bloch law, the scattering cross section of magnons was also addressed. He estimated
a spin–spin mean free path being proportional to T−7/2.

The experimental proof of the existence of magnons in ferromagnetic metals was first
appeared when the neutron scattering technique was established. In fact the theory of
Herring and Kittel was proven by the experiments performed on bulk crystals [22–31].

However, still it was not quite clear that how can the classical magnons, explained
by phenomenology [15, 32–35], be understood from a microscopic point of view, i.e.,
by looking at the electronic band structure. As it was pointed out by Stoner at the
beginning of the development of the quantum theory of magnetism, the thermodynamic
properties of a ferromagnetic metal, like magnetic phase transition and paramagnetic
state above the Curie temperature, can be attributed to the single spin-flip particle
interband transitions in the system.

Many authors tried to shed light on the relation between the so-called spin wave
theory developed by Herring and Kittel [19] and the so-called collective electron theory
by Stoner [11, 12] and Wohlfarth [13]. By starting from a single band ferromagnetic
metal, Edwards [36, 37], Callaway [38, 39] and Sokoloff [40–42] have proposed a way
of calculating the magnon energies in ferromagnetic metals. The theory was further
developed for more realistic systems and could explain the magnon dispersion relation
in itinerant electron ferromagnets [43–53]. In this description the magnons are treated
similar to the excitons (electron-hole pairs) in which the electron and hole have opposite
spins. The wave function of such an electron-hole pair is a linear superposition of
electron and hole states (spin triplet particle hole excitations). This theory is now
developed for calculating magnons in low-dimensional magnets [54–61].

Since low-dimensional magnets show novel properties, the concept of spin excitation
in this class of materials is of great fundamental interest. For instance, according to
the Mermin-Wagner theorem, an ideal two-dimensional spin system with an isotropic
and short-range interaction cannot exhibit any long-range magnetic order at a finite
temperature [62]. This theorem is even generalized for a lattice of spins which are
coupled to itinerant interacting electrons in one- and two-dimension [63]. However,
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in real two-dimensional spin systems, like ferromagnetic monolayers, small magnetic
anisotropies or dipolar interactions are, in turn, sufficient to stabilize a long-range
magnetic order [64–66]. It would be of great fundamental interest to probe the magnon
dispersion relation in a real two-dimensional ferromagnetic system and to see how it
changes with changing the system’s parameter such as temperature, number of atomic
layers involved, chemical environment, etc. All these key experiments lie in the central
understanding of the system’s behavior. When the wavelength of magnons approaches
the nanometer scale, they are governed by the microscopic exchange interaction. In this
case, the excitations are strongly confined in both time and space. Hence, they cannot
be simply treated as in the case of classical magnons. This implies that a quantum
mechanical description of the system is demanded. Moreover, since the translation
symmetry in a ferromagnetic monolayer grown on a surface is broken, one would expect
very interesting dimensionality effects, which are reflected in the properties of magnons.
Hence, the experimental study of such excitations would provide a true microscopic view
of the system.
Recently, the dream of measuring elementary spin excitations in low-dimensional spin

systems has become a reality due to the development of spin-polarized spectroscopy
methods such as high resolution spin-polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy and
spin-polarized spin excitation spectroscopy.
In the course of this work, we have studied the elementary spin excitations in ultrathin

ferromagnets. The full magnon spectrum measured on various systems allowed us to
understand the properties of these systems in some details. The results have had also
an impact on the development of the theory of spin excitations in low-dimensional
solids. The thesis is organized as follows: the concept of spin excitations is discussed in
Chap. 2. The important mechanisms which leads to magnon excitations are outlined
in Chap. 3, where an introduction to the spin-polarized electron energy-loss technique,
used to study the elementary spin excitations, is provided. The important properties
of magnons such as their excitation energy, dispersion relation and lifetime probed in
different systems will be discussed in detail in Chap. 4, where we present some of our
selected results. The fundamental mechanisms involved in the excitation mechanism are
presented in Sec. 4.1. The possibility of probing magnons and phonons simultaneously
is discussed in Sec. 4.2. The results of spin excitations in an ideal model system i. e. a
ferromagnetic monolayer are presented in Sec. 4.3. The impact of atomic structure on
the magnon dispersion relation is discussed in Sec. 4.4. The results of magnon lifetime
and their real space representation are presented in Secs. 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. The
consequences of the relativistic spin–orbit coupling on the spin excitations and their
properties are explained in Sec. 4.7. The possibility of using magnons for spectroscopy
of buried interfaces will be discussed in Sec. 4.8. In Sec. 4.9 we show that a transversally
spin-polarized beam can be used to excite the magnons in thin films with out-of-plane
easy axis. Chapter 5 summarizes the results and provides a perspective for future
activities.
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2 Elementary spin excitations

2.1 Spin excitations in an exchange coupled spin system

We start with the localized moment picture for describing a magnetic solid. In this de-
scription the local magnetic moments on each atomic sites are regarded as rigid entities
(they are referred to as atomic spins). The next step is to introduce a mathematical
way of treating such as system. Mathematically, the spin maybe considered as a vec-
torial object. This description might be useful for an intuitive thinking. However, it
does not reflect its quantum mechanical origin. Therefore, in the course of this thesis
we consider the spin as a quantum mechanical observable. Since it is an extra degree
of freedom, it can be treated by the quantum mechanics algebra.
Similar to all quantum mechanical degrees of freedom, spin has discrete set of basis

states, which are labelled by quantum numbers. The components of a spin should
change sign under time reversal, since they are axial vectors. In the mathematical
treatment of the spin Hamiltonian we use here, the term “spin” can be the representative
of any given system e.g. a localized single electron’s (or hole’s) spin in a semiconductor,
the overall spin of several d-electrons in transition metals or spin of a nuclei. As far as
the spin Hamiltonian of these systems has the same form, the systems shall show the
same behavior.

2.1.1 Spin Hamiltonian

In a very general case the Hamiltonian of a spin system including all the possible
contributions can be written as:

H = HB +HAn +HEx +HDM +HDip. (2.1)

HB describes the coupling of the spins to an external magnetic field. HAn describes
the system in the presence of anisotropy. The last three contributions describe the
spin–spin interactions in the system. They do not exists for the case of single spin. HEx

is the so-called symmetric exchange term, HDM is the antisymmetric exchange term
and HDip describes the long range dipolar interaction of the spins.

Coupling of spin to an external magnetic field

An external magnetic field can couple to a spin in free space. The effect was first noticed
by Zeeman. The quantum mechanical treatment of this effect is rather straightforward.
Even with a simple quantum mechanical approach, starting from the Schrödinger equa-
tion and using canonical momentum one may derive all the desired quantities. A better
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way would be starting from Dirac equation. In any case the spin Hamiltonian in the
simplest form can be written as HB = −gµBS·B, where g is the g-factor, µB is the Bohr
magneton and B denotes the magnetic flux density. For an array of non interacting
spins the form of the Hamiltonian maybe written as:

HB = −B ·
∑
i

giµBSi. (2.2)

This Hamiltonian implies that the magnetic field defines a spacial direction in space.
The effect of this therm is to set the system into uniform precession of spin around B.
In a more general case where the microscopic spin–orbit coupling is important, g has to
be replaced by the g-tensor. Discussion of this topic is out of the scope of the present
writing. Further information may be found elsewhere [67].

Using a very simple and semi-classical approach one can show that the dynamics of
a single spin in an external magnetic field can be written as the following form:

dS

dt
= −γ (S×B) , (2.3)

where, γ = gµB/h̄ is the so-called gyromagnetic ratio.

In fact, if the term introduced in Eq. (2.2) is the only term in the total Hamiltonian
of the system, it brings the spin to a uniform precession around the magnetic field with
the eigenfrequency ω = γB. Equation 2.3 is the basis of the classical descriptions of
spin dynamics in the presence of a magnetic field. In Sec. 3.1.1 we will demonstrate the
practical use of this equation in the case of uniform spin motion that is usually referred
to as ferromagnetic resonance (FMR).

Spins in the presence of magnetic anisotropy

The simplest way to imagine the effect of the anisotropy on the spin is to think about
the coupling of the spin to the “anisotropy field”. In fact, presence of the anisotropy
in the spin system is in analogy to a field which breaks the symmetry of the system.
The coupling is very similar to what we discussed for the case of coupling of spins to
an external magnetic field. In the simplest case where the anisotropy is of uniaxial
character, the Hamiltonian of the system can be written as:

HAn = −1

2
K (S · êi)2 . (2.4)

This Hamiltonian is basically the same as the one introduced by Ising [68] to explain
the ferromagnetism of an atomic chain. Here K is the magnetic anisotropy constant
and ê denotes the spin easy axis. One may also consider the higher-order anisotropy
terms. However, they become less important in terms of energy and can simply be
neglected. For instance, if the system has a biaxial anisotropy the spin Hamiltonian
will include terms with S4.
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Symmetric exchange interaction

The simplest form of the spin Hamiltonian for interacting spins can be written as:

HEx = −
∑
i ̸=j

JijSi · Sj, (2.5)

where Jij represents the exchange interaction between spins Si and Sj. It is positive for
the case that the spins are aligned parallel (ferromagnetic coupling) and it is negative
where the spins are aligned antiparallel (antiferromagnetic coupling). This interaction
is not restricted to the neighboring spins and can be extended beyond the nearest
neighbors [9,19,21]. It is apparent that the Hamiltonian, given above, grantees rotation
symmetry.
In the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, shown in Eq. (2.5), the origin of the interaction

is not explicitly discussed. In the case of electrons’s spin the origin of this interaction
lies on the overlap of the electrons’ wavefunctions. In fact the exchange interaction is
the consequence of the Coulomb interaction of electrons and Pauli exclusion principle.
This term can be derived from the quantum mechanics, considering two interacting
electrons with spin of 1/2 [10].

Antisymmetric exchange interaction

In the discussion above, we only considered the most simplest part of a bilinear term
of two interacting spins. However, in a more general case this term can be written in
the form of

∑
σ,δ Cσ,δSi,σSj,δ, where σ and δ label Cartesian components of the coupling

matrix Cσ,δ. Any matrix can be decomposed into (i) a multiple of unit matrix, (ii) a
traceless symmetric matrix and (iii) an antisymmetric matrix. The first term gives rise
to the symmetric exchange interaction, presented in Eq. (2.5). The second term leads
to any kind of anisotropic exchange term. The antisymmetric term can be written in the
form of vector product of spins. We define the spin Hamiltonian of the antisymmetric
exchange interaction, known as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction (DM) interaction, as:

HDM = −
∑
i ̸=j

Dij · Si × Sj. (2.6)

Here Dij is the so-called Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vector. Note that there is also a pos-
sibility to have anisotropic exchange terms. This would simply mean that the coupling
of spins along different axes are different (Jij,x ̸= Jij,y). Such situations usually happen
when a cubic crystal is tetragonally distorted. For the case of ultrathin films grown
on a substrate these situations are rather common due to the film epitaxy. Based on
the symmetry arguments, we classify such kind of interactions as symmetric exchange
interaction.
The symmetric Heisenberg exchange interaction favors a parallel (or antiparallel)

alignment of spins while DM interaction favors a non-collinear spin structure. For a
system of interacting electrons one can show that the antisymmetric DM interaction is
a consequence of the spin-orbit coupling and absence of the inversion symmetry in the
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system. The DM interaction vanishes for the systems with inversion symmetry. In the
case of layered magnetic structures the presence of the surfaces or interfaces often breaks
the inversion symmetry (in addition to fact that it breaks the translation symmetry) and
therefore leads to the existence of the DM interaction. The spin Hamiltonian discussed
in Eq. (2.6) has first been proposed in 1957 by Dzyaloshinskii based on symmetry
arguments [69]. It has been shown at the same time by Moriya that, in principle,
this interaction can be analytically derived by considering the relativistic spin–orbit
correction in the Hamiltonian of the electronic system [70]. In the systems with large
spin–orbit coupling and in the presence of broken inversion symmetry DM interaction
can lead to very exotic ground states [71–75]. Recently, a correlated band theory of spin
and orbital contributions to DM interaction is reported [76]. This theory allows one to
calculate the components of the DM vector from first principles via the construction of a
reliable tight-binding parametrization of the electronic Hamiltonian with the spin–orbit
interaction included.

After a simple mathematical step one can show that this term leads to a linear term
in the magnon dispersion relation for the limit of small wave vectors. We will come to
this point in Sec. 4.7.

Long-range dipolar interaction

In principle a spin can be coupled to the magnetic stray field created by the other spins
located in longer distances. The term describing this long-range interaction would be
similar to the term introduced in Eq. (2.2) in which B is replaced by the magnetic field
induced by the other spins. The dipolar interaction has the form:

HDip = −
∑
ij

(gµB)
2

r3ij
[Si · Sj − 3(r̂ij · Si)(r̂ij · Sj)] , (2.7)

where rij represents the location vector. This term is responsible for the demagnetizing
field and ferromagnetic domains in ferromagnets.

2.1.2 The magnon dispersion relation

The magnon dispersion relation, which connects the energy (or eigenfrequency) to their
wave vector, can be obtained by finding the eigenvalues of the spin Hamiltonian of the
system. For simplicity, one may start with the classical dynamics introduced in Ref. [20].
Another approach is introduced in Refs. [9,18,21]. Since the dispersion relation derived
based on this classical spin Hamiltonian do not describe the high energy magnons in
itinerant ferromagnets, we do not discuss, in detail, how the equations are derived.
Details may be found in textbooks or in Sec. 7.2.3 of [KhZ 6.1] and in Sec. 2 of
[KhZ 6.2]. For a simple cubic structure and considering only the symmetric exchange
interaction and only the nearest neighbor interactions, the dispersion relation can be
simplified as:
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ϵ = h̄ω = 2nJS

[
1− 1

n

∑
r

cos(q · r)
]
, (2.8)

where n is the number of nearest neighbors, S is the magnitude of spin, J is the
exchange coupling constant between the neighbors and r represents the position vector
of the respective neighbor.

It is relatively straightforward to imagine that the dimensionality aspects have a
large impact on the dispersion relation. For instance, if the system consists of a few
monolayers of a ferromagnetic material, different magnon modes are expected and each
mode may have a differen contribution to the dispersion relation. The lowest in energy
magnon mode of the system is usually referred to as the “acoustic mode” of the system.
In the absence of the relativistic effects, when the spin Hamiltonian of the system
includes only the symmetric exchange interaction [Eq. (2.5)], this magnon mode shall
satisfy the Goldstone theorem. This means that the energy of this mode shall be zero
for q = 0. The higher energy magnon modes of the system are usually refereed to as
“optical modes”. These modes have a finite energy at q = 0 even in the absence of the
relativistic effects.

Since the dispersion relation is one of the main subjects of the present review we
will discuss it in various places. No prediction concerning the magnon lifetime can be
made by the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian given in Eq. (2.1). Within this description,
magnons shall live forever, which is not certainly true for the case of itinerant electron
magnets.

One can show that for the limit of q −→ 0 Eq. (2.8) can be simplified to:

ε = h̄ω = Dq2 +O
(
q4
)
, (2.9)

where D = JSr is the so-called spin-wave stiffness constant.

Now let us consider only the DM term, introduced in Eq. (2.6). One can show that
the dispersion relation of this term considering only the nearest neighbours interactions
can be written as [77,78]:

εDM = c sin2 θ
∑
r

(D1 · ê) sin (q · r) . (2.10)

Here c is the chirality rotation index (being +1 for right rotating sense and −1 for
the left rotating one), θ denotes the relative angle between the neighbouring spins, D1

is the DM vector of the nearest neighbors, ê denotes the direction of the easy axis and
r represent the position vector of nearest neighbors. Equation (2.10) implies that only
the components of the DM vector parallel to the easy axis contribute to the magnon
energies. It is apparent that for the limit of q −→ 0 this term can be approximated by
a term which is linear with respect to q.

For a ferromagnetic system in the presence of a large spin–orbit coupling and in the
absence of the inversion symmetry both the symmetric exchange interaction and the
antisymmetric DM interaction are active. In this case the resulting magnon dispersion
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relation will include the term introduced in Eq. (2.8) and also the one introduced in
Eq. (2.10). As a result the dispersion relation will be asymmetric with respect to q,
meaning that ε(q) ̸= ε(−q). We will come to this point in Sec. 4.7.

2.2 Spin excitations in itinerant-electron ferromagnets

In literature, the elemental spin excitations are referred to as magnons. In many oc-
casion the terms “magnons” and “spin waves” are interchanged. In our opinion, this
is rather misleading, since the nature of spin excitations in itinerant ferromagnets is
somewhat different than those in the ferromagnetic insulators. In itinerant electron
ferromagnets the elementary spin excitations may be divided into collective and single
particle excitations, which we will discuss them in Secs. 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively.
In low-dimensional itinerant ferromagnets such as thin films grown on a nonmagnetic

substrate the situation is even more complicated. First, the translation symmetry is
broken and as a consequence, the momentum of the electronic states along the direction
perpendicular to the surface of the film is not conserved anymore. Second, the electronic
states of the ultrathin ferromagnetic film and the substrate may hybridize. Hence, the
spectrum of the single particle excitations in momentum–energy space may be very
much different that the bulk ferromagnets. This would imply that the magnon lifetime
in ultrathin ferromagnets may also be substantially different than in the bulk.
We use the term magnon as an elementary quasi-particle which describes the elemen-

tary collective spin excitations in an itinerant electron ferromagnet.

2.2.1 Collective excitations

As discussed above, in a magnetically ordered solid of any form (ferromagnets, antifer-
romagnets, ferrimagnets, etc.) one may consider the quasi-particles of spin ordering in
analog to the ones of crystal ordering (phonons). Although in itinerant ferromagnets the
magnetism is caused by the itinerant electrons [79], one may consider that the electrons
are partially localized on atomic sites. This allows one to associate a magnetic moment
to each atomic site. The wave-like excitations of these magnetic moments (spins) that
propagate through the lattice are of collective nature. Similar to other quasi-particles,
the energy of spin waves’ representative quasi-particles is also quantized in units of h̄ω,
where ω represents the eigenfrequency of the quantized spin wave (magnon) with a given
wave vector q. One may describe the magnons by a Heisenberg type of Hamiltonian as
discussed in Sec. 2.1.1. In such a description, the interaction of spins is treated in the
form of an effective interatomic exchange parameter which couples the moments. The
dispersion relation may be derived by starting with a simple spin Hamiltonian in which
the coupling constant is the effective interatomic exchange interaction. Although this
description is not complete, it provides a simple description of the system. Such kinds
of approaches are usually referred to as adiabatic methods.

2.2.2 Single particle Stoner excitations

Based on the band theory of magnetism, in a ferromagnetic solid the degeneracy of the
electronic bands is lifted [80]. This degeneracy braking originates from the electron-
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Fig. 2.1: (a) A schematic representation of Stoner excitations in an itinerant ferromag-
net. A majority electron jumps from an occupied state below the Fermi-level
to an unoccupied state above the Fermi-level, leaving a hole with majority
spin behind. (b) Stoner density of states for a bulk metallic ferromagnet with
a non-zero Stoner gap, δ.

electron interactions in ferromagnets, which leads to a separation of the electronic bands
for majority and minority electrons. The effect may be described as perturbations of
a degenerate, paramagnetic band from which the energy degeneracy is lifted by the
“exchange energy”. Generally, the exchange splitting depends on the spin and the
wave vector of the electrons within the system. In the case that the Fermi-level lies
between the bands derived from a single degenerate paramagnetic band, the lower
energy (majority) states are occupied, while the higher energy (minority) states are
unoccupied. This fact leads to a net spin polarization of the conduction electrons and
can explain the magnetic state of the system. Now it is relatively easy to imagine that
the spin-split bands across the Fermi-level can lead to the possibility of a unique single-
particle excitation in the system. For instance an electron can jump from an occupied
majority band and occupy a state in the minority band after undergoing a spin reversal.
In such a case a hole of majority spin character will remain in the majority band. The
resulting electron–hole pair which is usually referred to as “Stoner pair” carries a total
angular momentum of 1h̄. Since it is created within the momentum–energy space, there
is a wave vector and energy associated with that. The momentum (energy) of such a
pair is the momentum (energy) difference of the electron and hole in the minority and
majority bands, respectively [see Fig. 2.1 (a)]. Stoner excitations are spread over a large
area of the Brillouin zone, see Figs. 2.1 (b). These excitations were first introduced
by Stoner within the collective electron theory [11, 12] and later by Slater [81]. Van
Kranendonk [18] has tried to connect this type of excitations to the collective modes of
the itinerant ferromagnets.

The direct measurement of Stoner excitations was reported much later when the spin-
polarized electron spectroscopy techniques were developed [82–85]. The substantial
development of the theory of spin-polarized electron scattering which happened at the
same time could help for a better understanding of the experiments [86–88]. One of
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the key experiments was performed by Kirschner who used a spin-polarized beam and
a spin-polarized detector to measure all the possible spin dependent features from a
ferromagnetic surface [82]. The readers are referred to Ref. [89] for a review.

2.2.3 Single particle versus collective excitations

From a band view of magnetism the magnons may be considered as excitons (electron-
hole pairs) in which the electron and hole have opposite spins. The wave function of a
magnon is a linear superposition of the wave functions of electron and hole states in the
system. Consequently, the coupling of magnons to Stoner excitations (single particle
electron hole-pair excitations) is a mechanism which can lead to strong damping of
magnons in itinerant electron systems. In simple words, consider that a magnon is
excited at time zero. The precession of the spins take place in a metallic system, where
all electrons sit in spin-polarized energy bands. The system has a continuous energy
spectrum of spin triplet Stoner pairs. The collective mode may then decay by creating
such single particle electron hole pairs. This is the main mechanism, which leads to
the damping of magnons in itinerant electron ferromagnets and is usually referred to
as Landau damping. Magnons in itinerant electron ferromagnets are strongly damped.
Note that in ultrathin ferromagnets the location and the shape of the Stoner continuum
depends also on the degree and the type of electronic hybridizations of the film and
substrate. Hence, the situation can be rather complicated.

2.2.4 Lifetime of spin excitations

There are different mechanisms which determine the magnons’ lifetime. Here we only
briefly discuss the mechanism which is responsible for the lifetime of high wave vector
magnons in itinerant ferromagnets. For high wave vector magnons, the lifetime is
determined by the decay of the collective excitations into the single particle Stoner
excitations and hence it depends strongly on the available Stoner states in the system.
As discussed above in low-dimensional systems, such as magnetic monolayers, the Stoner
continuum may be very much different than in the bulk ferromagnets and hence the
lifetime of magnons in such systems is different than in the bulk. If the hybridization
of the electronic states of the magnetic film with the ones of the substrate is such
that a large number of Stoner states are created near the Fermi level, the lifetime of
magnons will be very short. This means that the presence of the nonmagnetic substrate
provides an addition decay channel of collective magnon modes into single particle
Stoner excitations. In other words, the energy and the angular momentum of the spin
system is transferred by the conduction electrons of the underlying substrate. However,
this is not a general phenomenon and there are cases for which the substrate does
not lead to additional Landau damping of magnons. This concept has been discussed
in detail in Refs. [90, 91]. The key point to understand the underlying physics is the
formation of the interfacial electronic complexes at the interface between the film and
substrate. For example if the substrate features prominent surface states, these states
can hybridize very efficiently with the states of the ferromagnetic film grown on top
and form the interfacial electronic complexes. Due to the formation of the electronic
complexes a large number of Stoner states can appear near the Fermi-level. In such
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systems the magnons excited in the ferromagnetic film will decay rather quickly. We
will come back to this point again when we discuss the magnon lifetime in ultrathin
Co and Fe films (see Sec. 4.5). However, there are cases in which the formation of the
electronic complexes is not favored. For these cases it is expected that the magnons in
the ferromagnetic film live for a much longer time. It is important to point out that there
are other sources for the damping of magnetic excitations. Even in the localized moment
picture (Heisenberg ferromagnets) the high wave vector excitations are damped. This
damping may be imagined as the dephasing of a certain magnon mode with a given q
to all the other possible magnons with different wave vectors [92,93].
Finally, it is important to mention that the damping of magnons does not only

involve the transfer of energy but also the transfer of angular momentum. The angular
momentum stored in the spin system shall flow to other subsystems e.g. to the lattice.
When the magnons decay to Stoner excitations, the angular momentum remains still
in the spin system. The flow of both the energy and the angular momentum from the
spin system ultimately ends up in the lattice. Consequently, the lattice experiences
a torque. The transfer of the angular momentum from the spin system to the lattice
requires a coupling mechanism which couples the spin to the lattice i.e. the spin–orbit
coupling.
For q = 0 the magnon lifetime is governed by spin–orbit coupling. In such cases

the phenomenological damping parameter (known as Gilbert damping) shall explain
the damping of the magnons in the system. In some cases, processes like two–magnon
scattering may also be very important. Since here we mainly deal with high wave
vector magnons, we do not discuss those kind of damping mechanisms further. A
detailed explanation of those mechanisms and how to treat the damping of magnons
with q = 0 may be found in one of our previous works [94].
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3 Probing spin excitations

In this chapter we shall briefly discuss the fundamental mechanisms which lead to
magnon excitations in low-dimensional magnets. We will start with a brief outline of
the schemes used for probing spin excitations. The methods are traditionally divided
into two parts. Some are appropriate for probing low-energy excitations and some for
high-energy ones.

3.1 Low-energy excitations

3.1.1 Ferromagnetic resonance

Basically, a spin system can be excited by applying a high frequency oscillatory magnetic
field (with gigahertz frequency). The oscillatory magnetic field couples to the spins and
since they are strongly coupled, one should see the dynamic response of the system.
Such mechanisms are used for microwave excitation experiments e.g. ferromagnetic
resonance (FMR). The frequency of the uniform precession (the magnon with q = 0)
is on the order of a few tens of gigahertz (energies on the order of micro-electron-
volt). The dynamics of such processes is usually discussed using Eq. (2.3) including a
phenomenological damping term [94].
In an FMR experiment the sample is placed in the microwaves field, and one observes

resonant absorption of the microwaves as soon as the microwaves frequency matches the
eigenfrequency of the uniform precession (the magnon mode with q = 0). The magnetic
field component of the microwaves is orthogonal to the applied static magnetic field.
In metallic ferromagnets, the penetration of the microwaves field into the sample is not
uniform. There is a so-called skin depth in which the microwaves field can penetrate.
Generally, the skin depth depends on the microwaves frequency. At the resonance
condition, the effective skin depth is only a few tens of nanometers. This leads to the
fact that if the thickness of the sample is much larger than the skin depth, a nonuniform
excitation will take place. The resulting FMR spectrum will contain not only the
uniform precession (the magnon with q = 0) but also the magnons with finite wave
vectors (between 0 and 10−2 Å−1). Since in the experiment one keeps the microwaves
frequency constant, scans the static magnetic field and measures microwaves absorption,
one observes more than a single absorption peak in the measured spectra.
In films of finite thickness, due to confinement effects the perpendicular component

of the wave vector is quantized (qz = nπ/t, where t is the thickness of the film, and
n denotes an integer number). Kittel showed that in such a situation one should see
the so-called spin-wave resonance modes with odd numbers [95]. Due to the boundary
conditions, the modes with even numbers are not allowed to be excited (because the
spins are assumed to be pinned down at the boundaries of the sample due to the presence
of the surface anisotropy). The mode with n = 0 is the well-known uniform FMR mode
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Fig. 3.1: Spin wave resonance modes of a
560 nm thick permalloy film mea-
sured by Seavey and Tannenwald
[96]. In this experiment the static
magnetic field was applied along
the film normal as shown in the
inset. Due to the boundary con-
ditions only the odd resonance
modes are expected to be excited
[95]. Adopted from [96].
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(q = 0), wherein all spins precess in phase. The higher order modes are the so-called
spin wave resonance modes. Starting with the equation of motion introduced in Eq.
(2.3) and replacing S with the macro-spin i.e. the magnetization of the sample M, one
can show that in such a situation the dispersion relation of the modes for a ferromagnetic
sample in the form of a disk and neglecting the in-plane magnetic anisotropy terms will
be as following:

ω = E/h̄ = γ
(
Bres + µ0Meff +Dq2z

)
, (3.1)

where Bres is the resonance field, Meff = 2K⊥/M − µ0M denotes the effective out-
of-plane anisotropy field (K⊥ is the out-of-plane uniaxial anisotropy and M is the
saturation magnetization of the sample) and D is the spin wave stiffness constant.
Equation (3.1) is valid when the applied magnetic field B is applied perpendicular to
the film surface, along the z-direction (see the measurement geometry in the inset of
Fig. 3.1). For a detailed discussion on the ways that the resonance equations are
derived by a classical dynamics the readers are refereed to Refs. [33–35,67,95]. For the
resonances q = nπ/t (t is the film thickness and n is the mode number). Evidences of
such spin wave resonance modes were first observed by Seavey and Tannenwald in a 560
nm thick permalloy film [96]. Figure 3.1 shows the spin wave resonance modes of the
sample measured by Seavey and Tannenwald. The odd spin wave resonances are clearly
visible. A plot of the resonance field versus n2 would lead to a direct determination of
spin wave stiffness constant D.

The sensitivity of the technique is great. One can detect the signal of a nominal
one atomic layer of a ferromagnet. It can also be intergraded into ultrahigh vacuum in
order to measure the objects in the absence of any protecting layer [67,97]. In addition,
FMR is a powerful tool to investigate the damping mechanism of the uniform mode.
The discussion of the damping mechanism is out of the scope of the present work and
hence we will not discuss it further. We refer the reader to one of our seminal papers
on this subject [94].
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3.1.2 Brillouin light scattering

Magnons may be excited within inelastic scattering of light from the matter. This
phenomenon is the basis of Brillouin light scattering (BLS) spectroscopy. The first
observation of light scattering by magnons was observed by Fleury and co-workers [98]
on FeF2 samples. In the conventional BLS experiments, a constant magnetic field is
applied and the frequency shift of the light is measured after the scattering process [99].
The interaction mechanism is based on the modulation of the dielectric constant of the

medium through the magneto-optical constants. The technique allows the investigation
of magnons in low-dimensional magnetic structures [100]. The main restriction of the
technique is that it only allows the measurement of low-energy (and low-wave-vector,
q < 10−3 Å−1) magnons.

3.1.3 Time-resolved spectroscopies

Methods discussed above, allow probing the spin excitations in frequency domain. In
addition to those conventional methods there are also methods which allow one to probe
the excitations in time domain. In most of these experiments, the system is excited and
the evolution of the spins is followed as a function of time. Depending on the excitation
scheme, one may investigate a desired type of magnons. The excitation may be done by
magnetic field pulses, microwaves or photons. A full description of those method is out
of the scop of the present work. We do not aim to discuss them here, useful information
may be found in [101].

3.2 High-energy excitations

3.2.1 Neutron scattering

Inelastic neutron scattering (INS) relies on the interaction of spin 1/2 of an incoming
neutron interacting with an electron spin in the solid, via the magnetic dipole interac-
tion, which allows for a simultaneous spin-flip of neutron and electron (a true spin-flip
process). The scattered neutron then carries the information on the energy and mo-
mentum of elementary excitations left behind in the solid. The magnetic interaction
between a neutron and an electron’s spin that generates the spin-flip is local, but the
excitation created in the scattering process can of course be delocalized being char-
acterized by the wave vector q and the energy ε transferred from the neutron to the
magnetic quasi-particles in the system.
Since the interaction of neutrons with matter is relatively week, this technique does

not allow probing magnons in low-dimensional magnets.

3.2.2 Resonant inelastic x-ray scattering

Similar to INS, one may imagine a magnetic scattering using x-ray photons. Since a
photon carries an angular momentum of 1h̄, which can in principle be transferred to the
spin-system, it can create elementary spin excitations. However, the direct interaction
between the photon and the spin via the magnetic part of the electromagnetic field
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is extremely small. This fact prohibits a simple experimental implementation of this
idea. However, one may take the advantage of resonant process of photon absorption.
In resonant inelastic x-ray scattering (RIXS) one scatters x-ray photons inelastically
from the sample and measures the energy, momentum, and polarization change of the
scattered photon. The changes in energy, momentum, and polarization of the photon
are transferred to intrinsic excitations of the material under study. RIXS takes the
advantage of resonant process in which the energy of the incident photon is chosen such
that it coincides with, and hence resonates with, one of the atomic x-ray transitions of
the system. The resonance can greatly enhance the inelastic scattering cross section,
sometimes by many orders of magnitude, and offers a unique way to probe magnetic
degrees of freedom on selective atomic sites in a crystal [102]. Since in RIXS process
the core electrons are involved, one takes the advantage of large spin–orbit coupling of
core electrons. In the so-called indirect RIXS process, an electron from a core level is
promoted to a valance state by absorption of the x-ray photon. In the intermediate
state the core-hole with a spin of 1/2 experiences a very strong spin–orbit coupling and
if the core-hole orbital is of p character and thus has an angular momentum of 1h̄, the
core-hole can exchange part of its angular momentum with its spin momentum, thereby
flipping the spin of the core-hole. The promoted electron cannot anymore decay into
this core-hole since it has not the right spin. The core hole can only be annihilated by
an electron of opposite spin to the promoted electron. This fact leads to the creation
of a magnon with a total angular momentum of 1h̄.

It has been proven that this technique can be applied to complex bulk samples,
mainly magnetic oxides [102]. However, at the time of this writing we are unaware
of any investigation on low-dimensional systems. Only very recently the magnons in
superlattices of La2CuO4 are reported [103].

3.2.3 Spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy

Spin polarized high resolution electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPHREELS or simply
SPEELS) is based on the scattering of spin-polarized electrons from a magnetic surface,
in which the elementary excitations are excited. It is often thought that the basic
concepts of SPEELS are similar to the one of INS. In fact the fundamental basis of
these two techniques are different. In SPEELS experiments the exchange mechanism
plays an important role while in INS experiments the type of the interaction that is
important is the dipolar interaction between the neutron magnetic moment with the
magnetic moment of the unit cell.

In the following we will discuss how does the exchange mechanism during the scat-
tering process lead to magnon excitations within the SPEELS experiments.

Spin-dependent electron scattering

Before we discuss the contributions to the inelastic scattering of the spin-polarized
electrons, let us define the spin direction of the incoming and outgoing beam. It is
defined with respect to the majority and minority spins of the sample (or with respect
to the quantization axis, which is usually defined as the direction of the sample mag-
netization). When the spin of the electron is parallel to the majority electrons of the
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Fig. 3.2: A schematic representation of the possible processes taking place in the scat-
tering of spin-polarized electrons from a magnetic surface. An electron with
a given spin state |σ⟩=|↓⟩ (left) or |σ⟩=|↑⟩ (right) is incident to the sample.
The spin state of the scattered electron can be either |σ⟩=|↓⟩ or |↑⟩. Pro-
cesses marked as (a) and (d) are referred to as “flip” processes, since the spin
state of the scattered electron is opposite to the one of the primary electron.
Processes in which the spin of the scattered electron is the same as the one of
the incoming electron are referred to as “non-flip” processes [(b), (c), (e) and
(f)]. Processes (c) and (f) are usually referred to as direct processes whereas
the other processes are referred to as exchange processes.

sample, it is called spin-up electron and when it is parallel to the minority electrons
of the sample it is called spin-down electron. Generally, the inelastic scattering of
spin-polarized electrons is a rather complicated topic. A complete description of the
mechanisms involved in such processes is out of the scope of the present writing. An
extended discussion can be found in Refs. [89, 104]. If an electron with a given spin is
incident onto a ferromagnetic surface at a certain geometry, the outgoing electron has
either the spin orientation parallel or antiparallel to the one of the incoming electron.
Although in the former case an exchange of the electrons with the same spin is possible,
in the latter case one can clearly talk about the exchange process. This means that
the incident electron occupies an unoccupied state above the Fermi-level and another
electron from an occupied state below the Fermi-level will be scattered out of the sur-
face. The possible processes involved in the scattering of the spin-polarized electrons
from a magnetic surface are schematically illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for incidence of spin-
down (|σ⟩=|↓⟩, left) and spin-up (|σ⟩=|↑⟩, right) electrons. The processes in which
the incident and scattered electrons have the same spin character are usually referred
to as “non-flip” processes and the ones in which the spin of the scattered electron is
opposite to the incident electron are called “flip” processes. It is essential to notice that
no direct spin reversal is involved in the processes mentioned above. The underlying
mechanism is the exchange process. The flip process mentioned above describes the
process in which an incident electron with a given spin direction is exchanged with an
electron from the sample with an opposite spin orientation (for an extended discussion
see for example [105]).
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Experimental details

As mentioned above, SPEELS is based on the scattering of spin polarized electrons
from a magnetic surface [82, 106–111]. Spin-polarized electrons are created by using
spin-polarized photoemission from a GaAs photocathode. A circularly polarized laser
beam is incident into the photocathode. According to the selection rules, the photo-
emitted electrons will have their spins either parallel or antiparallel to the incident
direction of the laser beam, depending on the helicity of the incident photon. Since a
normal GaAs has a total polarization of 50% (based on the spin dependent photoemis-
sion selection rules), usually a so-called strained semiconductor heterostructure is used
for this purpose. Taking the advantage of hereroepitaxy one can grow a semiconductor
heterostructure with a large lattice strain. The large strain would modify the band
structure so that a large spin polarization (as large as 90 %) can be achieved [112].
The spin-polarized electrons are monochromatized to get a certain energy and are fo-
cused onto the sample surface. The spin of the incoming electrons is either parallel or
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Fig. 3.3: A Schematic representation of the spectrometer used for this study. A spin
polarized beam created by photoemission from a GaAs spin source is focused
on the sample surface after passing trough a pre- and an 180-monochromator.
The scattered electrons are collected by a chaneltron after energy analysis.
Inset shows the propagation direction of magnons with respect to the paral-
lel momentum of the incoming and outgoing electron beam and the sample
magnetization.
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Fig. 3.4: A schematic representation of
the scattering geometry used in
SPEELS experiments.
A monochromatic beam with a
well-defined energy and momen-
tum is scattered from the sam-
ple surface at a given geometry
and the energy distribution of the
scattered beam is measured for
both spin orientations of the in-
coming beam.
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antiparallel to the majority electrons of the sample. The former types of electrons are
usually called as spin-down and the latter ones are called spin-up electrons. The scat-
tered electrons are collected by a channeltron at a given scattering geometry and their
energy is analyzed [110]. Note that no spin-resolved detection is involved in this exper-
iment (see Fig. 3.3). The experiments are usually performed for both spin channels,
simultaneously.
In Fig. 3.4, the scattering geometry is schematically sketched. If one assumes that

the energy and momentum in initial and final states before and after scattering are
Ei , Ki and Ef , Kf , respectively, the energy ε = h̄ω and the wave vector q of the
excitations can be given by the following expressions:

ε = h̄ω = Ef − Ei ; q = −∆K∥ = Ki sin θ −Kf sin(θ0 − θ). (3.2)

In addition to the conservation of energy and momentum, the total angular momentum
has to also be conserved. Hence, magnon excitations are allowed only when minority
electrons are incident. This implies that the magnon peak will appear only in the
minority spin channel. Magnon excitations are forbidden when majority electrons are
incident onto the sample surface.

3.2.4 Spin polarized inelastic tunneling spectroscopy

Magnons can also be excited within the tunneling process in scanning tunneling spec-
troscopy experiments [113–116]. Basically, the process is similar to the one in the
SPEELS experiments. The tunneling electrons interact with the ones of the sample,
and when they have enough kinetic energy to create an excitation, the tunneling current
is enhanced. The excitation process leads to a step in the differential conductivity that
is dI/dU and consequently a peak in d2I/dU2. The main difference here is that the
excitation may happen in the forward and backward tunneling directions. This means
that the peaks associated with the excitations shall be observed in both positive and
negative bias voltages of the scanning tunneling microscope (STM) tip. The process
which leads to creation of a magnon in the forward tunneling process is schematically
sketched in the Fig. 3.5. If the tunneling electron is of minority character and during
this process is exchanged with an electron of majority character, a magnon is created. In
the backward tunneling (tunneling of electrons from the sample to the tip) if a majority
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Fig. 3.5: The spin dependent tunneling
process which leads to the excita-
tion of a magnon in forward tun-
neling. The tunneling electron of
minority character tunnels to the
Fermi sea. If during this process
it is exchanged with an electron
of majority character, a magnon
will be created.
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electron of the sample is injected into the tip states a magnon is created.
Generally, the excitations seen in the tunneling spectra can be of magnetic or non-

magnetic nature. By using a magnetic tip and changing the magnetization direction of
the tip, one may confirm that the excitations are of magnetic origin. The main disad-
vantage of this technique is that the control of the tip magnetization is usually difficult.
The tunneling current is almost perpendicular to the sample surface and the tunnel-
ing process takes place on a very small area (atomic length scales). This fact leads to
creation of local excitations, which can be described as a superposition of the magnons
with all different wave vectors. Unlike SPEELS, the technique cannot be used to excite
magnons in a wave vector selective manner. However, when the magnons of different
wave vectors are confined in a film or nanostructure, the standing waves are formed
due to the confinement effects. Only then one would be able to assign different peaks
observed in the tunneling spectra to those confined magnons and their wave vector to
the corresponding quantized wave vector of the standing waves [113–116]. For investi-
gation of magnons in ultrathin film, usually the tunneling spectra are recorded on films
(or terraces) of different thicknesses. The observed peaks in the spectra are associated
with the standing waves confined in the z-direction (perpendicular to the surface). In
this case the wave vector is given by qz = nπ/t, where n = 0, 1, ... is an integer number
and t is the film thickness. The capability of measuring the magnetic excitations of
adatoms and clusters on a surface is a unique possibility of this methods [116–120].
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In this chapter we present some of our selected results. The author realized that the
basic concepts of the processes involved in the magnon excitations by spin-polarized
electrons are not well-interpreted by many groups in various places, therefore, the basic
concepts are first discussed. The nature of different types of excitations probed by
electrons will be discussed in Secs. 4.1 and 4.2 in detail. The magnon dispersion
relation and lifetime probed on different low-dimensional ferromagnets are addressed in
Secs. 4.3, 4.4 and 4.5. The relativistic effects will be discussed in Sec. 4.7. A way of
performing solid state spectroscopy of buried interfaces using magnons will be explained
in Sec. 4.8. The possibility of using a transversally spin-polarized beam for probing
magnons will be discussed in Sec. 4.9.

4.1 Probing magnons by spin-polarized electrons

This section is based on the original publications [KhZ 6.1] and [KhZ 6.2].

For studying the spin excitations in low-dimensional ferromagnets, initially an atom-
ically clean sample has to be obtained. Such surfaces can be prepared by means of
conventional thin film growth techniques under ultrahigh vacuum. Usually, prior to the
SPEELS measurements the films are magnetically saturated by applying a magnetic
field. The measurements are performed in the remnant state. As it is mentioned in
Sec. 3.2.3, magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1h̄, therefore, they are created
by minority electrons (see Fig. 4.1). Due to the thermal fluctuations, a spin system
possess a large variety of magnons at a finite temperature. These are usually referred
to as thermally excited magnons and are spread over a large momentum and energy
space, depending on the temperature. The population of this class of magnons is given
by Bose–Einstein statistics, which determines the statistical distribution of identical
indistinguishable bosonic quasi-particles over the energy states in thermal equilibrium.
In principle, the thermally excited magnons can be annihilated by majority electrons.
A majority electron can be scattered to a minority one via the exchange scattering
mechanism and hereby a magnon is annihilated (see Fig. 4.1). In this process, the
energy of the electron in the final state is larger then the one in the initial state, and
hence such a process can be observed in the energy gain region. The intensity of the
peak associated with the magnon annihilation process depends on the population of the
thermally excited magnons at the measurement temperature. The ratio of the intensity
of the loss to the gain peak is given by a Boltzmann factor, which is about 0.17 for
the magnons with an excitation energy of 46 meV at T = 300 K. It is nearly zero for
T = 10 K. This means that at low temperatures the magnon annihilation process is
expected to be suppressed and at high temperatures it is pronounced. Such a behavior
is also expected for phonons that are also classified as bosons.
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Fig. 4.1: A schematic representation of SPEELS spectra. The magnon excitation (cre-
ation) process takes place in the energy loss region when an incoming elec-
tron of minority spin state is scattered into an electron of majority spin state.
The magnon annihilation process taking place in energy gain region is accom-
plished with incident electrons of majority spin state. Inset provides detailed
information on the magnon excitation process. An electron of minority spin
state occupies an empty state above the Fermi level and an electron of ma-
jority spin character leaves the sample from a state below the Fermi level.

At this point we would like to point out that in principle an electron beam with
any polarization vector (or even an unpolarized beam) can be used to excite and probe
magnons. However, the interpretation of data would not be as straightforward as the
case where the beam polarization is parallel and antiparallel to the sample magnetiza-
tion (the quantization axis). We will show in Sec. 4.9 how a transversally spin-polarized
beam can be used to excite and probe magnons in an ultrathin film with out-of-plane
easy axis.

An example of the experimental data is provided in Fig. 4.2 where the SPEELS
spectra measured at different temperatures are presented. The spectra are recorded
on a 2 monolayer (ML) thick Fe(110) film grown on W(110) at a wave vector of 0.5
Å−1. The magnon propagation direction in this particular experiment is along the
[001]-direction of the Fe(110) surface (Γ̄–H̄ direction of the surface Brillouin zone). For
each case the spectra for spin-up (I↑) and spin-down (I↓) electrons are measured. In
addition, the sum (I↓ + I↑), difference (I↓ − I↑), and asymmetry [(I↓ − I↑)/(I↓ + I↑)]
spectra are also presented. Let us first start with Fig. 4.2 (a). It is apparent that the
spectra are dominated by presence of the quasi-elastic peak at E = 0 meV. The magnon
creation and annihilation peaks are located beside the quasi-elastic peak in the energy
loss and gain region, respectively. These two processes are sketched schematically in
the insets of Fig. 4.2. The asymmetry curve shows a change in the sign from negative
to positive, when going from gain to loss region. The maxima (in the loss region) and
the minima (in the gain region) are the places where the excitation and annihilation
processes take place. If one neglects the spin–orbit coupling effects in the system the
maxima and minima should be located at the same energies (one negative and the
other positive). As it was mentioned earlier, at low temperature where the population
of the thermally excited magnons is very low, the magnon annihilation peak supposed
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Fig. 4.2: SPEELS spectra measured at ∆K∥ = 0.5 Å−1 on an ultrathin Fe(110) film
on W(110) with a thickness of 2 ML at (a) 300 K and (b) 10 K. The upper
panels show the spin up (I↑), spin down (I↓) and the sum (I↑ + I↓) spectra.
The lower panels show the difference (I↓−I↑) and asymmetry (I↓−I↑/I↓+I↑)
spectra. The magnon creation and annihilation processes are schematically
sketched in the insets. Taken from [KhZ 6.1].

to be strongly suppressed. This fact can be clearly seen in Fig. 4.2 (b), where the
measurements at 10 K, performed on the same sample, are presented. No trace of
magnon annihilation could be detected neither in the difference nor in the asymmetry
spectrum. In order to obtain the magnon dispersion relation, usually the spectra are
recorded for different wave vectors [105, 121–126]. The desired wave vector is achieved
by changing the scattering geometry.

4.2 Simultaneous probing of magnons and phonons

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.3].

In principle, both magnons and phonons can be excited by electrons. Since both kinds
of excitations may show very similar energies, it is rather difficult to distinguish between
them experimentally. However, using the spin degree of freedom of spin-polarized elec-
trons opens a possibility to separate magnons from phonons. As magnons carry a total
angular momentum of 1h̄, they can only be excited by incidence of minority electrons.
The time reversal process happens for incidence of majority electrons, which leads to
the magnon annihilation. This fact would lead to a sign change in the asymmetry curve
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Fig. 4.3: SPEELS spectra measured on the
Fe(001)–O(1×1) surface at T =
300 K and ∆K∥= 0.3 Å−1. The
upper panel shows the spin up
(I↑), spin down (I↓) and the sum
(I↑+I↓) spectra. The lower panel
shows the difference (I↓− I↑) and
asymmetry (I↓− I↑/I↓+ I↑) spec-
tra. The vertical yellow lines
mark the position of the peaks
resulting from the magnon exci-
tation (energy loss) and annihila-
tion (energy gain) processes.
Taken from [KhZ 6.3].
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in gain and loss regions [see the lower panel of Fig. 4.2 (a)]. In the case of phonons,
the situation is different. Since phonons are spin-independent quasi-particles, they can
be created and annihilated by incidence of electrons with any spin direction. We note
that the process which leads to phonon creation can also be mediated by the exchange
process (the exchange of the electrons with the same spin, see the discussion in Sec.
3.2.3). The particular dependence of magnon creation and annihilation on the spin of
the incident electrons, as it is different from phonon excitations, is a fundamental fea-
ture, which can be used to distinguish between magnons and phonons in spin-polarized
electron scattering experiments. The best way to identify the nature of an excited
quasi-particle (magnon or phonon), is to compare the sign of asymmetry curve in loss
and gain regions. An example is provided in Fig. 4.3, where the spectra of an oxygen
passivated Fe(001), measured at T = 300 K and ∆K∥ = 0.3 Å−1, are presented. The
magnon and phonon excitations coincide within the same energy window. Interestingly,
the intensity of all excitations depends on the spin orientation of the incoming beam.
As it is discussed above, the identification of phonons and magnons can be done by
looking at their different spin nature. The asymmetry of loss and gain regions of the
peaks marked by the vertical yellow lines in Fig. 4.3 (at energies of ±19 meV) is of op-
posite sign, and hence these peaks are associated with magnon excitations. Asymmetry
of the other excitations has the same sign and almost identical magnitudes; therefore,
they are caused by phonon excitations. It is interesting to mention that in the case
of the O/Fe(001)–p(1×1) surface the asymmetry of phonon induced peaks is always
negative. A complementary experiment showed that the asymmetry of the phonon
peaks follows the one of the quasi-elastic peak. This fact implies that very likely the
asymmetry of the phonon peaks has the same origin as the one of the elastic peak.
The sign and magnitude of the asymmetry is expected to depend on the energy of the
incident beam, excitation energy, and the scattering geometry. The asymmetry may
even change the sign while changing the electron energy. The dispersion relation of
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Fig. 4.4: Dispersion relation of all elementary excitations probed on the Fe(001)–
O(1×1) surface. The color map represents the theoretically calculated
phonon spectral density projected on the oxygen layer (left) and the top-
most Fe layer (right). Open symbols denote the phonon branches numbered
by 1, 2, 4 and 5; filled symbol denotes the magnon branch and is numbered
by 3. Letters “x”, “y”, and “z” near each phonon band denote displacement
directions of the corresponding phonon modes. Taken from [KhZ 6.3].

magnons and phonons could be measured simultaneously by varying the wave vector
and the dispersion branches could be separated based on their different spin nature.

A careful fitting of the spectra using a superposition of Gaussian peaks revealed five
excitation branches in both energy loss and energy gain regions. Figure 4.4 shows
the dispersion relation of magnons and all different kinds of phonons measured on
O/Fe(001)–p(1×1) surface. One clearly observes 4 different phonon modes and one
magnon mode. Phonon branches are represented by open symbols, while the magnon
branch is shown by filled symbols. Magnon branch disperses from 16 to about 40 meV
as the wave vector increases from 0.2 to 0.7 Å−1. Magnon excitation peaks become
very broad at high wave vectors. This broadening can be explained by a strong decay
of magnons in itinerant electron systems. We will discuss this point in Sec. 4.5.

ab initio calculations in the framework of the direct calculations of the force matrix
[127] can account for a more precise description of the observed phonon modes in
the system. The results of the calculations are presented in Fig. 4.4. Based on the
theoretical calculations, we classify the phonon modes as follows: the mode numerated
as “5” with the lowest energy originates from the acoustical z-polarized transversal
oscillations of atoms located at the topmost Fe and O layers. It is the so-called Rayleigh
mode of the surface, which has been also observed in the He-atom scattering experiments
[128]. The next phonon mode “4” shown in Fig. 4.4 with upward-oriented triangles
is also localized in the two topmost layers. In the Fe layer mode “4” is a longitudinal
acoustic phonon with x polarization, while in the oxygen layer it is transversal with
z polarization. Phonon mode “2” spreading off the Γ̄ point at the energy of about
33 meV plotted by open squares in Fig. 4.4 is a z-polarized surface resonance of the
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phonons of the Fe slab. Two high-energy branches at 50 meV are optical z-transversal
and x-longitudinal phonons localized mostly on the oxygen sites. The agreement with
experimental results for these excitations is not as perfect as in the other cases, but
these modes can still be associated with the excitation branch “1”. The differences
between the experiment and the theory might be due to the inharmonicity of oxygen
vibrations, which couples the x- and z-polarized modes. The mode shown by filled
symbols is a magnon mode. The theoretical calculations presented here do not account
for magnons, and hence no magnon mode can be seen in the theoretical counterpart.

4.3 Magnons in a ferromagnetic monolayer

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.4].

One of the most fundamental aspects in the field of spin excitations in low-dimensional
magnets is the magnon spectrum in a real two-dimensional spin system e.g. a ferromag-
netic monolayer grown on a non-magnetic substrate. Here, the fundamental questions
are: if the magnons in real two-dimensional ferromagnets do exist, is it possible to see
their signature of excitations in SPEELS spectra? How does the magnon dispersion
relation look like in such a system?

We performed SPEELS experiments on a prototype ferromagnetic monolayer; one
atomic layer Fe(110) grown onW(110). Since the Curie temperature of the Fe monolayer
is below room temperature (Tc ≃ 223 K [129]), the spectra are measured at 120 K (and
also at 10 K, not shown here). We realized that in the Fe monolayer the magnon
excitations occur at very low energies. In addition to that the spectra are very broad.
The magnon dispersion relation measured over the whole Brillouin zone is presented in
Fig. 4.5. For a better comparison the results of the surface mode of a thicker Fe film
(with a thickness of 24 atomic layers) grown on the same substrate are also presented.
Figure 4.5 which provides a direct comparison between the results of the monolayer Fe
and the surface mode of Fe(110), reveals that the magnon energies in the Fe monolayer
are very small. Experimental results on magnon dispersion relation measured at 10 K
indicate that the magnon energies are slightly higher (about 10 meV) with respect to
the ones measured at 120 K, which reflects the temperature effects on magnons.

As it is mentioned in Sec. 2.1.1 the nature of spin excitations in itinerant ferromagnets
is rather complicated and the Heisenberg description of magnons would not lead to an

Fig. 4.5: The magnon dispersion relation
of 1 ML Fe on W(110) measured
at 120 K along the Γ̄–H̄ direction
of the surface Brillouin zone (see
the inset). The dispersion rela-
tion of the acoustic surface mode
of a 24 ML thick sample is also
shown. Data are taken from [KhZ
6.4]. The results are compared to
the one of the bulk Fe [29].
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appropriate description of the system. However, one may put the interaction in a form
of an effective exchange coupling in order to estimate the strength of the coupling in
the system. Taking this simple approach, one can derive an equation for the magnon
dispersion relation as discussed in Sec. 2.1.2. Fitting the experimental results with the
calculated magnon dispersion relation within that model, results in a very small effective
exchange interaction (Jeff=11 meV) and an effective magnetic anisotropy of Keff= 2.3
± 1.3 meV. These results are in reasonable agreement with the earlier theoretical [77]
and experimental works obtained using static magnetic measurements [130]. Magnons
in the Fe monolayer are even much softer than the acoustic surface mode of Fe(110).
Fitting the experimental results with the well-known parabolic dispersion (E = Dq2)
leads to a determination of the magnon stiffness constant, D. We found that D for the
monolayer system is by a factor of 2.2 smaller than the one obtained for the Fe(110)
surface (DML=74 meVÅ2 and Dsurf.=160 meVÅ2). It is only about one-fourth of the
value measured for bulk Fe by INS [31,131,132]. A number of first principles calculations
based on different approaches have predicted much larger energies for magnons in Fe
monolayer [54–58, 77, 133, 134]. However, the theoretical results depend strongly on
the parameters used for the calculations. The magnon softening in the Fe monolayer
may have different origins. The first one might be the temperature effect. Since the
experimental results are obtained at 120 K, which is half of the Curie temperature of
the system, this may cause the softening of the magnons. The seconde origin might be
the strong hybridization with the substrate and change in the electronic structure of
the film cased by the W(110) substrate. The third origin might be the influence of the
DM interaction, which we will show that is very important for the Fe films grown on
W(110).

Our experimental data are well reproduced by a combining the first principles cal-
culations with the so-called atomistic spin dynamics simulations [135]. This approach
enables one to investigate the effect of temperature on the magnon properties. The
authors could confirm that the temperature effects and the chemical relaxations, which
influence the hybridization of the Fe film and W(110) lead to this magnon softening.

4.4 Atomic structure and magnon dispersion relation

This section is based on the original publications [KhZ 6.4], [KhZ 6.5] and [KhZ 6.6].

4.4.1 Coordination number

In order to investigate the dimensionality effects on magnons, we have investigated
the magnon energy as a function of the film thickness for Fe(110) films on W(110).
The results of such an investigation are summarized in Fig. 4.6. In order to have a
better comparison of the energies, recorded for different wave vectors, the energies are
normalized to the wave vector. It is apparent from Fig. 4.6 that the magnon energy
increases by a factor of 2.2 while changing the film thickness from 1 to 2 atomic layers.
To explain these results we use simple arguments based on an adiabatic approximation.
We however note that in real itinerant ferromagnets the situation might be much more
complicated. Consider one atomic layer of Fe pseudomorphically grown on W(110). In
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Fig. 4.6: Normalized magnon energy as a
function of the film thickness: ex-
periment and theory. Letters U
and S denote the uniform and
surface modes, respectively. In
the uniform (surface) mode the
amplitude of the moments is as-
sumed to be equal in all atomic
layers (maximum in the surface
layer). For all theoretical curves
∆K∥=0.5 Å−1.
Taken from [KhZ 6.5].
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such a case the exchange coupling is confined in the plane of the film. Due to a lower
coordination number one would expect lower magnon energies for the ferromagnetic
monolayer with respect to a 2 ML film. The sudden increase of the magnon energy
when changing the film thickness from 1 to 2 is the direct consequence of the increase
of the coordination number. In the case of the 2 ML sample the Fe atoms sitting in
different layers are also strongly coupled. The coupling of Fe atoms within each layer are
referred to as intralayer coupling and the coupling of the atoms from different layers are
referred to as interlayer coupling. Calculated effective coupling for a 2 ML sample shows
that the nearest neighbor interlayer coupling is about 27 meV and the nearest neighbor
intralayer coupling is about 20 meV (more information are provided in Sec. 4.4.3 and
Fig. 4.8). For these calculations, it is assumed that the in-plane lattice constant of Fe is
the same as underlying W(110) surface. The out-of-plane lattice constant is taken from
the surface x-ray diffraction experiments [136]. If further increasing the film thickness
do not change the film structure, one would expect the same magnon energy for a 3 ML
film as it is predicted by the theory (see Fig. 4.6). However, it is known for Fe films
on W(110) that the films start to relax when the thickness is larger than 2 ML. The
lattice relaxations have a direct consequence on the magnon energies and is discussed
in the next section.

4.4.2 Lattice relaxation

Taking into account the lattice relaxation one can explain the decrease of the magnon
energy for the 3 ML sample. The magnon energy reaches an asymptotic value for films
thicker than 5 ML where the structure is transferred into a bulk like film.

Another result of the calculation is that the mode seen in the experiment is mainly
contributed from the surface layer. There are however cases in which the lowest magnon
mode (usually referred to as acoustic mode) is mainly contributed from the interface
layer. This unusual case happens when the effective exchange coupling in the interface
layer is smaller than the one in the surface layer. We will come back to this point in
Sec. 4.8.
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4.4.3 Lattice modification

The modern methods of the fabrication of low-dimensional structures allow creating
materials of given chemical content with different atomic structures. For instance by
introducing a thin Au buffer between the Fe film and the W(110) substrate one can
change the Fe surface structure from bcc-like stacking with (110) surface to fcc-like
stacking with (111) surface orientation. In order to investigate the effect of the lat-
tice modification on the magnon dispersion relation, the Fe film thickness has been
kept unchanged (2 atomic layers) and just its structure is changed by introducing the
Au buffer. The magnon dispersion relation measured for both Fe(110)/W(110) and
Fe(111)/Au/W(110) is presented in Fig. 4.7 (a). The results indicate a large difference
in the magnon dispersion relation of the two films. These changes could be understood
on the bases of first principles adiabatic calculations. The change in the Fe lattice
has a direct consequence on the magnetic exchange interaction in the film. Although
the interlayer exchange constants increase when changing lattice structure from simple
bcc stacking to the new (111)-close-packed structure, the intralayer exchange constants
decrease. Since the intralayer coupling constants are counted more effectively, the dis-
persion relation of the Fe(111)/Au/W(110) system is lower in energy with respect to
the one of the Fe(110)/W(110) system (number of nearest neighbors in the each layer
are 4 while in the neighboring layer are 2). The comparison of the exchange constant for
two systems, Fe/W(110) and Fe/Au/W(110), shows that the interlayer and intralayer
coupling constants feature opposite trends [see Fig. 4.8 (a)–(c)]. As an example, the
largest interlayer coupling constant J⊥ increases from 27 meV in Fe(110)/W(110) to
69 meV in Fe(111)/Au/W(110) whereas the largest intralayer coupling constant J∥ de-

Fig. 4.7: (a) The magnon dispersion re-
lation measured on a 2 ML Fe
film on 2 ML Au on W(110)
and a 2 ML Fe film directly
grown on W(110). The sym-
bols represent the experimental
results and the solid lines are the
guide to the eyes. (b) Theoret-
ical magnon dispersion relation
for the same systems. The sym-
bols represent the results of the
calculations for the relaxed struc-
ture. The lines are the results for
the Fe/Au/W(110) system calcu-
lated for different values of Fe in-
terlayer spacing, a⊥. Insets show
the surface Brillouin zone.
Taken from [KhZ 6.5].
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creases from 20 to 14 meV for the interface layer and from 13 to 9 meV for the surface
layer. The analysis shows that the softening of the magnons in Fe(111)/Au/W(110)
is the consequence of the decreased intralayer exchange parameters that overcome the
opposite trend of increasing the exchange parameters between the layers.

Calculations showed that increasing the interlayer distance in the Fe(110)/Au/W(110)
structure leads to an expected decrease of the interlayer exchange parameters [see Fig.
4.8 (a)]. This is resulted from the decrease of the interlayer hybridization. At the same
time an increase in the intralayer exchange parameters was observed [see Fig. 4.8 (b)
and (c)]. Interestingly, this increase takes place for unchanged interatomic distances
within the layers. This fact is a consequence of complex reconstruction of the electronic
structure due to the increase of the interlayer distance. While changing the interlayer
distance of Fe layers from 1.71 to 2.09 Å, the nearest neighbor intralayer coupling in-
creases by a factor of 1.5 and 2.3 for the atoms in the interface and surface layer,
respectively. In order to shed light onto the origin of this effect, one may carefully
analyze the change in the density of states of different atomic orbitals. Figures 4.8 (d)
and (e) show the spin-resolved DOS of 3d electrons calculated for different interlayer
distances for Fe(110)/Au/W(110). The projected DOS of different orbitals are plotted
separately. The 3d states responsible for the interlayer hybridization (dxz, dyz, and

(d)

(e)

Fig. 4.8: Calculated site-resolved interlayer J⊥ (a) and intralayer J∥ exchange con-
stants for the atoms located in the interface layer (b) and in the surface
layer (c). Open and filled symbols represent the calculations for the relaxed
and expanded structures, respectively. Spin-resolved DOS of 3d states in
2Fe/2Au/W(110), separated in a part with dxy and dx2−y2 states (d) and a
part corresponding to dxz, dyz and dz2 orbitals (e). The solid and dashed
lines represent the results for relaxed and expanded structures, respectively.
Taken from [KhZ 6.5].
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dz2) appear substantially higher in energy than the states responsible for the intralayer
hybridization (dx2−y2 and dxy). With increasing interlayer distance all states move to
lower energies as a consequence of decreasing 3d band width. However, this shift is
more important for dxz, dyz, and dz2 states, since dx2−y2 and dxy are located well below
the Fermi level for the smallest value of the interlayer distance. Increasing the inter-
layer distance increases the spin-down density of 3d states near the Fermi level. The
appearance of a large number of states near the Fermi energy is an important factor in
the enhancement of intralayer exchange interaction. These results clearly indicate that
the magnetic properties of complex systems cannot be understood without careful mi-
croscopic study of the exchange interaction. In addition, the evolution of the electronic
structures cannot be separated into features related to the interlayer and intralayer
distances since the influences of both distances are strongly interconnected.

4.5 The magnon lifetime

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.7].

As discussed in Chap. 1 one of the key properties of quasi-particles is their lifetime.
In this section we shall present the results of magnon lifetime measured by SPEELS.
These results would have a significant contribution to the understanding of the magnetic
damping mechanism of terahertz magnons in ultrathin films and a possible tuning of
the magnetic relaxation in ferromagnets. They may also offer a way of estimating the
ultimate time scale of magnetic switching in low-dimensional ferromagnets.

The broadening of the magnon excitation peak provides a way of estimating the
magnon lifetime. We first measure the SPEELS spectra for both spin orientations of
the incoming beam polarization (parallel and antiparallel to the sample magnetization).
Based on the measured spectra we obtain the difference spectra (IDiff = I↓ − I↑). To
extract the intrinsic linewidth, we fit the measured difference spectra by using a con-
volution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function, in which the Gaussian represents
the instrumental broadening and the Lorentzian represents the intrinsic magnon signal.
By fitting the experimental results, one realizes that the intrinsic linewidth of magnon
excitations is typically from 20 up to a few hundreds of meV, which is usually larger
than the instrumental broadening. As an example, a fit through the data measured
on 2 ML Fe(110)/W(110) at ∆K=0.6 Å−1 shows that the intrinsic linewidth of the
magnon is about 42±7 meV, while the instrumental broadening is about 20 meV. The
large broadening of the loss spectrum indicates that magnons are strongly damped in
time. The magnon lifetime can be obtained from the Fourier transform of the magnon
signal. The Fourier transform of the Lorentzian in energy (or frequency) domain is an
exponential decay in the time domain, exp(−tΓ/2h̄), where Γ represents the intrinsic
linewidth of the Lorentzian peak in energy and h̄ is the reduced Planck constant. We
define the lifetime of a magnon as τ = 2h̄/Γ, a time in which the amplitude drops to its
e−1 value. The magnon lifetime obtained using this approach is plotted in Fig. 4.9 for
two systems; 2 ML Fe(110)/W(110) and 8 ML Co(100)/Cu(100). The lifetime depends
strongly on the wave vector. It is about 100 fs at ∆K∥ = 0.4 Å−1 and decreases to a
value of about 10 fs for large wave vectors. Surprisingly, it is found that the lifetime for
these two different systems are very similar in spit to the fact that the magnon energies
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Fig. 4.9: The magnon lifetime as a func-
tion of the in-plane wave vector
in a semi-logarithmic plot. The
data are recorded for a 2 ML
body-centered cubic Fe(110) film
grown on W(110) (open squares)
and an 8 ML face-centered cubic
Co(100) film grown on Cu(100)
(open circles). The Brillouin zone
boundary for Fe/W(110) is at 1.5
Å−1 while for Co/Cu(100) is at
1.23 Å−1. Taken from [KhZ 6.7].
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Comparing to the spin relaxation of a single atom on the insulating substrate, whose
relaxation time is about 10−7 s [137], the lifetime of magnons in 3d ferromagnetic films is
almost 107 times shorter. Such a short lifetime of high-energy magnons is attributed to
the strong damping due to the presence of the conduction electrons in the metal film and
the substrate [56,57,90]. Since the high-energy magnons are a coherent superposition of
the correlated electron hole pairs across the Fermi level, their damping may be regarded
as the results of the strong decay of these collective magnons into the available Stoner
states near the Fermi level. It has been shown that the Stoner excitations in the surface
states play an important role in the decay effect [91,116,119]. If the ferromagnetic film
is grown on a metallic substrate, due to the strong hybridization of the bands, there are
lots of Stoner states available near the Fermi level, which can contribute to the damping
mechanism. In other words, the strong decay effect may be imagined as the pumping
of the spins of the magnetic film into the non-magnetic conductive substrate [57]. The
Similarity of the magnon lifetime in Fe and Co films, in spite of the fact that the magnon
energy in the Co(100) film is almost twice of that in the Fe(110) film, may indicate
that magnons can experience similar damping effects even thought the electronic band
structure of two systems are different. Besides the intrinsic damping effects due to the
Stoner excitations, it has been proposed that the thermal effects may also play a role in
the broadening of magnon peaks [138]. However, experiments performed on a 2 ML Fe
film at different temperatures revealed that the temperature dependence of the intrinsic
linewidth is negligible (see Fig. 4.2). As the Landau damping strongly depends on the
available Stoner states near the Fermi level, the hybridization of the electronic bands
of the ferromagnetic film with the ones of the substrate plays also an important role.

As the total magnetization of the sample is unchanged after creation and damping of
a magnon, one cannot directly connect the magnon lifetime to the ultimate time scale
of magnetization switching. However, this relaxation time can be directly compared to
the time interval provided in excitation scheme. For instance, if the aim is to switch the
magnetization of a nano-island using a spin-polarized current within a few femtoseconds,
the terahertz magnons are governing this process. Hence, the time interval between two
electrons has to be shorter than the lifetime of the magnons involved. Otherwise, the
magnons do not contribute to this switching process and die out. The same analogy
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applies to the other methods used to switch the magnetization.

Recently, a strong spin dependence of the decay rate of the image potential state has
been observed in photoemission experiments and is attributed to the magnon generation
and relaxation within a few tens of femtoseconds [139]. The observed decay rate is
similar to the relaxation time of the magnons measured in our experiments.

4.6 Real space representation of magnons

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.7].

For a real space representation of the magnons one may use a two-dimensional Fourier
transformation of the magnons’ distribution in the reciprocal space. If one measures the
magnon intensity spectra for different wave vectors, a contour map can be constructed
by plotting the difference spectra. Such data for a 2 ML Fe(110) film on W(110) are
presented in Fig. 4.10 (a). If one assumes that the scattering geometry does not
drastically influence the intensity distribution in far off-specular, one may estimate the
spatial distribution of the magnon wave packets from the intensity profile presented
in Fig. 4.10 (a). For simplicity we neglect the broadening in wave vectors due to
the finite energy resolution. This is a rather good assumption, since the instrumental
broadening is fairly small compared to the intrinsic linewidth. The spectral distribution
as a function of the wave vector is fitted directly by a single Gaussian distribution. For
example, the profile in Fig. 4.10 (c) shows a full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of about 0.32 Å−1. After a Fourier transform, one obtains a Gaussian wave packet
representing the magnon envelope function with an FWHM of about 2 nanometers. Now
the magnon wave packet can be constructed from the experimental data. An example
is presented in Fig. 4.10 (d), where the magnon wave packet for ∆K = 0.7 Å−1 and
E = 82 meV is plotted. The wave packet is the product of three components: a moving
Gaussian, exp[−(x − vgt)

2/2σ2], representing the motion of wave packet (the envelop
function), an exponential decay factor exp(−t/τ) for the evolution of the amplitude in
time, and finally a wave form, cos(∆K∥ ·x−ωt), representing its wave nature (ω = E/h̄
is the angular frequency of the wave). The velocity of the envelope function vg is the
group velocity of the wave packet, which is obtained from the slope of the dispersion
relation, vg = ∂ω/∂∆k∥. σ and τ are the natural broadening of the wave packet in
space and lifetime, respectively, which are obtained from the Fourier transform of the
intensity spectra in Fig. 4.10 (a).

To visualize the strong damping effects on terahertz magnons in ultrathin itinerant
ferromagnets, we compare three states of magnons for 8 ML Co(100)/Cu(100) and 2
ML Fe(110)/W(110). State SFe represents the magnon wave packet in the Fe(110) film,
and states S1

Co and S2
Co are the states in the Co(100) film. SFe and S1

Co possess the
same wave vector (∆K=0.8 Å−1), while SFe and S2

Co have the same energy (E=100
meV). Figure 4.11 represents the evolution of the magnon wave packets for all three
states mentioned above. The group velocity of the wave packets are about 26, 46 and
41 km/s for the SFe, S

1
Co and S2

Co states, respectively.

In a classic picture the amplitude of the waves in Fig. 4.11 can be regarded as the
amplitude of the transverse component of spins projected along a certain direction on
the surface e.g. the propagation direction of the wave. It may be also regarded as
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Fig. 4.10: (a) The difference spectra measured on a 2 ML Fe film on W(110), plotted
as a contour map, for the wave vectors from 0 to 1 Å−1. The magnon peak
in (b) is fitted by the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian function.
The intrinsic linewidth of the peak is 55 meV. The intensity profile along
the horizontal line at E ≃ 82 meV in (c) is fitted by a Gaussian profile
shown as a solid curve. (d) The magnon wave packet at ∆K =0.7 Å−1 and
E = 82 meV constructed from the experimental data. The amplitude may
be regarded as the transverse component of a precessing spin projected to
the wave propagation direction or the modulus of the magnon wave function.
Taken from [KhZ 6.7]

the modulus of the magnon wave function. Figure 4.11 demonstrates that high wave
vector magnons are strongly damped within a few tens of femtoseconds and confined
in a few nanometers in both Fe and Co films. The wave packets only moved ahead
by about 2–3 nm during their lifetime (much shorter than the spin diffusion length in
3d ferromagnets). For the states from the same system i.e. S1

Co and S2
Co, the one at

higher wave vector (S1
Co) has a shorter lifetime than the one at lower wave vector (S2

Co).
The wave packet of S1

Co propagates a bit shorter than S2
Co. Our results demonstrate

that the decay of a magnon does strongly depend on its wave vector. Interestingly,
for the states on different surfaces but with similar wave vectors i.e., SFe and S1

Co, it is
noticed that although the SFe has a much lower energy, it possesses a similar lifetime
and broadening of the wave packet as S1

Co. SFe and S2
Co have the same energy. The state

at higher wave vector (SFe) clearly shows shorter lifetime as compared to the low wave
vector one (S2

Co). Regarding the propagation speed, both wave packets in the Co(100)
film are much faster than the ones in the Fe(110) film as they experience a higher group
velocity.
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Fig. 4.11: Evolution of the magnons’ wave
packets for the states SFe (0.80
Å−1, 95 meV) at the Fe surface,
S1
Co (0.81 Å−1, 174 meV) and

S2
Co Co (0.55 Å−1, 101 meV) at

the Co surface. The amplitude
may be regarded as the trans-
verse component of a precessing
spin projected to the wave prop-
agation direction or the modu-
lus of the magnon wave func-
tion.
Taken from [KhZ 6.7].
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4.7 The effect of spin–orbit coupling on magnons

This section is based on the original publications [KhZ 6.8] and [KhZ 6.9]

A key part of spintronics is concerned with effects, which are linked to the spin
dependent phenomena [140]. In early 60’s Rashba has proposed a formalism, which
describes, nicely, the existence of a spin–split band structure in wurtzite crystals [141].
Later on, Bychkov and Rashba showed that such a spin splitting can also occur in quan-
tum wells [142]. The physical explanation of this spin splitting phenomenon is rather
straightforward: in a semiconductor quantum well, if the potential well is asymmetric,
the electrons move in an effective electric field E induced by the potential gradient of
the quantum well. In the reference frame of the electron this electric field transforms
into an effective magnetic field B which causes a splitting in the energy levels of elec-
trons with different spins. A similar effect is expected for the electrons in the absence
of an inversion symmetry and in the presence of a large spin–orbit coupling [143]. A
spin-split band structure has been observed on some metallic surfaces, where the inver-
sion symmetry is broken [144] and could be explained in analogy to the conventional
Rashba effect in semiconductor heterostructures [145–147]. The idea is further tailored
to the surface alloys composed of heavy elements. The combination of strong spin–orbit
interaction of the heavy elements with structural effects enhances the local potential
gradients at the surface and thereby results in a large Rashba splitting [148]. The
Rashba effect has been explored in detail in various systems and even some spintronic
devices are proposed based on this effect [149–152].

Although for small wave vectors the magnons have a parabolic dispersion relation
in ferromagnets (similar to the one of the free electrons), they are classified as bosonic
quasi-particles (with a spin of 1h̄), unlike the electrons. One of the most interesting
phenomena is the effect of the relativistic spin–orbit coupling on magnons as bosonic
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quasi-particles. Such an effect has not been explored in detail. We will discuss in
Sec. 4.7.1 that the magnon dispersion relation in the presence of a large spin–orbit
coupling and absence of inversion symmetry shows a splitting for different magnetization
directions, similar to the electrons. Section 4.7.2 is dedicated to the effect of the spin–
orbit coupling on the magnon lifetime.

4.7.1 Magnon Rashba effect

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.8].
The magnon dispersion relation is measured along the Γ̄–H̄ direction of the surface

Brillouin zone for a 2 ML Fe(110) film grown on W(110). The dispersion relation is
obtained by measuring the SPEELS spectra at different wave vectors. The wave vectors
were varied by changing the scattering geometries i. e. changing the angle between the
incident beam and the surface normal [110, 125]. The measurements were performed
for the magnetization parallel to the [1̄10]- and [11̄0]-direction. The results of such
measurements are summarized in Fig. 4.12, demonstrating that the magnon dispersion
relation is split into two branches for magnetization along two opposite directions. The
dispersion relation is antisymmetric, meaning that the magnon energies for positive
wave vectors are equal to the ones with negative wave vectors and opposite magnetiza-
tion direction and vise versa. In fact the presence of the relativistic spin–orbit coupling
in the absence of time reversal and space inversion symmetry breaks the degeneracy of
the surface magnons and leads to the splitting of the magnon band structure.
The asymmetric dispersion relation can be understood in terms of the antisymmetric

Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction, which is a consequence of the spin–orbit coupling
[78,153]. In such cases the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian, including DM term (Eq. 2.6)
may be used to obtain the components of the DM vectors. In order to reduce the fit
parameters and since the magnetic anisotropy is usually orders of magnitude smaller
than the exchange energy, the term representing the magnetic anisotropy (Eq. 2.4) may
be neglected in the fitting procedure.
The solid lines in Fig. 4.12 are the fits based on Eq. (2.5) and including the term

introduced in Eq. (2.6). The fit parameters are: J1=7.5(5) meV, J2=4.5(3) meV, |2Dx
1+

D́x
1 |=0.9(3) meV and |Dx

2 |=0.5(3) meV. The superscript x indicates the component of
the DM vectors along the magnetization direction and the subscript 1(2) represents
the nearest neighbor (next nearest neighbor) interaction. Dx

1 (D́x
1) is the longitudinal

component of the DM vector of the nearest neighbors in the same atomic plane (in the
neighboring atomic plane). A detailed discussion concerning this effect can be found in
Ref. [KhZ 6.8]. Very recently the values of the components of the DM vectors and the
resulted energy asymmetry are calculated using ab initio DFT calculations and spin
dynamics simulations, respectively [154]. The results are in well agreement with our
experimental values. The splitting of the magnon band structure shown in Fig. 4.12 is
very similar to the well-known Rashba effect observed for electrons in two-dimensional
electron gas or at metal surfaces [145–147]. Since in this experiment we use an ultrathin
film that is grown on a nonmagnetic substrate with a large spin–orbit coupling, due to
the interaction with the substrate the inversion symmetry is broken. The system is very
similar to a two-dimensional electron gas system (or electrons at the metal surfaces) in
the presence of the spin–orbit coupling and absence of the space inversion symmetry.
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Fig. 4.12: (a) The magnon dispersion
relation measured on 2 ML
Fe/W(110) for two different
magnetization directions. (b)
The energy splitting, defined
as ∆E(q) = EM∥[1̄10](q) −
EM∥[11̄0](q), obtained from (a).
The symbols represent the ex-
perimental results, while the
solid lines represent the fits
based on the extended Heisen-
berg spin Hamiltonian, includ-
ing the DM term.
Taken from [KhZ 6.9].
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Here the lack of both the space inversion and the time-reversal symmetry leads to two
branches for the dispersion curves. This makes a one to one analogy to the Rashba
type spin splitting of the electronic band structure. Therefore the effect maybe called
as “magnon Rashba effect” [155]. Note that in two-dimensional electron gas systems
and at the normal metal surfaces the presence of the time-reversal symmetry requires
two branches, one being the mirror image of the other. However, in ferromagnets, time-
reversal symmetry is broken and there is one branch to the dispersion curve of each
magnetization direction.

4.7.2 The effect of spin–orbit coupling on the magnon lifetime

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.9].

More importantly, we observed that the lifetime of the magnons is also influenced
by spin–orbit coupling, in line with the recent theoretical calculations based on the
multiband Hubbard model [155]. The surface magnons in this case are subjected to a
large spin–orbit coupling coming mainly from the tungsten substrate. In a very näıve
picture one may imagine the spin–orbit coupling as a magnetic field that is acting on the
surface magnons. It tries to flip the spins and thereby causes an additional damping. A
time reversal would just change the direction of the effective magnetic field, caused by
spin–orbit coupling, and thereby would invert the asymmetry in the lifetime. This is
exactly what we observe in our experiment. For high wave vector magnons the damping
is mainly governed by dissipation into the Stoner states as discussed in Sec. 4.5. If the
spin–orbit is large, it may cause additional damping in the system. The spin–orbit
induced damping is a well known damping mechanism for small wave vector magnons,
in particular in the case of the uniform FMR mode (q = 0). As a simple model for the
intrinsic FMR damping, one may imagine that the precession of the spin that is coupled
to its orbital motion via the spin–orbit coupling. The orbital motion is perturbed by the
lattice simultaneously and hence cannot anymore follow the same phase and it results
in a damping. One would expect a similar mechanism here, which is superimposed to
the Landau type of damping.
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Fig. 4.13: A real time and space represen-
tation of the magnon wave pack-
ets with E = 46.5 meV. The
wave packets start to propagate
at t = 0 with the maximum
amplitude at x = 0. The red
wave packet propagates along
the [001]-direction, and the blue
one propagates along the [001̄]-
direction. The vertical gray
lines indicate the center of the
mass of the wave packets. The
difference in the wave packets
which are propagating to the
left and right is a direct con-
sequence of the spin–orbit cou-
pling. Taken from [KhZ 6.9].
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In order to obtain detailed, in depth, information on the magnons’ lifetime and spa-
tial distribution we attempt to provide a real space representation of magnons based
on our experimental data. We use the procedure explained in Sec. 4.6. For that, the
SPEELS spectra are measured at a fixed scattering geometry and with exactly the same
parameters (like incidence energy, beam current and energy resolution) and only the
sample magnetization is switched to opposite direction. The experiment is designed
such that the magnons propagate in the mirror symmetry plane of the magnetization.
Since the magnon intensity depends on the scattering’s matrix elements, keeping the
scattering geometry and experimental parameters unchanged, during the experiment,
would avoid the effects caused by geometry on the electron scattering processes and
thereby on the magnon intensity. Reversing the magnetization is equivalent to time
inversion, therefore one can reverse the magnon propagation direction only by revers-
ing the direction of the magnetization. This approach opens a possibility to measure
the magnons with positive and negative wave vectors without changing the scattering
geometry.

We directly attempt to provide a real time/space representation of magnons’ wave
packet. This is essential because only then we can clearly see the consequence of the
differences in the lifetime amplitude, group and phase velocity on the behavior of the
magnon wave packets. An example is given for the magnons with an excitation energy
of E = 46.5 meV. The distribution of magnon intensity in momentum space is obtained
from the line profile at E = 46.5 meV. Using the Fourier transform, one can have a
direct access to the real space representation of the magnons. For the magnons with
an energy of E = 46.5 meV the wave vectors are +0.50 Å−1 and −0.52 Å−1. The
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corresponding wavelengths are about 12.6 Å and 12.1 Å, respectively. Note that in the
absence of relativistic effects the absolute values of the wave vectors (wavelengths) for
the positive and negative branches have to be exactly the same. The difference in the
absolute value of the wave vectors (wavelengths) is a direct consequence of the spin–
orbit coupling. The real time and space representation of the magnons is presented in
Fig. 4.13. The magnon wave packet starts to propagate at t = 0 with the maximum
amplitude at x = 0. As it is mentioned in Sec. 4.5, the lifetime of the magnons in
itinerant ferromagnets is usually very short. The values obtained at E = 46.5 meV for
positive and negative wave vectors are τ+ ≈ 37± 5 fs and τ− ≈ 45± 5 fs, respectively.
The group velocity is obtained from the slope of the dispersion curve at the given
energy (E = 46.5 meV) and wave vectors (q = +0.50 Å−1 and −0.52 Å−1). Since
the dispersion relation is asymmetric, the group velocity is different for the magnons
propagating along two opposite directions. For the ones that are propagating along
the [001]-direction (the ones with q = +0.50 Å−1) vg = 24.4 km/s and for the ones
propagating along the [001̄]-direction (the ones with q = −0.52 Å−1) it is about vg =
−24.2 km/s. The differences in the group velocity, lifetime and the amplitude lead to
a different propagation behavior for the magnons along two opposite directions. Figure
4.13 demonstrates that after 200 fs the magnon’s wave packet, which is propagating
along the [001]-direction, propagates 48.8 Å and is strongly damped but the one which
is propagating along the [001̄]-direction propagates 48.4 Å. Extrapolating of our results
to q = 0, reveals that the uniform mode with zero wave vector possesses a finite group
velocity of about vg(q = 0) ≈ 1 km/s. The phase velocity can be obtained using the
simple expression vp = E/q, which results in vp = 14.4 km/s for the magnons with an
energy of 46.5 meV and q = +0.50 Å−1. It is about −13.4 km/s for the magnons with
an energy of 46.5 meV and q = −0.52 Å−1. The phase velocity is smaller than the group
velocity, meaning that the magnon wave packets disperse during the propagation.

The simplest device which may work based on these effects may be imagined as
following: one excites the transversal surface magnons (the ones that are propagating
perpendicular to the magnetization) on a magnetic surface. Simultaneously two wave
packets will be generated and then will propagate to opposite directions (see Fig. 4.14).
Let us assume that the magnetization is pointing outward as it is shown in Fig. 4.14

Fig. 4.14: A magnonic device based on the
magnon Rashba effect. (a) M is
pointing outward. In this case a
magnon signal can be detected
by gate A and no magnon sig-
nal is detected by gate B (A:ON
and B:OFF). (b) M is pointing
inward. In this case no magnon
signal can be detected by gate
A but a signal can be detected
by gate B (A:OFF and B:ON).
Taken from [KhZ 6.9].
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(a). This implies that the wave packet which is propagating towards gate A possesses a
larger amplitude and lifetime, while the one that is propagating towards gate B will die
out quickly. When the magnon wave packet arrives at gate A, it can be detected. At
the same time, no magnon signal can be detected by gate B. This state may be called
as A:ON and B:OFF. The switching to the state A:OFF and B:ON can be realized just
by reversing the magnetization of the ferromagnet [see Fig. 4.14 (b)].

Further applications are certainly possible. However, the magnonics is still in its
infancy and a detailed knowledge of the effects associated with this phenomenon is
required for realization of any device. Our results as a proof of principles demonstrate
that such an effect fundamentally exists and if the physics in known one my think about
further possibilities of application.

4.8 Probing exchange interaction at the interface

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.10].

In principle, there are a few important differences between magnons excited in thin
films (or layered structures) grown on a substrate compared to the ones in bulk crystals.
In single-element bulk crystals all atoms are equivalent and contribute equally to dif-
ferent magnon modes (all magnon modes degenerate in energy). However, in thin films
the atoms become inequivalent due to the absence of translational invariance in the
direction orthogonal to the surface. Moreover, the atomic environment of the surface
and interface atoms is substantially different from the one of the atoms located in the
inner part of the film. The direct consequence of this fact is that different atomic layers
possess different electronic and magnetic properties. In particular, the interatomic ex-
change parameters are layer-dependent. At the surface of the film the important factor
influencing the properties of the film is the reduced atomic coordination. At the inter-
face an additional strong influence comes from the hybridization of the electronic states
of the atoms of the film with the ones of the substrate atoms. A natural consequence
of the inequivalence of the atomic layers is a low-energy magnon mode which is formed
due to the presence of the interface [57, 156]. Probing this mode would allow a direct
way of probing magnetic exchange interaction at the interface.

To realize this idea, we have studied the exchange coupling constants at the interface
of an epitaxial thin Fe(001) films with a thickness of 6 ML grown on Ir(001). The
magnon dispersion relation is presented in Fig. 4.15 (a). The low excitation energy
and decreasing intensity of this mode with increasing the thickness from 6 to 9 ML
(specially close to the X̄-point) without any substantial change in the energies indicate
that this mode is mainly originated from the interface. Obviously, for a surface magnon
mode we would expect a very different behavior, namely, no significant change in the
magnon intensity while increasing the thickness [157,158]. The definite proof of this hy-
pothesis comes from our first-principles calculations. Two different sets of calculations
are performed. The first set of calculations, accomplished with a self-consistent Green
function method, yields the magnetic exchange parameters, magnon dispersion relation
in an adiabatic approach and allows us to calculate the contribution of each atomic layer
to the magnon modes. The second set of calculations, based on the linear response time
dependent density functional theory, provides the information on the magnons lifetime.
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Fig. 4.15: The magnon dispersion relation of a 6 ML Fe film on Ir(001) measured along
the main symmetry directions. (a) Experimental data plotted together with
the low-energy mode of the theoretical calculations. (b) All the predicted
magnon modes calculated using an adiabatic approach. (c) The suscep-
tibility spectral function projected into the Fe layer next to Ir substrate
(interface layer). (d) The susceptibility spectral function projected into the
surface layer. (e) The susceptibility spectral function projected into the
surface layer for a free standing Fe film consists of 6 layers.
Taken from [KhZ 6.10].

The low-energy mode, which satisfies the Goldstone theorem E(q = 0) = 0 calculated
for 6 ML Fe on Ir(001) is shown in Fig. 4.15 (a) by the solid red line. The results
of calculations agree very well with the experimental results. Moreover, the calcu-
lated atomic- or layer-resolved transverse magnetic susceptibility results in the spatial
distribution of each magnon mode over the Brillouin zone and allows us to compare
the contribution of each atomic layer to each magnon mode. Figure 4.15 (b) shows
all magnon modes calculated using an adiabatic approach. The susceptibility spectral
functions projected into the interface and surface layers are presented in Figs. 4.15
(c) and (d), respectively. In this representation the broadening of the lines indicates
the contribution of the given layer to all magnon modes. For example in Fig. 4.15
(c) the broadening of the low-energy mode is much stronger than of the other modes
meaning that a large contribution into this mode, comes from the Fe atoms located in
the atomic layer next to the Ir(001) substrate. Figure 4.15 (d) shows the contribution
of the surface layer to all magnon modes, indicating that the contribution of the surface
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layer to the low-energy mode is small for magnon wave vectors larger than 0.5 Å−1 and
is zero near the zone boundaries (near X̄- and M̄-points). Since increasing magnon wave
vector means larger angle φ between neighboring atomic moments, the difference in the
exchange parameters for different layers becomes increasingly more important leading
to the localization of the magnons in the region of the smallest exchange parameters.
At q = 0 (Goldstone mode) all atomic layers contribute equally to the low-energy mode.
The contribution of the interface layer to this mode becomes larger as the wave vector
increases whereas the contributions from the other layers become smaller such that at
the X̄ point only the contribution of the interface atomic layer remains [see Fig. 4.15
(c)]. Another way to illustrate that the low-energy mode is manly contributed from
the interface is to calculate the magnon spectrum of the free standing Fe(001) film.
The results, presented in Fig. 4.15 (e), show that the dispersion relation of the low-
energy mode changes strongly whereas the other modes are unaffected. For instance,
the energy at X̄ is increased from 125 to 240 meV. Note that in this case the surface
and interface layers are equivalent and hence the spectral weights of the two low-energy
modes projected into the surface and interface layers are identical. A comparison be-
tween Fig. 4.15 (c), (d) and (e) manifest beautifully the effect of hybridization of the
electronic states of the film with ones of the substrate on the magnon dispersion rela-
tion. It further illustrates how the degeneracy of the two low-energy magnon modes
along the X̄–M̄ direction is broken and a mode with a lower energy is formed. This
lowest-energy mode is mainly contributed from the atomic layer next to the substrate,
where the exchange parameters are weaker.

By an independent experiment we have estimated the average spin-dependent inelas-
tic mean free path of Co film being in the order of λ ≃4.5 in the units of vertical layer
spacing (being 1.6 Å). If one assumes that Fe films possess a similar spin-dependent
mean free path one can estimate the expected intensity of the SPEELS spectra based
on a simple kinematic model. As the rule of thumb one may take an exponential de-
cay of the excitation probability with increasing deepness of the layer. Based on this
assumption the overall contribution of all layers to each magnon mode can be calcu-
lated as A =

∑6
n=1An exp(−ln,q/λ), where An is the contribution of nth layer to that

particular magnon mode, n is the number of atomic layers counted from top and ln,q
is the path length of electrons inside the film (it depends on n and q or more precisely
on the scattering geometry). The contribution of each layer to the low-energy mode
resulted from the ab initio calculations is presented in Fig. 4.16 (a). The quantity A is
calculated as a function of wave vector for the low-energy mode and is presented in Fig.
4.16 (b). It may be regarded as the expected intensity of the experimental difference
spectra. Such a simple calculation reveals that the expected intensity close to the X̄
point is about 13% of the one for q=0.6 Å−1 in the middle of Γ̄–X̄ direction. This means
that although at X̄ the main contribution to this mode is coming from the interface
layer, it is still possible to be measured by SPEELS. At this point we would like to
mention that in this simple kinematic model only the probability of probing interface
magnons is calculated, there are other parameters which may influence the inelastic
electrons scattering that are not considered in this simple model.

The localization of magnons at the Fe/Ir(001) interface can be understood on the basis
of the analysis of exchange parameters. In principle, the reduction of the coordination
number at surfaces/interfaces can lead to a magnon softening [157]. However, in many
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Fig. 4.16: (a) The contributions of each atomic layer to the low-energy magnon mode.
(b) The expected intensity of this mode when an averaged spin-dependent
mean free path of 4.5 (in the unit of vertical layer spacing) is taken into
account. (c) The calculated interatomic exchange parameters. The values
are given in meV. Taken from [KhZ 6.10].

systems the interface electronic properties are different from the surface ones. This fact
leads to a significant difference in the exchange parameters at the surface and at the
interface. Remarkably, at the Fe/Ir(001) interface the magnon softening induced by
the interface hybridization is much more significant than that from the surface, which
indicates a strong reduction of the intralayer exchange constants at the Fe/Ir(001)
interface. Figure 4.16 (c) shows the exchange parameters in the Fe/Ir(001) system. For
simplicity, only the relevant parameters are presented. While the interlayer coupling
for both surface and interface layers is strongly ferromagnetic, the intralayer exchange
parameters are relatively weak. In particular, the intralayer exchange parameters at
the Fe/Ir interface have a strong tendency to be antiferromagnetic. Due to the strong
ferromagnetic coupling between the layers, the ground state is still ferromagnetic.

Another aspect which is of prime importance is the damping mechanism of the high
wave vector magnons which is governed by the decay of the collective magnons into
single-particle Stoner excitations, as discussed in Sec. 4.5. As a result for each wave
vector q only the lowest in energy magnon mode has a longer lifetime and can be un-
ambiguously detected in the experiment. The contribution of all other magnon modes
is drastically reduced because of their strong damping (short lifetime). In the final
SPEELS response function the spatial localization of different magnon modes competes
with their Landau damping. As discussed above the amplitude of the interface magnons
in the upper layers is still significant whereas the damping of higher-energy magnons
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Fig. 4.17: A comparison between SPEELS difference spectra, recorded at (a) ∆K∥ =
0.5 Å−1) and (b) ∆K∥ = 1.16 Å−1, X̄–point and the corresponding calcu-
lated imaginary part of the dynamical spin susceptibility.
Taken from [KhZ 6.10].

is very strong. Although the spectral weight of interface mode is not as large as the
surface mode, it has a much longer lifetime and hence dominates the spectra. Calcula-
tion of the dynamic transversal spin susceptibility considers on an equal footing both
collective magnons and single-electron Stoner excitations and provides full account for
the Landau damping of the magnons. These calculations are presented in Fig. 4.17
revealing a drastic Landau damping already of the second in energy magnon mode. In-
terestingly, a similar weak peak is obtained in the experimental spectra showing again
a good correlation between experiment and theory even in such nontrivial features as
observation of strongly damped magnons.
For further illustration of the capability of this method for probing the interface

exchange interaction, we replaced the top five Fe atomic layers with three atomic layers
of Co (keeping only one atomic layer of Fe at the interface). The measured magnon
dispersion relation reveals a similar low-energy magnon mode meaning that this mode
is mainly originated from the Fe atomic layer located at the interface (see [KhZ 6.10] for
more details). The method illustrated above is also applicable to other ferromagnetic
thin films grown on the other substrates. If the magnetic coupling at the interface
is weaker than at the surface the low-energy magnon mode is mainly localized at the
interface. Probing of this mode would lead to determination of exchange parameterless
at the buried interface.

4.9 Magnons in thin films with perpendicular easy axis

This section is based on the original publication [KhZ 6.11].
Ultrathin films with large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA), have attracted

much attention due to their interesting fundamental properties and also their promis-
ing technological applications in ultra-high density magnetic recording [159], magnetic
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tunneling junctions and also spin-transfer torque devices [160,161]. Many observed phe-
nomena in the above mentioned devices are attributed to the emission or absorption of
interface magnons while performing transport experiments. Certainly, the knowledge
on terahertz magnons would have a large impact on the understanding of many ob-
served phenomena in the transport experiments as well as the ultrafast spin dynamics
in these materials. However, since the films with PMA possess an out-of-plane mag-
netic stray field, there has been a long-standing question concerning the possibility of
probing magnons in these materials using SPEELS.

We have shown, for the first time, that magnons in PMA systems can be excited and
probed by a transversally spin-polarized beam. Two kinds of ultrathin films were grown
for this study, following the procedure reported in [162]: (a) an ultrathin Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy
film with a total thickness of 4 atomic layers (ML) prepared by co-deposition of Fe and
Co at room temperature, (b) an ultrathin Fe/Co multilayer film composed of four
alternating atomic layers of Co and Fe. In both cases the films grow epitaxially with
the epitaxial relationship [100]film ∥ [110]substrate on Ir(001). Both systems exhibit an
out-of-plane easy axis due to the large PMA, originating from the tetragonal distortion
of the epitaxial layers [162, 163]. In the SPEELS measurements, the scattering plane
was chosen to be parallel to the [110] direction of Ir(001) (the [010] direction of the
films). The polarization vector of the beam P is parallel (or antiparallel) to the [11̄0]
direction of Ir(001). Different wave vectors were selected by changing the angle between
incident and scattered beam i. e. by rotating the sample about the symmetry axis
([11̄0] direction of Ir(001)). In this configuration the effective beam polarization does
not depend on the scattering geometry, since it is parallel to the symmetry axis [see
Fig. 4.18 (a)]. SPEELS spectra were recorded for the spin polarization vector P of the
incident beam parallel and antiparallel to the [11̄0] direction of Ir(001) i.e. perpendicular
to the quantization axis that is defined as the easy magnetization direction being normal
to the sample plane (the [001] direction).

Figures 4.18 (b) and (c) show the I+ and I− SPEELS spectra measured at a wave
vector of 1.1 Å−1 in a 4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film and a 4 ML Fe/Co multilayer film,
respectively. I+ (I−) denotes the intensity of the scattered beam when P is parallel
(antiparallel) to the [11̄0] direction. In both systems, a pronounced peak appears in
both I+ and I− spectra with the same intensity and peak position. The peak intensity
shows no dependence on the direction of P, different than those recorded on ultrathin
films with in-plane magnetization. This is due to the fact that unlike the previous
experiments, where the beam polarization vector P was parallel or antiparallel to the
magnetization direction (quantization axis), in the present case it is perpendicular to
that.

To answer the question: “How a transversally spin-polarized beam can excite the
magnons?” let us assume a spin polarized beam with an arbitrary polarization vector
P=|P|e. e = sinϑ cosϕî+sinϑ sinϕĵ+cosϑk̂ is the unit vector in space indicating the
direction of the spin polarization vector [ϑ and ϕ are the polar and azimuthal angles,
respectively and are defined with respect to the quantization axis, see Fig. 4.18 (a)]
and |P| is the norm of the polarization vector. The polarization vector of a given spin
polarized beam can be expressed in terms of Dirac spinors defining the spin-up and
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Fig. 4.18: (a) A schematic representation of the scattering geometry. All the crystal-
lographic directions depicted here are the ones of Ir(001). SPEELS spectra
recorded in a 4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film (b) and a 4 ML Fe/Co multilayer
film (c) at a wave vector of ∆K∥ = 1.1 Å−1. The total spectrum is shown
by I+ + I−. Taken from [KhZ 6.11].

spin-down states [164]. This can be simply done by finding the eigenstates of:

(σ · e)χ = λχ, (4.1)

where σ represents the Pauli spin matrices and σ · e is the projection of spin operator
in a polarization direction. λ and χ represent the eigenvalue and the eigenstate of σ · e,
respectively.

The solution of Eq. (4.1) is:

χ =

(
cos ϑ

2

sin ϑ
2
eiϕ

)
for λ = +1 and χ =

(
sin ϑ

2

− cos ϑ
2
eiϕ

)
for λ = −1. (4.2)

For the case where P is parallel or antiparallel to the the magnetization (the quan-
tization axis) one has ϑ = 0, ϕ = 0 [see Fig. 4.18 (a)] and hence Eq. (4.1) yields the

expected eigenstate of σz,

(
1
0

)
or

(
0
1

)
.

For the case where P is parallel or antiparallel to the x direction and the magnetiza-
tion (the quantization axis) is along the z direction one has ϑ = π/2, ϕ = 0 and hence

Eq. (4.1) yields the eigenstate χ = 1√
2

(
1
0

)
+ 1√

2

(
0
1

)
, where,

(
1
0

)
and

(
0
1

)
are the Dirac spinors and can be regarded as majority and minority spin states of the
sample, respectively. Note that in both examples the quantization axis is defined as the
direction of the easy axis.

Now, it is rather straightforward to understand our experimental results. In the
experiments, where P is parallel or antiparallel to the quantization axis, the beam
is composed of either majority or minority spins (assuming a polarization of 100%,
|P| = 1). Since the magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1h̄, they can only
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Fig. 4.19: (a) The magnon dispersion rela-
tion probed in a 4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5
alloy film (�) and a 4 ML Fe/Co
multilayer film (◦). The in-
trinsic linewidth of the spectra
is depicted as the background
color. The solid line represents
the theoretical calculation for a
4 ML body-centered tetragonal
film on Ir(001) composed of al-
ternating layers of Co and Fe.
The dashed line represents the
results of the calculations for
a free standing film. (b) The
magnon lifetime as a function of
the wave vector.
Taken from [KhZ 6.11].
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be excited by incident electrons of minority character via an exchange process. The
magnon excitation is forbidden for incident electrons of majority character. Hence,
one sees only the magnon excitation peak in minority spin spectra. In the present case
where P is perpendicular to the quantization axis, the beam can be regarded as a totaly
spin unpolarized beam equally composed of both majority and minority spins. Only the
incident electrons of minority character are allowed to excite magnons (see Sec. 4.1).
Since for both polarization directions (+ and −) the beam carries the same amount of
majority and minority spins, one would expect exactly the same magnon peak intensity
in I+ and I− spectra.

The magnon dispersion relation measured on both Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy and Fe/Co mul-
tilayer films is presented in Fig. 4.19 (a). At low wave vectors both systems possess
almost identical magnon energies. Small differences in the magnon energies appear at
high wave vectors. For the Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film the energy reaches a value of 160 meV
at the X̄-point whereas for the Fe/Co multilayer film the energy is about 140 meV. In
both cases the magnon energies are much smaller than the one in bulk Fe and Co. They
are even smaller than the one of 2 ML Fe(110)/W(110) and 8 ML Co(001)/Cu(001).

The results of first principles adiabatic calculations, are presented in Fig. 4.19 (a)
showing a rather good agreement with the experimental data. To see the impact of
the Ir(001) substrate on the magnon dispersion relation we performed calculations for
a free standing film taking the interatomic distances the same as the film with sub-
strate. The results, shown in Fig. 4.19 (a) as dashed line, indicate that the role of the
substrate in determining the magnon energies is very important. The presence of the
Ir(001) substrate reduces the magnon energies by 55 meV at the X̄ point. This fact
is the consequence of the weakening of the interatomic exchange interaction and beau-
tifully manifests the importance of electronic hybridization of the ultrathin film and
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the substrate. Detailed information may be found in [KhZ 6.11]. Recent calculations
of tetragonally distorted bulk FeCo compounds within the many-body perturbation
theory predict a magnon softening [165]. Due to technical difficulties in those calcula-
tions the effects of the substrate, which seem to be important, could not be taken into
consideration.
The background color in Fig. 4.19 (a) denotes the intrinsic linewidth of the magnon

peaks as observed in the experiments. Since they are very similar in both systems we
only show the results of the alloy film. The intrinsic linewidth increases from 40 to
100 meV when the wave vector increases from 0.5 to 1.2 Å−1, similar to that of an
8 ML Co/Cu(100) and a 2 ML Fe/W(110). The magnon lifetime is obtained using
the procedure explained in Sec. 4.5 and is presented in Fig. 4.19 (b). A large damp-
ing of magnons in the tetragonally distorted bulk FeCo compounds is also predicted
theoretically [165].
These results demonstrate nicely that the high-energy magnons in ultrathin ferromag-

netic films with an out-of-plane easy axis can be probed by a transversally spin-polarized
beam. The excitation cross section is rather large so that a pronounced peak in the
spectra can be observed. Since ultrathin films with PMA are of great fundamental and
technological interest, these pioneering experiments would open a way towards investi-
gation of magnon excitations in this class of materials by SPEELS and also by inelastic
tunneling spectroscopy.
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We have performed a comprehensive study of high-energy spin excitations in low-
dimensional ferromagnets, mainly ultrathin ferromagnetic films grown on metallic sub-
strates. The main mechanisms leading to the creation of magnons by spin-polarized elec-
trons are outlined and explained based on our current understanding. The magnon ex-
citation process is based on the exchange scattering mechanism. When a spin-polarized
beam with a well-defined energy is scattered from the sample surface, magnons can only
be excited (annihilated) if the incoming beam is of minority (majority) spin character.
Since magnons possess a total angular momentum of 1h̄, the outgoing electron is of
majority (minority) spin character. This fact leads to a peak in the energy loss (gain)
region of the intensity spectra when minority (majority) electrons are incident. The
scattering process itself is elastic and the observed energy loss (or gain) is due to the
fact that the ejected electron stems from a lower (or higher) energy level of the excited
solid. Such a process is purely mediated by exchange interaction that is of the Coulomb
nature and no explicit spin-spin interaction is involved.
The technique provides also a way of measuring magnons and phonons simultane-

ously, without the need of any spin-resolved detection. Magnons can only be excited by
incidence of minority electrons and annihilated by incidence of majority ones whereas,
phonons can be excited and annihilated by incidence of electrons with any spin orienta-
tion. This fact would lead to a sign change in the asymmetry curve in the gain and loss
regions where the magnons are excited. For the case of phonons, no change in the sign
of the asymmetry curve is expected. This means that the magnons and phonons can be
distinguished by comparing the sign of the asymmetry curves in loss and gain regions
and there is no need of further spin resolved detection of the scattered electrons. We
hope that these pioneering results will open a way towards probing the quasi-particles
involved in lattice- and spin dynamics and their possible coupling, in particular, in the
multifunctional complex hybrid and oxide materials as well as strongly correlated elec-
tron systems. This knowledge would be of substantial importance to investigate the
possible coupling scenarios between different quasi-particles.
The magnon dispersion relation in various systems is probed and discussed in detail.

The response of the magnon energies to the changes in the geometrical structure, num-
ber of atomic layers and rearrangement of atoms within the structure is investigated
and explained in term of the complexity of the electronic structures of the ferromag-
netic films and the substrate. It is demonstrated how the complexity of the electronic
structure and the different contribution of orbitals to the hybridization and exchange
interaction may lead to unusual behavior of the fundamental magnetic interactions in
low-dimensional magnets. These results suggest a way of tailoring magnetic coupling
in low-dimensional magnetic structures.
In addition, experimental results have had a very large impact on the development of

the quantum theory of low-dimensional magnetism, in particular on the theory of spin
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excitations in low-dimensional itinerant magnets.

The magnon lifetime and spatial distribution are studied. It is found that magnons
in ultrathin Fe and Co films possess lifetimes ranging from tens to hundreds of fem-
toseconds depending on the wave vector. The analysis reveals that the magnons at
the Fe(110) and Co(100) surfaces are strongly confined in time and space due to the
large damping effects. Interestingly, the lifetime of both systems are very similar at a
given wave vector in spite of the fact that the excitation energies in the Co(100) film
are almost twice of that in the Fe(110) film. High-energy magnons propagate only a
few nanometers within their lifetime. We hope that our results will inspire theoretical
investigations for a better understanding of magnetic damping mechanism of terahertz
magnons in low-dimensional magnets. This understanding would help us for a possibil-
ity of tuning of the magnetic relaxation in nanoscale ferromagnets. It may also offer a
way of estimating the ultimate time scale of magnetic switching in nanostructures.

The first direct experimental evidence of the magnon Rashba effect is presented. It
is demonstrated that the dispersion relation of the surface magnons in the presence
of relativistic spin–orbit coupling and in the absence of time-reversal and inversion
symmetry shows a splitting for different magnetization directions, similar to the electron
dispersion relation at metal surfaces and in the presence of spin–orbit coupling. This
discovery revised the conventional thinking in surface magnetism.

In a pioneering experiment, it is demonstrated that the lifetime, amplitude, group and
phase velocity of the surface magnons propagating along two opposite (but equivalent)
directions perpendicular to the magnetization are different meaning that magnons with
the same energy propagate differently along two opposite directions. A new type of
spintronic devices based on surface magnons is proposed. This discovery would open
new routs towards possibilities of using surface magnons for information processing.
Specially, in the devices made of ferromagnetic insulators, where the information cannot
be carried by means of electrons and the role of magnons for carrying the information
is essential.

It is illustrated that SPEELS may be used to probe the interface exchange parameters.
If the magnetic coupling at the interface is weaker than at the surface, the low-energy
magnon mode is mainly contributed from the interface layer. Probing of this magnon
mode would lead to an unambiguous determination of the exchange coupling constants
at the interface. Since the technique provides unique results on spin excitations, it has
a large capability to be used for investigating the fundamental magnetic interactions in
many systems.

Magnons in ultrathin films with out-of-plane easy axis are of particular fundamental
interest. As a matter of fact, the pioneering SPEELS experiments on FeCo films with
an out-of-plane easy axis have illustrated the capability of the method for investigation
of such structures. The idea can be tailored to a large variety of ultrathin film systems,
in which the magnetization is oriented perpendicular to the film.

Magnons in multilayer structures of alternating layers of ferromagnetic metals are
also of fundamental interest. In this case one may observe different magnon modes
associated with different layers in the structure. The preliminary experiments on this
kind of systems are already started.

Magnons in an ultrathin antiferromagnetic film are also of great fundamental interest.
In principle, one can investigate all the effects presented here in an antiferromagnetic
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film. One candidate for such investigation is an ultrathin film of FeRh. It is ex-
pected that this material shows a ferromagnetic to antiferromagnetic phase transitions
as a function of temperature and film thickness. It would be interesting to investi-
gate the magnons in both ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic phases and also observe
the changes in the magnon spectrum across the transition temperature. The theoretical
predictions of the magnons’ behavior in each of these phases are appeared recently [166].
As it is proven, the technique allows probing both manons and phonos, simultane-

ously. By choosing an appropriate system one may try to investigate and shed light
onto the physics of magnon-phonon coupling in low-dimensional magnets.
The magnon lifetime needs to be investigated in more detail. It is believed that

the main damping mechanism of high-energy magnons is their dissipation into single
particle electron-hole pairs. In the case of low-dimensional ferromagnets in contact
to metallic hosts, the angular momentum of magnons is transferred to the host via
conduction electrons. It would be of great fundamental interest to prove this scenario.
For that one needs to grow the ferromagnetic films on a(n) (semi-)insulating substrate
and investigate the magnon lifetime for different thicknesses of the ferromagnetic film.
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Chapter 7
Probing Magnons by Spin-Polarized Electrons

K. Zakeri and J. Kirschner

Abstract High wave-vector magnon excitations in itinerant ferromagnets can be
investigated by electron scattering experiments. In such an experiment, a spin-
polarized beam with a well-defined energy is scattered from the sample surface
and the energy distribution of the scattered electrons is measured. Since magnons
possess a total angular momentum of 1�, they can only be excited (annihilated) by
incidence of minority (majority) electrons. This fact leads to a peak in the energy
loss (gain) region of the intensity spectra when minority (majority) electrons are in-
cident. The scattering itself is elastic and the observed energy loss (or gain) is due to
the fact that the ejected electron stems from a lower (or higher) energy level of the
excited solid. Such a process is mediated by exchange interaction that is of a pure
Coulomb nature and no explicit spin–spin interaction is involved.

We review the recent experimental attempts to probe and investigate the high
wave-vector magnons in ultrathin ferromagnetic films by using spin-polarized elec-
trons. Experimental results obtained by spin-polarized electron energy loss spec-
troscopy will be presented. The focus will be on the basic concepts and the nature
of the different types of excitations probed by electrons. A possibility to distinguish
between magnon- and phonon-excitations without the need of spin selective detec-
tion will be discussed.

7.1 Introduction

Low dimensional magnetic objects such as ultrathin magnetic films and nanostruc-
tures possess novel properties that have had a major impact on the innovation of the
information and magneto-electronic technology [1]. Many static magnetic proper-
ties of this class of materials, which lead to their desired functionalities, are now
well-known [2]. Since the speed of operation is important for faster information
processing, nowadays the magneto-electronic technology pushes toward high speed
operation. This fact implies that a better knowledge of the dynamic magnetic prop-
erties of magnetic thin films and nanostructures is required. Hence the processes
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which are linked to spin excitations and ultrafast dynamics in solid are of great im-
portance.

Besides its technological impact, spin dynamics in ferromagnets is of great fun-
damental interest because it lies in the central understanding of many physical phe-
nomena. For instance, the temperature induced fluctuation of spins at low tempera-
tures can be treated as collective spin excitations called spin waves. Spin waves are
also important to understand the electron–electron interactions in high-temperature
superconductors [3, 4]. Moreover, they are associated with the newly discovered
phenomena like current-induced magnetization switching or current-induced do-
main wall motion [5–7].

The long wavelength spin wave excitations can be well-described using semi-
classical models. However, when the wavelength of excitations approaches the
nanometer scale, they are governed by the microscopic exchange interaction. In this
case, the excitations are strongly confined in both time and space (their lifetime is
mainly governed by the dissipation into the single particle excitations). Hence, they
cannot be simply treated as in the case of classical spin waves. This implies that a
quantum mechanical description of the system is demanded, and the experimental
study of such excitations would provide a true microscopic view of the system.

This chapter is a review of the recent experimental results of high wave-vector
magnon excitations by using spin-polarized electrons. The authors realized that the
basic concepts of the processes involved in the magnon excitations by spin-polarized
electrons are not well-interpreted by many groups in various places; therefore, the
basic concepts are emphasized. The magnon dispersion relation and its differences
in various systems will not be addressed in this chapter. The nature of the differ-
ent type of excitations probed by electrons will be discussed in detail. Section 7.2
provides the basic information needed to follow this chapter. The magnetic excita-
tions in ferromagnets are classified and explained in Sects. 7.2.1–7.2.3. The exper-
imental tool, that is, spin polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS),
used to investigate such excitations with a relatively high momentum and energy
resolution is explained in Sect. 7.3. Moreover, the possibility of using scanning tun-
neling microscopy to study the surface excitations is briefly discussed. Section 7.4
will provide experimental results of high wave-vector magnon excitations in ultra-
thin ferromagnetic films. A possibility to distinguish between magnon- and phonon-
excitations without the need of spin selective detection is discussed in Sect. 7.4.2.

7.2 Basic Concepts

Ferromagnetism is characterized by a spontaneous magnetization without apply-
ing any external magnetic field. In a ferromagnetic solid, all magnetic moments are
aligned parallel at T = 0 K. It is caused by the direct exchange interaction of the
electrons, which leads to a strong coupling of the spins to each other. The excited
sate of such a spin system can be described by creation of wavy like motions of the
spins over the entire crystal called spin waves [8, 9]. The same picture can also be
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Fig. 7.1 Different types of spin waves within the energy–momentum space. At the very low mo-
mentum values, the dominating magnetic energy is the long-range dipolar interaction, hence the
spin waves are called dipolar spin waves. For the large momentum values, the dominating mag-
netic energy is the exchange energy, and thus it determines the energies of the spin waves. An
intermediate regime is separating these two classes of spin waves [20]

applied to the antiferromagnets in which the atomic moments are aligned antiparal-
lel at T = 0 K. The spin waves in antiferromagnets can be understood in analogy to
the ones in ferromagnets.

The classical picture mentioned above is only valid when the magnetic moments
are localized. Since in 3d ferromagnets the magnetism is governed by conduction
electrons, this description cannot provide a clear picture of the system. In addition,
another important questions arises: How can the classical spin waves be understood
from a microscopic point of view, i.e., by looking at the electronic band structure?
This fact was pointed out by Stoner [10, 11] at the beginning of developing of the
quantum theory of magnetism. In fact, a unique and satisfactory answer to this ques-
tion is still missing. The elementary magnetic excitations in metallic ferromagnets
can be classified as spin waves and Stoner excitations. Spin waves may be described
similar to the excitons (electron–hole pairs). The wave function is a linear superpo-
sition of particle hole states (spin triplet particle hole excitations–Stoner excitations)
[12]. In the following, we shall explain both excitations in detail.

7.2.1 Spin Waves

Spin waves are collective excitations of a spin system. They are well defined for
the magnetic systems with localized moments, e.g., ferromagnetic insulators. In
the itinerant ferromagnets, the low energy spin excitations can also be classified
as spin waves. Spin waves may be described by Heisenberg Hamiltonian (see
Sect. 7.2.3). In this description, the quantized spin waves are called magnons. The
word “magnon” is chosen in analogy to the word “phonon”, which describes the
quantized lattice vibrations. There is a large variety of magnons over the momen-
tum and energy space. Spin waves caused by the coherent precession of the moments
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Fig. 7.2 A schematic representation of Stoner excitations in an itinerant ferromagnet. A majority
electron jumps from an occupied state below the Fermi-level to an unoccupied state above the
Fermi-level, leaving a hole with majority spin behind

(q = 0) possess energies on the order of magnetic anisotropy energy of the system
(few tens of micro-electron-volts) [13]. The lifetime of such spin waves reaches a
value of a few tenths of a microsecond [14–17]. Figure 7.1 shows a schematic rep-
resentation of different types of low-energy and low-wave-vector magnons. As the
wave vector increases, the energy of spin waves increases. In the low wave-vector
regime, where the magnetic anisotropy and long-range dipolar interactions are dom-
inating, spin waves can be treated classically [18, 19]. At larger wave vectors (larger
than 10−3 Å−1) the exchange interaction becomes the dominating magnetic inter-
action and will determine the energy of spin waves.

7.2.2 Stoner Excitations

The electron–electron interactions in ferromagnets lead a to separation of the elec-
tronic bands for spin-up (majority) and spin-down (minority) electrons. In a simpli-
fied picture, this effect can be described as perturbations of a degenerate, paramag-
netic band structure from which the energy degeneracy is lifted by the “exchange
splitting”. The exchange splitting depends on the spin and the wave vector of the
electrons within the system. If the Fermi-level lies between the bands derived from
a single degenerate paramagnetic band, the lower energy (majority) states are occu-
pied, while the higher energy (minority) states are unoccupied. This fact leads to a
spin polarization of the conduction electrons and can explain the magnetic state of
the system [11]. In such a case, the spin split bands across the Fermi-level would
lead to the possibility of a unique single-particle excitation in the system. In prin-
ciple, an electron can jump from an occupied majority band, undergo spin reversal,
and occupy a state in the minority band. This process leads to a remaining hole
of majority spin character in the majority band. The resulting electron–hole pairs
(known as “Stoner excitations”) carry a total spin of 1� and a wave vector of q ,
which is the momentum difference of the electron and hole in the minority and
majority bands, respectively. Stoner excitations are spread over the whole Brillouin
zone (see Fig. 7.2).
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Fig. 7.3 Stoner density of
states for a bulk (a) and an
ultrathin (b) metallic
ferromagnet with a non-zero
Stoner gap δ

A schematic representation of the Stoner excitations is provided in Fig. 7.2. The
bands are separated by the exchange splitting. The parameter δ, known as Stoner
gap, is defined as the energy between the highest occupied state below the Fermi-
level and the Fermi-level, EFermi. Ferromagnets with non-zero δ are usually called
“strong ferromagnets” and the ones with δ = 0 are called “weak ferromagnets”).
The energy, ε, and momentum, q , of the Stoner excitations are given by the energy
and momentum difference of the electron and hole in the system, respectively. The
distribution of the Stoner excitations in the momentum and energy space is usually
called as Stoner density of states or Stoner states. It is given by the joint density of
states for occupied and unoccupied states of appropriate spins with the momentum
transfer �K = q . In the case of bulk metallic ferromagnets, the conservation of the
wave vector in three dimensions opens a gap for long-living-magnons with small
energy and wave vector. This basically means that there are no Stoner states avail-
able for small q and ε (q � and ε < EExchange). However, in the case of ultrathin
metallic ferromagnets only the momentum parallel to the surface is conserved. This
implies that the states should be projected into the energy axis meaning that there
will be a very small gap left at q = 0 (only the Stoner gap). Figure 7.3 represents
the Stoner density of states for a strong ferromagnet with a non-zero Stoner gap δ.

Stoner excitations describe a spin reversal in the system and are the elementary
single-particle magnetic excitations in itinerant-electron ferromagnets. As it is men-
tioned above, at low energy and wave vector region, the configuration of the elec-
tronic bands does not allow single-particle Stoner excitations (see Fig. 7.3). In this
case, the coherent superposition of “virtual” Stoner excitations of wave vector q can
produce a collective magnetic excitation (or spin wave) of wave vector q at low en-
ergies. In regions of energy–momentum space where individual Stoner excitations
are allowed, the spin wave and Stoner excitations are strongly coupled so that the
excitations are heavily damped. In the case of two-dimensional ferromagnets (thin
films and surfaces), the Stoner states cover the whole energy and momentum space
[21–23]. It remains only a very tiny space for spin waves with very small energies
(ε < δ, see Fig. 7.3). Stoner excitations play a fundamental role in understanding of
the excited states as well as the ground state of itinerant-electron ferromagnets. The
band model of ferromagnets leads to the spin waves as the long-living excitations.
However, in addition to spin waves, a spectrum of single particle Stoner excitation
can also be obtained [24–34]. In principle, a proper theory must provide an account
of both the spin waves and the Stoner excitations within a single framework. Espe-
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cially at high wave vectors or at surfaces and ultrathin metallic ferromagnets, where
both excitations overlap.

The representative elementary quasi-particles of both spin waves and Stoner
excitations are the magnons. They carry an energy, ε, a momentum, q , and a
total angular momentum of 1�.

7.2.3 Heisenberg Description of Magnons

The magnetically relevant part of the Hamiltonian for a ferromagnetic system in the
absence of any external magnetic field is given by:

H = −
∑

i �=j

Jij Si · Sj . (7.1)

Here Jij represents the exchange interaction between spins Si and Sj . In the
Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian given above, only the symmetric exchange interaction
is taken into consideration. We note that in the presence of the magnetic anisotropy
in the system, an additional term has to be added to (7.1). The term caused by
magnetic anisotropy is directly proportional to the magnetic anisotropy energy of the
system and basically acts as a Zeeman term which lifts the energy of the system up
by a value of 2KeffS, where Keff denotes the effective magnetic anisotropy energy
and S is the magnitude of spins. Moreover, in the presence of the antisymmetric
exchange interaction known as “Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya interaction”, an additional
term which is proportional to the cross-product of the spins has to be added to the
spin Hamiltonian [35, 36]. According to the formalism developed by Kittel [37], one
can derive an expression for the magnon dispersion relation. In a classical picture,
one may consider the exchange interaction as the source of a torque acting on each
magnetic moment. By this consideration, the equation of motion reads as

�
dSi

dt
= τi = 2

∑

j

Jj (Si × Sj ). (7.2)

After a simple mathematical step, (7.2) can be written as

i�
dS+

i

dt
= 2JS

∑

j

[
S+

i − S+
j

]
, (7.3)

where S+ = Sx + iSy is the raising operator. Usually, for surface magnons a wave
form solution in the form of S+

i = Ai exp[i(q · Rj − ωt)] is assumed. Ai is the
amplitude of the magnon with the wave vector q and angular frequency of ω at
position Ri . The dot product between q and Rj implies that only the in-plane com-
ponent of the wave vector is important here. Putting this solution into (7.3) results
in the following expression:
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�ωAi = 2S
∑

Jj

{
Ai − Aj exp

[
iq · (Rj − Ri )

]}
. (7.4)

Equation (7.4) is usually used to derive an equation for the magnon dispersion
relation which connects the magnons’ energy to their propagating wave vector. For
an infinitely long cubic crystal and considering only the nearest neighbor interaction,
the dispersion relation can be written as this simple form:

ε = �ω = 2nJS

[
1 − 1

n

∑

δ

cos(q · r)
]
, (7.5)

where n is the number of nearest neighbors, J is the exchange coupling constant be-
tween the neighbors, and r represents the position vector of the respective neighbor.
Since the dispersion relation is not the main subject of the present chapter, we will
not discuss it further. No prediction concerning the magnon lifetime can be made by
the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian given in (7.1). Within this description, magnons
shall live forever, which is not certainly true for the case of itinerant electron ferro-
magnets. This classical picture even fails to describe the magnon dispersion relation
in this class of materials [24–34, 38, 39].

7.2.4 Spin Dependence of Electron Scattering

Generally, the inelastic scattering of electrons results from the so-called “dipolar”
and “impact” scattering processes [40]. Dipolar scattering refers to the scattering of
electrons by the electric dipolar field generated at the surface and may be described
using the dielectric dipolar theory [40]. In such a description, detailed knowledge
of the electrons and the sample surface is not needed. The dipolar scattering mainly
happens for a scattering geometry very close to the specular geometry, where the
angle of the incoming beam is the same as the one of the outgoing beam. In the
case of off-specular geometries, the dominating process is the impact scattering. In
contrast to the dipolar scattering, the inelastically scattered electrons are distributed
over a large range of angles. The impact scattering is still poorly described by the
theory due to lack of the detailed information about the interaction between the
electrons and the sample surface [40].

As mentioned above, the inelastic scattering of spin-polarized electrons is a rather
complicated process. The complete description of the processes involved in the scat-
tering of spin-polarized electrons is out of the scope of the present chapter. More
information may be found, for example, in Chap. 4 of [41] or in [42, 43]. Let us
assume an ideal situation; one sends an electron with a given energy, Ei , and spin
orientation (up ↑ or down ↓) onto a ferromagnetic surface at a certain geometry
and performs a full energy and spin resolved detection of the scattered electron.
Now the question would be: What are the possible scattering processes in such a
situation? Figure 7.4 illustrates all the possible processes that may occur in an ex-
periment where a primary electron with energy Ei and particular spin orientation
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Fig. 7.4 A schematic representation of the possible processes taking place in the scattering of
spin-polarized electrons from a magnetic surface. Processes marked as (a), (b), (c), and (d) are
referred to as “non-flip” processes, since the spin of the scattered electron is the same as the one of
the primary electron. Processes in which the spin of the scattered electron is opposite to the one of
the incoming electron are referred to as “flip” processes [(e) and (f)]

is launched onto a magnetic surface and an electron with energy Ei − ε is ob-
served after scattering. During the scattering process, electrons in the sample are
excited above the Fermi-level, and consequently holes are left in the system. The
spin of the electron during the transition is conserved; therefore, only transitions
from the states with the same spin orientation are allowed. A primary spin-down
electron may experience two loss processes, each resulting in a scattered electron
with the same spin orientation as the incident one (these processes will be referred
to as “non-flip” processes). The incident spin-down electron either excites a minor-
ity electron from a state below the Fermi-level to a state above the Fermi-level, or
it excites an electron of majority character to the same energy. Therefore, there are
two “spin-down non-flip amplitudes”. These processes are marked as (a) and (b) in
Fig. 7.4. The first one has an exchange contribution which partly cancels the di-
rect amplitude. A primary spin-up electron may also experience two loss processes,
each resulting in a scattered electron with the same spin orientation as the incident
one (“non-flip” processes). The incident electron either excites a majority electron
from a state below the Fermi-level to a state above the Fermi-level, or it excites an
electron of minority character to the same energy. Therefore, there are two “spin-
up non-flip amplitudes”. The corresponding processes are marked as (c) and (d) in
Fig. 7.4. Again here the first one (process (c)) has an exchange contribution which
partly cancels the direct amplitude. Note that the “non-flip intensities” result from
the same spin system. A similar behavior is expected in an optical absorption exper-
iment, e.g., photoemission, because the electric and magnetic fields involved are far
too small to reverse the spin of an electron. The fact is that, disregarding exchange
processes, electron energy loss spectroscopy and optical absorption are basically
equivalent. Differences come into play by the possibility of electron exchange pro-
cesses marked as (e) and (f) in Fig. 7.4. In the “spin-flip” process described by (e),
the primary spin-down electron transfers its whole energy to a majority spin electron
and occupies an empty state above the Fermi-level after the excitation. The excited
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majority electron, coming from a state below the Fermi-level, emerges with an en-
ergy equal to the primary energy minus the energy of the electron–hole pair (Stoner
excitation) around the Fermi-level. This process leads to creation of a magnon with
the total angular momentum of 1� and energy ε. We will come to this point later
in Sects. 7.3 and 7.4. The partial intensities for the “spin-flip” process with primary
spin-up electron (process (f)) may be obtained analogously. The primary spin-up
electron transfers its whole energy to a minority spin electron in a state below the
Fermi-level and occupies an empty state above the Fermi-level after the excitation.
The excited minority electron, coming from a state below the Fermi-level, leaves
the sample with an energy equal to the primary energy minus the energy of the
electron–hole pair around the Fermi-level. In addition to this process, there is an-
other possibility (not shown in Fig. 7.4): the incoming spin-up electron excites an
electron from a state above the Fermi-level and annihilates a hole in a state below the
Fermi-level. The excited minority electron, coming from a state above the Fermi-
level, leaves the sample with an energy equal to the primary energy plus the energy
of the electron–hole pair around the Fermi-level. It looks like that the scattered elec-
tron has gained energy. The apparent energy gain is due to the fact that the electron
stems from a higher energy level of the system (a state above the Fermi-level). Such
a process would lead to annihilation of an available magnon with a total angular
momentum of 1� and an energy of ε (see Sect. 7.4).

The relative rates of the processes mentioned in Fig. 7.4 for ferromagnetic sur-
faces have been measured first by Kirschner using a spin-polarized electron beam
and a simultaneous spin-polarized detection [44]. It turned out that the “flip” rate of
spin-down electrons is larger then the one of the spin-up electrons. This is mainly
due to the fact that in normal ferromagnets there are more minority states avail-
able above the Fermi-level and consequently more majority electrons below the
Fermi-level. This implies that the probability of having pairs of majority-hole and
minority-electron is higher than the ones of minority-hole and majority-electron
[44]. Interestingly, the experiment showed that the relative contributions of different
rates depend on the wave vector of the excitations and could also be confirmed by
other experiments [45–47].

At this point, we would like to emphasize that the processes referred to as “flip”
processes above are due to the exchange scattering mechanism and there is no “di-
rect spin flip” process involved via the scattering. The “direct spin flip” process can,
in principle, happen under some circumstances. For instance, when electrons are
scattered from a surface with a large spin-orbit coupling or when they experience a
magnetic field, they may flip their spin via the well-known Larmor precession. How-
ever, these processes are very much slower than the exchange process and happen
on the nano-/pico-second time-scale. The explanation of their physical origin is out
of the scope of the present chapter (fruitful information may be found, for example,
in [42, 43, 48, 49]). These processes are not relevant for the electron scattering from
ferromagnetic surfaces with a small spin-orbit coupling. The electric and magnetic
fields involved are far too small.
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Since magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1�, they are created by mi-
nority electrons in an exchange scattering process [50]. The magnon creation
process is mediated by the Coulomb interaction between the electrons and no
explicit spin–spin interaction is involved. It takes place within a few tens of
attoseconds.

7.3 Spin-Polarized Electron Energy Loss Spectroscopy

The spin-polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) is based on the
scattering of spin polarized electrons from a magnetic surface [51]. Spin polarized
electrons are created by using spin-polarized photoemission from a GaAs photocath-
ode. A circularly polarized laser beam is incident into the photocathode. According
to the selection rules, the photo-emitted electrons will have their spins either parallel
or antiparallel to the incident direction of the laser beam, depending on the helicity
of the light. Since a normal GaAs has a total polarization of 50 % (based on the spin-
dependent photoemission selection rules), usually a so-called strained semiconduc-
tor heterostructure is used for this purpose. Taking the advantage of hereroepitaxy
one can grow a semiconductor heterostructure with a large lattice strain [52]. The
large strain would modify the band structure so that a large spin polarization (as
large as 90 %) can be achieved [52]. The spin-polarized electrons are monochro-
matized to get a certain energy and are focused onto the sample surface. The spin
of the incoming electrons is either parallel or antiparallel to the majority electrons
of the sample. The former type of electrons are usually called as spin up and the
latter ones are called spin-down electrons. The scattered electrons are collected by
a channeltron at a given scattering geometry and their energy is analyzed [51]. Note
that no spin-resolved detection is involved in this experiment. The experiments are
usually performed for both spin channels, simultaneously.

In Fig. 7.5, the scattering geometry is shown. If one assumes that the energy and
momentum in initial and final states before and after scattering are Ei , ki and Ef ,
kf , respectively, the energy ε and the wave vector q of the excitations can be given
by the following expressions:

ε = Ef − Ei; q = −|�k‖| = |ki | sin θ − |kf | sin(θ0 − θ). (7.6)

In addition to the conservation of energy and momentum, the total angular mo-
mentum has to also be conserved. Hence magnon excitations are allowed only when
minority electrons are incident. This implies that the magnon peak will appear only
in the minority spin channel. Magnon excitations are forbidden when majority elec-
trons are incident onto the sample surface. An example is given in Fig. 7.6, where
typical SPEELS spectra measured on a Co film are shown. The peak in the minor-
ity spin channel (I↓) is due to the long-living magnon excitations and the raising
background is attributed to the single-particle electron–hole pair excitations [53].
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Fig. 7.5 A schematic representation of the scattering geometry used in SPEELS experiments.
A monochromatic beam with a well-defined energy and momentum is focused onto the sample
surface and the energy distribution of the scattered beam is measured at a given geometry for both
spin orientations

Fig. 7.6 Typical SPEELS spectra recorded on an epitaxial Co(100) film, with a thickness of 8 ML,
grown on Cu(100). The energy of incident beam and the in-plane wave vector transfer were about
Ei = 6.7 eV and |�k‖| = 0.87 Å−1, respectively. The peak in the minority spin channel (I↓)
is due to the magnon excitations and the raising background is attributed to the single-particle
electron–hole pair excitations [53]

In Sect. 7.4, it will be explained in detail how the magnons are created and annihi-
lated in SPEELS experiments.

Magnons can also be excited within the tunneling process in scanning tunnel-
ing spectroscopy experiments [54–56]. Basically, the process is similar to the one
in the SPEELS experiments. The tunneling electrons interact with the ones of the
sample, and when they have enough kinetic energy to create an excitation, the tun-
neling current is enhanced. The excitation process leads to a step in the differential
conductivity that is dI/dU and consequently a peak in d2I/dU2. The main differ-
ence here is that the excitation may happen in the forward and backward tunneling
directions. The excitations can be of magnetic and non-magnetic nature. By using a
magnetic tip and changing the magnetization direction of the tip, one may confirm
that the excitations are of magnetic origin. The main disadvantage of this technique
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is that the control of the tip magnetization is usually difficult. Due to the fact that the
tunneling current is almost perpendicular to the sample surface, the technique is not
capable of performing measurements at different wave vectors. Only when standing
waves are formed due to confinement effects, one would be able to observe different
magnon modes [54–56].

7.4 Recent Experimental Achievements

7.4.1 Magnon Excitations in Ferromagnetic Thin Films

For studying the surface magnons, initially an atomically clean surface has to be
obtained. Such surfaces can be prepared by means of conventional thin film growth
techniques under ultrahigh vacuum. Usually, prior to the SPEELS measurements the
films are magnetically saturated by applying a magnetic field. The measurements are
performed in the remnant state.

As it is mentioned in Sect. 7.2.4, magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1�,
therefore, they are created by minority electrons. Due to the thermal fluctuations, a
spin system possess a large variety of magnons at a finite temperature. These are
usually referred to as “thermally excited magnons” and are spread over a large mo-
mentum and energy space, depending on the temperature. The population of this
class of magnons is given by Bose–Einstein statistics, which determines the statisti-
cal distribution of identical indistinguishable bosonic quasi-particles over the energy
states in thermal equilibrium [57]. In principle, the thermally excited magnons can
be annihilated by majority electrons. A majority electron can be scattered to a mi-
nority one via the exchange scattering mechanism and hereby a magnon will be
annihilated (see the inset of Fig. 7.7). In this process, the energy of the electron in
the final state is larger then the one in the initial state, and hence such a process
can be observed in the energy gain region. The intensity of the peak associated with
the magnon annihilation process depends on the population of the thermally excited
magnons at the measurement temperature. The magnon population is given by a
Boltzmann factor, which is about 0.17 for the magnons with an excitation energy of
46 meV at T = 300 K. It is nearly zero for T = 10 K. This means that at low tem-
peratures the magnon annihilation process is expected to be suppressed and at high
temperatures it is pronounced. Here we would like to point out that such a behavior
is also expected for phonons that are also classified as bosons. An example is pro-
vided in Fig. 7.7 where the SPEELS spectra measured at different temperatures are
presented. The spectra are recorded on a 2 ML thick Fe(110) film grown on W(110)
with a wave vector of 0.5 Å−1. The magnon propagation direction in this particular
experiment is along the [001]-direction of the Fe(110) surface (Γ̄ –H̄ -direction of
the surface Brillouin zone). For each case the spectra for spin-up (I↑) and spin-down
(I↓) electrons are measured. In addition, the sum (I↓ + I↑), difference (I↓ − I↑), and
asymmetry [(I↓ − I↑)/(I↓ + I↑)] spectra are also presented. Let us first start with
Fig. 7.7(a). It is apparent that the spectra are dominated by presence of the quasi-
elastic peak at E = 0 meV. The magnon creation and annihilation peaks are located
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Fig. 7.7 SPEELS spectra measured at |�k‖| = 0.5 Å−1 on an ultrathin Fe(110)/W(110) film with
a thickness of 2 ML at (a) 300 K and (b) 10 K. The upper panels show the spin up (I↑), spin down
(I↓) and the sum (I↑ + I↓) spectra. The lower panels show the difference (I↓ − I↑) and asymmetry

( I↓−I↑
I↓+I↑ ) spectra. The magnon creation and annihilation processes are schematically sketched in the

insets

beside the elastic peak in the energy loss and gain region, respectively. These two
processes are sketched schematically in the insets of Fig. 7.7. The asymmetry curve
shows a change in the sign from negative to positive, when going from gain to loss
region. The minima (in the gain region) and the maxima (in the loss region) are the
places where the excitation and annihilation processes take place. If one neglects the
spin–orbit coupling effects in the system the maxima and minima should be located
at the same energies (one negative and the other positive). As it was mentioned ear-
lier, at low temperature where the population of the thermally excited magnons is
very low, the magnon annihilation peak supposed to be strongly suppressed. This
fact can be clearly seen in Fig. 7.7(b), where the measurements at 10 K, performed
on the same sample, are presented. No trace of magnon annihilation could be de-
tected neither in difference nor in asymmetry spectrum.

In order to obtain the magnon dispersion relation, usually the spectra are recorded
for different wave vectors [38, 39, 53, 58–61]. The desired wave vector is achieved
by changing the scattering geometry, i.e., the angle between incident beam and the
sample normal (θi , see (7.6) and Fig. 7.5).

7.4.2 Distinguishing Between Magnons and Phonons

In principle, both magnons and phonons can be excited by electrons. Since both
kinds of excitations may show very similar energies, it is rather difficult to distin-
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Fig. 7.8 SPEELS spectra
measured on the
Fe(001)–O(1 × 1) surface at
300 K and |�k‖| = 0.3 Å−1.
The upper panel shows the
spin up (I↑), spin down (I↓)
and the sum (I↑ + I↓)
spectra. The lower panel
shows the difference
(I↓ − I↑) and the asymmetry

( I↓−I↑
I↓+I↑ ) spectra. The vertical

gray lines mark the position
of the peaks resulting from
the magnon excitation
(energy loss) and annihilation
(energy gain) processes

guish between them experimentally. However, using the spin degree of freedom of
spin-polarized electrons opens a possibility to separate magnons from phonons. As
magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1 �, they can only be excited by in-
cidence of minority electrons. The time reversal process happens for incidence of
majority electrons, which leads to the magnon annihilation. This fact would lead to
a sign change in the asymmetry curve in gain and loss regions (see the lower panel
of Fig. 7.7(a)). In the case of phonons, the situation is different. Since phonons
are spin-independent quasi-particles, they can be created and annihilated by inci-
dence of electrons with any spin direction. We note that the process which leads to
phonon creation can also be mediated by the exchange process (the exchange of the
electrons with the same spin, see Fig. 7.4). The particular dependence of magnon
creation and annihilation on the spin of the incident electrons, as it is different from
phonon excitations, is a fundamental feature, which can be used to distinguish be-
tween magnons and phonons in spin-polarized electron scattering experiments. The
best way to identify the nature of an excited quasi-particle (magnon or phonon), is
to compare the signs of asymmetry curves in loss and gain regions. An example is
provided in Fig. 7.8, where the spectra of an oxygen passivated Fe(001), measured
at T = 300 K and |�k‖| = 0.3 Å−1, are presented. The magnon and phonon exci-
tations coincide within the same energy window. Interestingly, the intensity of all
excitations depends on the spin orientation of the incoming beam. In such a case, the
fundamental question is: How can one distinguish between magnons and phonons?
As it is discussed above, the identification of phonons and magnons can be done by
looking at their different spin nature. Asymmetries of loss and gain spectra of the
peaks marked by the vertical gray lines in Fig. 7.8 (at energies of ±19 meV) are
of opposite signs, and hence they are associated with magnon excitations. Asym-
metry of the other excitations have the same sign and almost identical magnitudes;
therefore, they are caused by phonon excitations.
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It is interesting to mention that in the case of the Fe(001)–O(1 × 1) surface the
asymmetries of phonon induced peaks are always negative. A complementary exper-
iment showed that the asymmetry of the phonon peaks follows the one of the elastic
peak. This fact implies that very likely the asymmetry of the phonon peaks has the
same origin as the one of the elastic peak [62]. However, the details of the effect are
expected to depend on many parameters like the energy of the incident beam, ex-
citation energy, and the scattering geometry. Even, the sign of the spin asymmetry
may change while changing the electron energy. Recently, the dispersion relation
of magnons and phonons could be measured simultaneously by varying the wave
vector and the dispersion branches could be separated based on their different spin
nature [62].

7.5 Conclusion

We discussed the processes involved in high wave-vector magnon excitations in itin-
erant ferromagnets by using spin-polarized electron scattering experiments. Since
magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1�, they can only be excited by in-
cidence of minority electrons and annihilated by incidence of majority ones. The
excitation process is commonly called as an inelastic electron scattering process.
However, we think that the process itself is elastic and the observed energy loss (or
gain) is due to the fact that the ejected electron stems from a lower (or higher) energy
level of the excited solid. The process is extremely fast (taking place within a few
tens of attoseconds). It is mediated by the exchange interaction, i.e., the Coulomb
interaction between electrons and no explicit spin–spin interaction is needed to be
taken into consideration.

A possibility to distinguish between magnon- and phonon-excitations based on
their spin nature is discussed. Magnons can only be excited by incidence of minority
electrons and annihilated by incidence of majority ones whereas, phonons can be
excited and annihilated by incidence of electrons with any spin orientation. This
fact would lead to a sign change in the asymmetry curve in the gain and loss regions
where the magnons are excited. For the case of phonons, no change in the sign of
the asymmetry curve is expected. This means that the magnons and phonons can be
distinguished by comparing the sign of the symmetry curves in loss and gain regions
and there is no need of further spin resolved detection of the scattered electrons.
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Short-wavelength  magnons  at ferromagnetic  surfaces  can  be probed  by  electrons.  The  unique  property  of
electrons,  i.e. having  a very  strong  interaction  with  the  surface  together  with the  spin  degree  of  freedom
enables  one  to investigate  the  spin  dependent  quasi-particles,  e.g. magnons  at  magnetic  surfaces.

We review  the  experimental  results  of  short-wavelength  magnons  probed  at  ferromagnetic  Co(0  0  0  1)
and Fe(1  1 0)  surfaces  by  spin-polarized  electron  energy-loss  spectroscopy.  The  differences  and  similari-
ties  to their  bulk  counterpart  are discussed  in  detail.  Although  in  the case  of Co(0  0  0  1)  surface  magnons
behave  similar  to  the  ones in bulk  Co, in  the  case  of Fe(1  1 0)  they  possess  a smaller  exchange  stiffness
meaning  that  the  effective  exchange  coupling  is  smaller  at the  surface.  In both  cases,  surface  magnons
have  an extremely  short  lifetime  being  in the  order  of a  few  tens  of  femtosecond.

© 2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Magnetism at surfaces and in ultrathin films has attracted a lot
of attention because of exotic phenomena, which have not been
observed in bulk materials [1–4]. Enhanced magnetic moment at
the surface [3], perpendicular easy axis [4] and giant magnetore-
sistance effect [5,6] are all attributed to the presence of the surface
and interface. The possibilities of using these new effects observed
at the magnetic surfaces and interfaces in magneto-electronic tech-
nology have been extensively discussed and even some of the
available devices in nowadays technology are based on these prop-
erties [7].

Magnetic excitations are well-established subjects in bulk mag-
netism. They are of crucial importance for understanding the
microscopic origins of different observations in magnetism, e.g.,
the magnetic ordering phenomena at a finite temperature. From
a fundamental physics point of view, a complete knowledge of
magnetic excitations would lead to a better understanding of the
physical phenomena related to the excited state of the system. In
the case of low-dimensional magnetic objects or at surfaces, the
magnetic excitations should, in principle, reflect the properties of
these systems. This knowledge is essential to understand the the-
ory of high-speed response of a magnetic material to different kinds

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +49 345 5582749; fax: +49 345 5511223.
E-mail address: zakeri@mpi-halle.de (Kh. Zakeri).
URL: http://www.mpi-halle.de/ (Kh. Zakeri).

of excitations (for instance high frequency electromagnetic radia-
tions). Moreover, it would allow a prediction of the role and the type
of elementary excitations generated within the processes like spin-
current induced magnetic switching [8,9]. From the application
point of view this information would help us to design magnetic
devices, which can be operated at high frequencies.

In a classical description, the wavy-like motions of the
atomic magnetic moments, which are caused by the preces-
sion of the individual moments are called spin waves. Their
representative quasi-particles are referred to as magnons. Long-
wavelength (low-energy) excitations are usually treated classically
using phenomenological approaches, e.g., using the so-called
Landau–Lifshitz–Gilbert (LLG) equation of motion. The dominating
magnetic interaction for this class of magnons is the magnetic dipo-
lar interaction [10,11]. Although in various occasions it is shown
that the LLG equation fails to describe the magnetic damping mech-
anisms in ferromagnets [12–15], however, it lies in the central
explanation of long-wavelength spin waves, at least where pro-
cesses like two-magnon scattering are not important. In contrary to
this class of magnons the short-wavelength magnons are governed
by magnetic exchange interaction and therefore their properties
are entirely different than those of long-wavelength magnons.

In this paper we  will provide the experimental results of short-
wavelength magnon excitations probed by spin-polarized electron
energy-loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) on different ferromagnetic sur-
faces. As examples we discuss the results of Co(0 0 0 1) and Fe(1 1 0)
films grown on W(1  1 0) surface. The results of magnon dispersion
relation and the lifetime of surface magnons will be discussed.

0368-2048/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.elspec.2012.06.009
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Some comparison to the results of the bulk samples probed by
inelastic neutron scattering (INS) measurements will be provided.
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we introduce
the basic concepts needed to follow the paper. In Section 3, the
experimental details concerning the sample preparation, charac-
terization, and SPEELS measurements are provided. Section 4 is
dedicated to the main experimental results followed by a discus-
sion. A concluding remark is provided in Section 5.

2. Basic concepts

Spin waves governed by exchange interaction may  be described
by the classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian. In this description the
representative quasi-particles of spin waves are referred to as
magnons. The simplest form of Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian reads
as:

H = −
∑
i /=  j

Jij �Si · �Sj. (1)

Here Jij denotes the isotropic exchange interaction between
spins �Si and �Sj . This Hamiltonian applies to a system of spins,
which are coupled via an isotropic exchange interaction in the
absence of any external magnetic field and magnetic anisotropy. In
the systems with magnetic anisotropy, an additional term, which
is proportional to the magnetic anisotropy energy of the system,
should be added to Eq. (1). In the presence of the antisymmetric
exchange interaction (usually referred to as Dzyaloshinskii–Moriya
interaction [16,17]) an additional term, which is proportional to
the vector product of the spins ( �Si × �Sj) may  be added to the spin
Hamiltonian [18].

In order to derive the equation of motion, in a semi-classical
picture, one may  consider the magnetic exchange interaction as the
source of a torque acting on each magnetic moment. The equation
of motion can be derived as:

�
d�Si

dt
= ��i = 2

∑
j

Jij
(�Si × �Sj

)
. (2)

Writing the expansion of the cross product in terms of spin
components leads to the following equations:

�
dSx

i

dt
= 2

∑
j

Jij(S
y
i
Sz

j − Sy
j
Sz

i ), (3)

�
dSy

i

dt
= 2

∑
j

Jij(S
x
j Sz

i − Sx
i Sz

j ). (4)

Now if one defines the rising operator as S+ = Sx + iSy, Eq. (2) can
be simplified to:

i�
dS+

i

dt
= 2S

∑
j

Jij

[
S+

i
− S+

j

]
, (5)

where S ≈ Sz denotes the magnitude of spin. By considering a
wave form solution for the magnons (S+

i
= Ai exp[i(�q · �Rj − ωt)], Ai

denotes the amplitude of the magnon with the wave vector �q and
angular frequency of ω at position �Ri) one can simply derive the
following expression, which connects the magnons energy (eigen-
frequency) to their wave vector:

�ωAi = 2S
∑

Jij{Ai − Aj exp[i�q · (�Rj − �Ri)]}. (6)

The above equation is usually used to derive the magnon disper-
sion relation for any system of interest. We  will use it in Section 4
to calculate the dispersion relation of our systems. For an infinitely
large crystal with simple cubic structure and considering only the

nearest neighbor interaction, the dispersion relation can be written
as this simple form:

E = �ω = 2zJS

[
1 − 1

z

∑
ı

cos(�q · �a)

]
, (7)

where z is the number of nearest neighbors, J = Jij represents the
exchange coupling constant between the neighbors and �a is the
position vector of the respective neighbor. The Heisenberg Hamil-
tonian provides no information concerning the magnons’ damping.
The assumption is that the magnons live for an infinitely long time.
In reality, the magnons possess a finite lifetime, which for the case
of itinerant electron ferromagnets is quite short. We will provide
some information on the magnon lifetimes at the Fe(1 1 0) surface
in Section 4.2. The classical Heisenberg picture fails to describe
the magnon dispersion relation in itinerant electron ferromagnets
[19–31]. However, since it provides a simple way of understanding
the magnon dispersion relation, we will use it for our data analysis
in a comparative way.

In an itinerant ferromagnet the bands are spin-split across the
Fermi-level, which can lead to a possibility of single-particle exci-
tations called Stoner excitations. In fact, an electron of majority
spin character can jump from an occupied majority band to an
empty state in the minority band above the Fermi-level. A hole
with majority spin character in the majority band will be left. The
electron–hole pairs (Stoner pairs), generated within this process,
possess a total spin of 1�. The energy and momentum of a Stoner
pair is given by the momentum and energy difference of the elec-
tron and hole in the minority- and majority-band, respectively.
The probability of having Stoner excitations depends on the band
structure. In two-dimensional metallic ferromagnets, Stoner exci-
tations are spread over the entire Brillouin zone and only a narrow
area within the Stoner gap is left. They overlap with the collective
excitations. It is shown that Stoner excitations lead to an energy
renormalization of the high wave vector magnons, in addition to
modifying their damping [28,29,32]. The excitations at very low
energies (below the Stoner gap) will not be influenced by the Stoner
continuum and may  still be described in terms of spin waves.

3. Experimental details

For this study all the experiments were performed under ultra-
high vacuum (UHV) condition with a base pressure better than
3 × 10−11 mbar. As with other surface sensitive methods, perform-
ing SPEELS experiments in UHV is essential to get rid of the effects
induced by adsorbates.

3.1. Sample preparation

The samples were grown in situ in the form of ultrathin films by
the molecular beam epitaxy technique. The structure and chemical
properties were characterized using low-energy electron diffrac-
tion (LEED) and Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). The magnetic
properties were studied by magneto-optical Kerr effect (MOKE).
The magnon excitations were investigated using SPEELS. In the fol-
lowing section we will briefly introduce our SPEELS spectrometer.
We  also discuss and describe the basic physical processes involved
in SPEELS experiments.

3.2. Spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy

SPEELS is a spectroscopy technique based on the scattering of
spin-polarized electrons from a magnetic surface. In this technique
a spin-polarized low-energy electron beam is incident onto the
sample surface at a certain scattering geometry and the intensity
of the scattered electrons is measured versus their energy loss. As
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it is a spin polarized version of electron energy-loss spectroscopy
(EELS), some basic principles are similar to the one of EELS experi-
ments. The main advantage of SPEELS is that one has a direct access
to control the spin of the incoming beam and thereby can distin-
guish the spin dependent and spin independent excitations at solid
surfaces. This is essential for investigating magnon excitations. No
spin selective detection is involved in this experiment. The energy
of the incoming beam has usually been chosen to be in the order of a
few electron-volts (3–10 eV). This is the range, where the magnons
are observed as pronounced peaks in the energy-loss spectra [33].

It is often thought that the basic concepts of SPEELS are sim-
ilar to the one of the inelastic neutron scattering (INS). In fact
the fundamental basis of these two techniques are different. In
SPEELS experiments the exchange mechanism plays an important
role while in INS experiments the type of the interaction that is
important is the dipolar interaction between the neutron magnetic
moment with the magnetic field induced by magnons. In the fol-
lowing we will discuss how does the exchange mechanism during
the scattering process lead to magnon excitations within the SPEELS
experiments.

Before we discuss the contributions to the inelastic scattering
of the spin-polarized electrons, let us define the spin direction of
the incoming and outgoing beam. It is defined with respect to the
majority and minority spins of the sample. When the spin of the
electron is parallel to the majority electrons of the ferromagnetic
surface, it is called spin-up electron ↑ and when it is parallel to
the minority electrons of the sample surface it is called spin-down
electron ↓. Generally, the inelastic scattering of spin-polarized elec-
trons is a rather complicated topic. A complete description of the
mechanisms involved in such processes is out of the scope of the
present paper. An extended discussion can be found in Ref. [34].
If an electron with a given spin (↑ or ↓) is incident onto a ferro-
magnetic surface at a certain geometry, the outgoing electron has
either the spin orientation parallel or anti-parallel to the one of the
incoming electron. Although in the former case an exchange of the
electrons with the same spins is possible, in the latter case one can
clearly talk about the exchange process. This means that the inci-
dent electron occupies an unoccupied state above the Fermi-level
and another electron from an occupied state below the Fermi-level
will be scattered out of the surface. The corresponding processes
are schematically illustrated in Fig. 1 for incident of spin-down
(left) and spin-up (right) electrons. The processes in which the
incident and scattered electrons have the same spin character are
usually referred to as “non-flip” processes and the ones in which the
spin of the scattered electron is opposite to the incident electron
are called “flip” processes. It is essential to notice that no direct
spin reversal is involved in the processes mentioned above. The
underlying mechanism is the exchange process. The “flip” process
mentioned above describes the fact that an incident electron with
given spin direction is exchanged with an electron from the sample
with an opposite spin orientation (for an extended discussion see
for example [34–38]).

As discussed in Section 2 the total angular momentum of a
magnon is 1�. If a spin-down electron is incident onto the surface,
it excites a majority electron from a state below the Fermi-level
and occupies an empty state above the Fermi-level. The excited
majority electron will be scattered out of the sample. Such a process
leads to excitation of a magnon with a total angular momentum of
1�. A magnon annihilation process may  be imagined when a spin-
up electron is incident onto the sample surface. However, during
this process the outgoing electron would gain energy and hence
this process would take place in the energy gain spectra. As such
a process requires an available magnon, the intensity of the peak
associated with this process is proportional to the number of the
available magnons. In the thermodynamic steady state condition
the number of magnons is given by the Bose–Einstein statistics,

Fig. 1. A schematic representation of possible processes when a spin-down (a and b)
or  spin-up (c and d) electron is incident onto a magnetic surface. Since in processes
shown as (a) and (d) the spin of the incident and scattered electron is the same we  call
these processes “non-flip” processes. Consequently processes (b) and (c) are called
“flip”  processes because the spin of the scattered electron is opposite to the one of
the  incident electron. Note that these processes are due to the exchange mechanism
and no direct spin reversal process is involved here. The lower panel shows the cor-
responding excitation processes within the system. During such processes electrons
from a state below the Fermi-level are excited and holes are created in the system.
The  incoming electron with energy Ei transfers its energy to an electron in a state
below the Fermi-level and fills an unoccupied state. The excited electron leaves the
sample from a state with energy Ef = Ei − E.

since they are bosons. In the processes mentioned above when an
electron is excited from a state below the Fermi-level a hole is left
in the system. The resulting electron and hole in the system are
correlated and are considered as an electron–hole pair. The energy
and momentum of the corresponding electron–hole pair (magnon)
is the energy and momentum difference of the electron and hole.

We note that during the scattering, phonons can also be excited
at the surface. Since the phonons are spin independent quasi-
particles they can be excited by incidence of spin-down as well as
spin-up electrons. The answer to this question: “how one can dis-
tinguish between magnons and phonons when the phonons also
show a spin asymmetry?” is out of the scope of this paper. In prin-
ciple, comparing the gain and loss features of each excitation should
provide an access to its nature. A detailed discussion may  be found
in Ref. [39].

Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the scattering processes within
the SPEELS experiments. Since the energy and the parallel momen-
tum of the electrons are conserved during the scattering process,
the wave vector of the magnons can be selected by adjusting the
scattering geometry (see Fig. 2). This fact enables one to probe the
magnons in a wave vector selective manner. Assuming that the
energy and momentum before and after scattering are Ei, �ki and
Ef, �kf , respectively, the energy E and the in-plane component of the
wave vector �q‖ of the excited magnons can be given by the following
expressions:

E = Ef − Ei∣∣ �q‖
∣∣ =

∣∣� �k‖
∣∣ =

∣∣ �ki

∣∣ sin � −
∣∣ �kf

∣∣ sin(�0 − �).
(8)

Here, � (�0) is the angle between the incident beam and the
surface normal (scattered beam).

The magnon dispersion relation can be obtained by performing
the experiments at different wave vectors. The desired wave vector
can be achieved by changing the angle between the incoming beam
and the surface normal (�) or the angle between the incoming beam
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Fig. 2. A schematic representation of the scattering geometry in the SPEELS exper-
iments. An electron beam with a given energy Ei , wave vector �ki and spin � i is
scattered from the surface to an electron beam with energy Ef , wave vector �kf

and spin �f . Since the energy and the in-plane wave vector is conserved within
this process, the energy and the wave vector of the excited magnons (the in-plane
component) is given by Eq. (8).

and the outgoing one (�0). In addition to the conservation of energy
and parallel momentum, the total angular momentum has to also
be conserved. Hence magnon excitations are allowed only when
minority electrons are incident. This implies that the magnon peak
will appear only in the minority spin channel. Magnon excitations
are forbidden when majority electrons are incident onto the sample
surface (see Fig. 3). We will come back to this point in Section 4.1.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. The magnon dispersion relation

Experimentally the properties of magnons like excitation energy
(or eigenfrequency, ω = E/�, where E is the excitation energy), dis-
persion relation and the lifetime are obtained by recording the
energy-loss spectra. An example is given in Fig. 3, where typi-
cal SPEELS spectra measured on a hexagonal close-packed (hcp)
Co(0 0 0 1) and a body-centered cubic (bcc) Fe(1 1 0) film recorded
at a wave vector of 0.7 Å−1 are presented. In the experiments one
sequentially measures the spectra for both spin orientations of the
incoming beam (I↑ and I↓). The peak in the minority spin channel
(I↓) is due to the magnon excitations. The peak intensity is usually
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Fig. 3. Typical SPEELS spectra recorded at a wave vector of �q‖ = 0.7(2) Å1 on (a) an
epitaxial Co(0 0 0 1) film, with a thickness of 8 ML  and (b) an epitaxial Fe(1 1 0) film
with a thickness of 24 ML  grown on W(1  1 0). The spectra are normalized to the total
intensity of the quasi-elastic peak. The energy of incident beam was about Ei = 4 eV
for both cases. The peak in the minority spin channel (I↓) is due to the magnon
excitations. The difference spectra (I↓−I↑) is shown in the lower panels.

one or even two orders of magnitude smaller than the one of the
elastic peak (the one at Eloss = 0). The small satellites in the upper
panel of Fig. 3(b) at energies of about 63 and 120 meV  are due to
the vibrational excitations of the adsorbed oxygen and hydrogen
from the residual gases in the chamber. Since they appear in both
spin channels and show a very weak energy dispersion, they can
be clearly identified. The magnon peak shows a finite width that
provides information about the typical lifetime of the magnons. A
way to analyze the magnon peaks is taking the difference spectra
that is I↓ − I↑ (see the lower panels of Fig. 3). We  use the difference
spectra for further data analysis.

For a thin film composed of a finite number of atomic layers, the
Heisenberg model predicts n different modes, where n is the num-
ber of atomic layers. However, in the experiment irrespective of the
number of atomic layers, only a single magnon peak was observed
(the surface acoustic mode). The first reason may  lie in the fact that
in the case of the acoustic mode the moments precess in phase and
hence the transverse components of spins are added to each other.
Therefore this mode appears as a pronounced peak in the spectrum.
The high-energy modes (the optical modes) are the results of the
anti-phase precession of the spin moments. In such cases the trans-
verse components of the spin moments may  cancel out each other
and hence no signal can be detected by SPEELS. The second reason
might be the small excitation cross-section and the strong damping
of the higher energy modes. The third reason might be due to the
fact that the acoustic surface mode has the largest amplitude at the
surface and the SPEELS technique is strongly surface sensitive.

In thin film systems monitoring the magnon excitation energy
versus the film thickness would provide some information about
the role of the surface structure and the interface effects on the
magnons. Interestingly the measurements performed on ultrathin
Co(0 0 0 1) films on W(1  1 0) showed that the excitation energy
slightly increases when the thickness of the Co layer increases [40].
The same behavior was  observed for Co(0 0 1) films on Cu(0 0 1)
[41]. The measurements performed on Fe(1 1 0) films with different
thicknesses on W(1  1 0) revealed that the excitation energy shows
an unusual thickness dependence [42]. Fig. 4 shows the excitation
energy at a given wave vector (0.5 Å−1 or 0.7 Å−1) versus the film
thickness. The unusual thickness dependence of magnon energy
could be understood in terms of lattice relaxation. Fe films grow
pseudomorphically on W(1  1 0) from the initial stage of the growth
up to a film thickness of about 2 monolayer (ML). As the third atomic
layer is growing a network of dislocations start to form and the
films start to relax towards the bulk structure [43–45]. This fact
was confirmed by analysis of the LEED patterns recorded on the

Fig. 4. Excitation energy at two different wave vectors (0.5 Å−1 and 0.7 Å−1) versus
the  Fe film thickness in Fe(1 1 0)/W(1 1 0) structure [42]. The data of monolayer
system are measured at 120 K and all other data are recorded at 300 K.
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samples with different thicknesses. The small changes in the geo-
metrical structure influence the electronic structure of the film and
thereby changes the effective exchange interaction, which leads
to a modification of the magnon energy (dispersion relation). This
fact is confirmed by first-principles adiabatic spin dynamics cal-
culations based on density-functional theory (DFT) [42]. Although
within this approach the atomic magnetic moments are treated as
rigid entities, which precess around the direction of the ferromag-
netic ground state (similar to the Heisenberg model), the excitation
energies are obtained by means of parameter-free DFT calculations.
Within these calculations a mapping of the itinerant electron sys-
tem onto a Heisenberg Hamiltonian is considered. The calculations
performed within the framework of the itinerant electron theory
also predicted that the magnon exchange stiffness (D = E/q2, for
q � �/a) versus the number of Fe layers shall show a minimum
at about 4 ML  when the magnons are excited along the � − H
direction of the surface Brillouin zone [20].

One of the important properties of magnons is the dispersion
relation that connects the magnons’ energy to their propagation
wave vector. Since the main aim of the present paper is to discuss
the surface magnons, we mainly discuss the results of magnon exci-
tations in thicker films where the film thickness is large enough and
the effects caused by the presence of the film/substrate interfaces
are less important. Fig. 5 shows the surface magnon dispersion rela-
tion measured on a 24 ML  Fe(1 1 0) film grown on W(1  1 0). The
first attempt to understand the experimental data would be using
the Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian discussed in Section 2. Starting
with Eq. 6 and solving it for a system consisting of 24 slabs of Fe

in (1 1 0) structure results in 24 modes. The lowest mode is called
the acoustic surface mode. The results of such a calculation are
given in Fig. 5. For the first approximation we only consider the
nearest neighbor coupling (Jnn) and neglect the next nearest neigh-
bor exchange interaction (Jnnn). In order to make a comparison to
the bulk Fe, the value of JnnS used for this calculation is obtained
by fitting the available experimental data of the inelastic neutron
scattering experiments measured by Lynn [46]. The fit to the exper-
imental bulk dispersion results in a value of about JnnS = 13.2 meV
(the fitting curve is shown by the solid red line in Fig. 5(a)). Taking
this value and calculating the magnon dispersion relation for a slab
consisting of 24 layers of Fe(1 1 0) results in the gray lines, presented
in Fig. 5(a). As one can simply recognize from Fig. 5(a) the exper-
imental magnon energies are smaller than the calculated acoustic
surface mode of Fe(1 1 0) when the bulk exchange parameter is
taken into account. If one tries to adopt the calculated dispersion
relation to our experimental dispersion relation [see Fig. 5(b)] a
value of about JnnS = 9.8 meV  will be obtained. This implies that
the effective exchange coupling at the surface is smaller than the
one of bulk. In the next step one may  also consider the next near-
est neighbors. Again taking the experimental data of Lynn [46] for
bulk dispersion and fitting the data with the next nearest neighbor
Heisenberg model will result in JnnS = 8.9 meV  and JnnnS = 0.6JnnS.
The results of such an analysis are presented in Fig. 5(c). The red
solid curve is the bulk dispersion relation. The gray lines are the
results of the Heisenberg model for 24 layers of Fe(1 1 0) in bcc
structure, assuming the bulk exchange parameters. Fig. 5(c) indi-
cates that the bulk parameters do not explain the surface magnon

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Fig. 5. The magnon dispersion relation. The experimental results of surface magnons measured by SPEELS are presented as solid circles. The results of bulk samples measured
by  inelastic neutron scattering by Lynn [46] are also plotted as open circles for a comparison. (a) The bulk dispersion relation is fitted to a nearest neighbor Heisenberg model
(red  solid line). The 24 ML  film is modeled using the bulk value for JnnS = 13.2 meV  (gray lines). (b) The nearest neighbor Heisenberg model is adopted to our results of surface
magnon dispersion relation resulting in a value of JnnS = 9.8 meV. (c) The bulk dispersion relation is fitted to a next nearest neighbor Heisenberg model (red solid line). The
24  ML  film is modeled using the bulk values [JnnS = 8.9 meV and JnnnS = 0.6JnnS (gray lines)]. (d) The nearest neighbor Heisenberg model is adopted to the surface magnon
dispersion relation resulting in values of JnnS = 6.2 meV  and JnnnS = 0.6JnnS. H and H denote the bulk and surface Brillouin zone boundaries, respectively. (For interpretation of
the  references to color in the figure caption and in text, the reader is referred to the web version of the article.)
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dispersion relation. A fit to our experimental data reveals that the
effective exchange parameters at the surface are smaller than those
of the bulk magnons [JnnS = 6.2 meV  and JnnnS = 0.6JnnS, see Fig. 5(d)].
This means that the effective exchange parameter at the surface is
smaller than in the bulk. A surface reduction of on-site exchange
parameters is expected from a classical Heisenberg Hamiltonian
[47,48]. This effect is explained in terms of a reduced coordi-
nation of surface atoms. However, ab initio electronic structure
calculations has revealed that the interlayer exchange couplings
derived from total-energy differences are enhanced at the surfaces
over their bulk counterparts [47,48]. Interestingly, in the case of
Co(0 0 0 1) films on W(1  1 0) the measured surface magnon dis-
persion relation could be explained by using the bulk exchange
parameter and taking the Heisenberg model [40,41]. In Co it is the
nearest neighbor interaction that is important. The second nearest
neighbor interaction is very small and can be neglected. It seems
that in the case of Co the effective exchange coupling is not very
sensitive to the small changes due to the surface effects. Again we
would like to emphasize that such a comparison provides just a
rough estimation of the effective exchange coupling of the sys-
tem, since the Heisenberg picture is not an appropriate picture to
describe the itinerant electron ferromagnets.

4.2. The magnon lifetime

Another important result of our measurements is the estimation
of the magnon lifetimes. The broadening of the spectra in energy
(frequency) domain can be converted to lifetime. This can be done
by a Fourier transformation of the magnon spectra. If one assumes
a Lorentzian distribution for the peak in the difference spectra, the
magnon lifetime can be simply calculated as following. The Fourier
transform of a Lorentzian will be an exponential decay function. The
lifetime of a magnon is defined as the time in which the amplitude
of the magnon wave packet decays to e−1 of its original value at
t = 0. It is than given by this simple relation:

� = 2�
�E

, (9)

where � is the magnon lifetime and �E  represents the intrinsic peak
broadening in energy domain. In practice the measured difference
spectra might be also affected by the experimental broadening. In
order to consider this effect one may  consider that the intensity
profile is a convolution of a Lorentzian (describing the intrinsic
broadening) and a Gaussian (caused by the experimental energy
resolution) distribution. We  observed in many cases that the exper-
imental broadening has a small influence on the magnons, which
have energies above 40 meV  (the measured spectra can be fitted
by a Lorentzian distribution). The typical values of the magnon
lifetime for Fe films measured in our study is within the range of
10–100 fs (for the wave vector range of 1.0–0.4 Å−1). As an exam-
ple, for the data shown in Fig. 3(b) the intrinsic broadening is about
�E  ≈ 54 ± 10 meV, which results in a lifetime of about � = 24 ± 5 fs.

5. Conclusion

We  presented the experimental results of short-wavelength
magnon excitations at ferromagnetic surfaces probed by electrons
in spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy. The strong
interaction of the electrons with the ferromagnetic surface together
with the spin degree of freedom enables one to investigate the sur-
face magnons over the whole energy and momentum range up to
the Brillouin zone boundary.

A comparison between Co(0 0 0 1) and Fe(1 1 0) ultrathin films
grown on W(1  1 0) shows that in contrast to the case of Co ultrathin
films, the magnon energies of Fe films as a function of the film
thickness show a minimum at about 4 ML,  where the structural

relaxation takes place. This observation is attributed to the high
sensitivity of the effective exchange interaction of the Fe films to
the small changes in the structure.

The surface magnons of Fe(1 1 0) are softer than the one of Fe
bulk meaning that the effective exchange parameter at the surface
is smaller than the one in the bulk.

The high wave vector magnons possess very short lifetimes
being of the order of few tens of femtoseconds. This means that the
short-wavelength magnons are strongly confined in time as well as
in space.
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The elementary surface excitations are studied by spin-polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy on a

prototype oxide surface [an oxygen passivated Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ surface], where the various excitations

coexist. For the first time, the surface phonons and magnons are measured simultaneously and are

distinguished based on their different spin nature. The dispersion relation of all excitations is probed over

the entire Brillouin zone. The different phonon modes observed in our experiment are described by means

of ab initio calculations.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.106.127201 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 63.20.D�, 63.20.kk, 75.47.Lx

It was realized at the very beginning of the development
of the quantum theory of condensed matter that, although
solids are composed of atoms, they cannot be described
using atomic properties only. The reason lies in the collec-
tive phenomena that appears in solids. They should un-
doubtedly be taken into account when excitations are
studied. Collective excitations in solids can be described
by their representative quasiparticles. For instance, the
collective modes of the lattice vibrations are well described
by phonons. Phonons are characterized by their dispersion
relation, which links the energies of the excitations to their
propagating wave vectors. In magnetic solids there is an-
other kind of collective excitation that originates from the
precession of the atomic spins around their equilibrium
position. Such excitations have a totally different nature
and are called spin waves or magnons. Spin waves are also
characterized by their dispersion relation and more impor-
tantly they carry a spin of 1 @. The above mentioned
description of spin waves applies to the classical
Heisenberg systems, where the spins are considered as
localized moments. In itinerant ferromagnets, magnons
can be also defined as electron-hole pair excitations, in
which the spin orientation of the electron is opposite to
the spin of the hole. From the energy point of view, phonons
andmagnons can have comparable energies and can coexist
in a magnetic solid. The fundamental question in such a
case is the following: How can one distinguish experimen-
tally between these two different kinds of excitations, es-
pecially in low dimensional systems? The answer to this
question is very important for deeper understanding of the
lattice- and spin dynamics at surfaces and nano-objects.

In this Letter we report on the first simultaneous
observation and unambiguous separations of phonons and
magnons. Measurements are performed by means of a
spin-polarized version of high resolution electron energy
loss spectroscopy technique (SPEELS) [1–3]. We demon-
strate that the spin degree of freedom of the incoming beam

can be used for clarifying the nature of different types of
excitations observed at the surface despite the fact that
phonons show a significant spin dependence in the scatter-
ing of electrons. As an example we show the results of a
high quality oxygen passivated Fe(100) surface [4,5] [see
Fig. 1(a)].
The inelastic scattering of low-energy electrons is usu-

ally considered as a superposition of the contributions from
dipole and impact scattering. Originating from the
Coulomb interaction between the incoming electrons and
the dipolar electric field at the surface, dipole scattering
does not reveal any asymmetry with respect to the spin
orientation of incident electrons. In the impact scattering,
the incident electrons interact with electrons of the solid
and such an interaction can involve exchange processes,
which is usually referred to as exchange scattering. Within
the exchange scatterings, the incident electron may transfer
its energy to another electron in the sample, and the latter
one is thus scattered out of the surface. In specular geome-
try (�i ¼ �f), dipole scattering is usually a dominant pro-

cess; however, at a magnetic surface the impact scattering
can be rather pronounced and even comparable to the
dipole scattering [6,7].
A schematic illustration of the scattering geometry in

our SPEELS experiments is given in Fig. 1(b). In the
experiment, an electron beam with energy Ei and spin �i

is focused onto the sample surface. The angle- and energy-
resolved intensity Ið�f; EfÞ of backscattered electrons is

recorded and analyzed. The energy conservation law pro-
vides a direct access to the energy �@! of excitations, which
can be obtained from �@! ¼ Ef � Ei, and zero energy is

defined by the incident electron energy. A fraction of the
backscattered electrons change their energy by �@!, thus
surface excitations can be observed as peaks in intensity
spectrum centered exactly at excitation energies �@!. An
example of such spectra acquired for different spin direc-
tions of incident electrons at Ei ¼ 4:1 eV, �i ¼ 29:2�,
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�f ¼ 50:8� is given in Fig. 1(c). Spectra with positive and

negative energies �@! are named as loss and gain spectra,
respectively. This notation reflects the direction of the
energy transfer during the scattering event. Excitation
peaks in loss and gain spectra are ‘‘twinned’’ in a sense
that electrons can both create certain quasiparticles losing
energy �@!, and annihilate the thermally excited ones
gaining energy �@!. The twinned loss and gain peaks are
marked with the same numbers.

As a magnon excitation corresponds to a spin flip in the
sample, if the incoming electron is of minority character
with a spin of �1=2 @ then, according to total angular
moment conservation rule, the outgoing electron has to
be of majority character with a spin of þ1=2 @, after the
excitation of a magnon. It is worthwhile to emphasize that

the apparent ‘‘spin flip’’ between the spins of incident and
outgoing electrons occurs due to an exchange of the inci-
dent electron with one of the sample electrons instead of a
real spin reversal [8,9]. An incident electron with minority
character occupies a state above the Fermi level, and an
electron with majority character from a state slightly below
the Fermi level is scattered out. The interaction is of a pure
Coulomb nature. The process occurs within a few atto-
seconds and without any energy dissipation. The time
reversal process happens for the incidence of majority
electrons, i.e., the annihilation of a magnon. The creation
and annihilation processes of magnons are sketched in
Fig. 1(d). The magnon creation peak in the loss spectrum
appears only when incident electrons are of minority char-
acter, while the magnon annihilation peak in the gain
spectrum is only produced by majority electrons. Since
phonons are spin-independent quasiparticles, they can be
created and annihilated by incident electrons of both spin
characters. This particular dependence of magnon creation
and annihilation on the spin of incident electrons, as op-
posed to phonons, is a fundamental feature, which allows
us to distinguish between magnons and phonons in
SPEELS experiments.
To judge the type of the excitations on their spin-flip or

non-spin-flip natures, the straightforward way is to know
the spin orientations of the electrons before and after the
scattering event. This might be realized by using a spin-
polarized electron source and a spin detector after scatter-
ing [9]. However, such an experiment demands a rather
high feeding current for the analysis of outgoing spins. One
has to sacrifice the energy resolution to achieve enough
beam intensity, which then loses the information concern-
ing the low-energy excitations. In the present work we will
show that, for low-energy excitations where the energy is
comparable to the thermal energy, it is possible to discrimi-
nate phonons and magnons without further spin analysis of
the backscattered electrons. The differentiation procedure
based on the nature of the magnons and phonons is dis-
cussed below.
Quantitatively, the spin dependence of backscattered

intensity can be characterized by the spin asymmetry de-
fined as

Að�@!Þ ¼ I#ð�@!Þ � I"ð�@!Þ
I#ð�@!Þ þ I"ð�@!Þ ; (1)

where I#ð�@!Þ and I"ð�@!Þ are SPEEL spectra measured

with spin-down and spin-up polarizations of incident elec-
tron beams, respectively. To reveal the nature of an excited
quasiparticle, one has to compare the signs of spin asym-
metries shown in Fig. 1(e) at energies of peaks in loss and
gain spectra. Asymmetries of loss and gain spectra of
excitation ‘‘3’’ at energies of �16 and 16 meV are of
opposite signs as it is marked with arrows in Fig. 1(e);
therefore, peaks are associated with magnon excitations.
Asymmetry of excitation ‘‘1’’ and ‘‘2’’ at �53 and
�33 meV have the same sign and almost identical magni-
tudes; hence, these excitations are phonons [10].

FIG. 1 (color). (a) Model of O=Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ surface.
Surface pð1� 1Þ unit cell is marked with dashed black square.
(b) Scheme of SPEELS experiments. Electron beam with energy
Ei, momentum ki, spin �i (real polarization of 70� 10%) is
aligned in the (010) plane with the angle �i to the surface normal.
The intensity of backscattered electrons at angle �f is analyzed.

The notched line represents an excited quasiparticle with energy
@! created due to inelastic scattering events. (c) SPEEL spectra
of the O=Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ surface measured at �i ¼ 29:2�,
�f ¼ 50:8�. The blue and red curves are obtained with the

spin of incident electrons parallel to that of the majority (spin-
up) and minority (spin-down) electrons in the sample, respec-
tively. The primary electron energy Ei is 4.1 eV. The twinned
excitations marked by numbers are observed in loss and gain
regions at room temperature. (d) Illustration of magnon creation
and annihilation processes. Magnons can be created only by
spin-down electrons, while they are annihilated only by spin-up
electrons. (e) Asymmetry calculated using Eq. (1). Magnon
excitations are marked by triangles.
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Interestingly, in our case the asymmetries of phonon
peaks are always negative. It is most likely related to the
strong exchange scattering between the incoming electrons
and the electrons at the sample surface. To clarify the
origin of the spin asymmetries observed on phonons, we
measured the spin-resolved intensities for elastically and
inelastically (Eloss ¼ 53 meV) scattered electrons with re-
spect to the incident electron energy (see the upper and
lower panels of Fig. 2(a), respectively). It is clear that
presented intensities are very similar, except for the fact
that the intensity of the inelastically scattered electrons is
2 orders of magnitude smaller. It is known that the spin
asymmetry of elastically scattered electrons has to be
caused by the exchange scattering, as dipolar scattering
does not involve the electron’s spin. In this case the ex-
change scatterings only involve the electrons with the same
spin orientation. Otherwise, it would lead to a change of
energy (as the incident electron must come to an unoccu-
pied state above the Fermi level, the one with the opposite
spin leaves the system from a state below the Fermi level
and this leads to an energy change). As it is demonstrated
in Fig. 2(b), the asymmetry curves of the inelastic excita-
tion at 53 meV are almost identical to those of the elastic
peak in all scattering geometries. Therefore, it is highly
possible that the physical origin of the observed large spin
asymmetries for both the elastic and inelastic intensities
are the same, mainly the exchange scattering of electrons
with the same spin. Therefore, the similarity of the spin
asymmetry for the elastic and inelastic scatterings strongly
suggests that the inelastic peak at 53 meV is also of the
non-spin-flip nature and the observed high asymmetry is
due to the exchange of the electrons with the same spin

character. The same arguments apply to the other phonon
excitations.
The momentum conservation law provides a direct ac-

cess to the quasiparticles momenta qjj ¼ ki sin�i �
kf sin�f. It is important to emphasize that this relation is

valid only for momenta lying in the incident plane, and
SPEELS does not probe excitations with momenta perpen-
dicular to this plane. In our experiments, the incident
plane of the electron beam is (010) plane and only surface
excitations with nonzero x- and z- momenta lying at the
��� �X section of the reciprocal space are probed. To plot
the entire excitations band structure we examined the back-
scattered intensities of both loss and gain spectra. The
intensity spectra recorded for different wave vectors
are presented in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). A careful fitting of
the spectra with a superposition of Gaussian peaks revealed
five excitation branches in both energy loss and energy
gain spectra. Centers of the fitted peaks are marked in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) with symbols. Phonon branches labeled
1, 2, 4, and 5 are represented by open symbols, while a
magnon branch labeled 3 is plotted by filled symbols.
The nature of those quasiparticles is clarified from the
asymmetries of the gain and loss peaks as it is sketched
in Figs. 1(c) and 1(d). Magnon branch clearly disperses
from 16 to about 40 meVas the wave vector increases from

0.2 to 0:7 �A�1. Magnon excitation peaks become much
more broad at high wave vectors. This broadening can be
explained by a strong decay of magnons in the itinerant
electron system. In this case, the simple Heisenberg model
cannot be applied to describe the spin wave dispersion in
metal thin films, especially in the wave vector range that
SPEELS measures [3,11].
To shed light on the origin of all the observed phonon

modes we performed calculations of the harmonic phonons
of the O=Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ surface by means of the direct
calculations of the force matrix [12,13]. Surface was simu-
latedwith a slab built from 11 layers of bcc Fe stacked in the
[001] direction. One side of the slab was covered by a layer
of oxygen placed in hollow sites of Fe(001) and the whole
system was relaxed. Hellmann-Feynman forces used to
construct the force matrix were calculated from the first
principles by means of the Vienna ab initio simulation
package (VASP) [14]. The phonon band structure calculated
with the help of the force matrix was projected on surface
atoms of the system and on particular polarizations (or
Cartesian directions) of oscillations. Figures 3(c) and 3(d)
show the spectral densities of phonons projected on the
oxygen and the topmost Fe atoms. Only phonons with
x- and z polarization (displacement direction) lying in the
incident (010) plane are taken into account in Figs. 3(c) and
3(d) because the SPEELS is sensitive exactly to these ex-
citations due to the selection rules [15]. Based on the
theoretical calculations, we conclude all the phonon exci-
tations as follows: the phonon branch 5 with the lowest
energy [right-oriented triangles in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d)]
originates from the acoustical z-polarized transversal
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FIG. 2 (color). (a) Intensity of backscattered electrons as a
function of the incident energy in the specular geometry re-
corded for elastically (Eloss ¼ 0 meV, upper panel) and inelas-
tically (Eloss ¼ 53 meV, lower panel) scattered electrons. The
incident angle is 45� and marked in the graphs. (b) The asym-
metry curves for the elastically (d) and inelastically (�) scat-
tered electrons measured at specular geometry and the angles of
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oscillations of the topmost Fe and O layers. It is the so-
called Rayleigh wave of the O=Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ surface,
which has been also observed in the He-atom scattering
experiments [16]. The next phonon branch 4 shown in
Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) with upward-oriented triangles is also
localized in the two topmost layers. In the Fe layer branch 4
is a longitudinal acoustic phonon with x polarization, while
in the O layer it is transversal with z polarization. Phonon

branch 2 spreading off the �� point at the energy of
’ 33 meV plotted with squares in Figs. 3(c) and 3(d) is a
z-polarized surface resonance of the phonons of the Fe slab.
Two high-energy branches at ’ 50 meV are optical
z-transversal and x-longitudinal phonons localized mostly
at the oxygen atoms. The agreement with experimental
results for these excitations is not so sharp as in the above
cases, but these phonons can still be associated with
the excitation branch 1 at ’ 55 meV plotted in Figs. 3(c)
and 3(d) with circles. The differences between the experi-
ment and the theory can be explained by the anharmonic

contribution to oxygen vibrations, which couples the x- and
z-polarized phonon modes. Our theory has not revealed any
traces of excitation branch 3, which indicates that it is not a
phonon as was also confirmed by our experiments.
In summary, by presenting the example of the

O=Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ surface, we have demonstrated the
fundamental possibility to identify the spin-flip and non-
spin-flip nature of different excited quasiparticles among
the vast variety of loss and gain features observed in
SPEELS. This ability is achieved by controlling the spin
of incident electrons. The magnon and phonon are unam-
biguously distinguished based on their spin nature and their
dispersion relation is measured over the whole Brillouin
zone. Our ab initio calculations successfully described all
the observed phonon branches. We hope that our results
could open a way towards a better understanding of the
quasiparticles involved in lattice- and spin dynamics and
their possible coupling, in particular, in the multifunctional
complex hybrid and oxide materials as well as strongly
correlated electron systems.
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FIG. 3 (color). (a) and (b) SPEELS spectra measured on
O=Feð001Þ-pð1� 1Þ with the spin of incident electrons parallel
to that of the majority (blue curve) and minority (red curve)
electrons. The corresponding in-plane wave vectors are marked
in the graphs. The spectra have been shifted to have a clear view.
Theoretically calculated phonon spectral density maps projected
on (c) the oxygen layer and (d) the topmost Fe layer. Symbols
represent the phonon and magnon peaks in the experimental
data. Open symbols denote the phonon branches numbered by 1,
2, 4 and 5; filled symbol denotes the magnon branch and is
numbered by 3. Letters ‘‘x’’, ‘‘y’’, and ‘‘z’’ near each of the
pronounced phonon bands denote displacement directions of the
corresponding phonons. The corresponding directions are illus-
trated in the inset of (c).
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We report the first observation of high wave vector magnon excitations in a ferromagnetic monolayer.

Using spin-polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy, we observed the magnon dispersion in one atomic

layer (ML) of Fe on W(110) at 120 K. The magnon energies are small in comparison to the bulk and

surface Fe(110) excitations. We find an exchange parameter and magnetic anisotropy similar to that from

static measurements. Our results are in sharp contrast to theoretical calculations, indicating that the

present understanding of magnetism of the ML Fe requires considerable revision.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.102.177206 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.50.Bb, 75.70.Ak, 75.70.Rf

Quasiparticles play a fundamental role in nature. In
magnetism, elemental magnetic collective excitations
(magnons) are essential for explaining magnetic ordering
[1,2] and electron and spin dynamics [3]. The magnons are
of great importance also for modern spintronic devices [4–
7]. Of particular interest are high wave vector excitations
that are determined by exchange interaction, and occur on
the scales of femtoseconds and nanometers [8–10].
However, the magnon excitations in a ferromagnetic
monolayer (FML) have been never studied experimentally,
even though the spin dynamics of FML belongs to one of
the most fundamental problems of magnetism. The experi-
mental techniques enabling magnon investigation either do
not have the required monolayer sensitivity, as in inelastic
neutron scattering (INS) [11], or probe only a small region
of the momentum space close to the Brillouin zone center,
as in Brillouin light scattering (BLS) [12,13], and ferro-
magnetic resonance (FMR) [14,15] experiments. Even
inelastic scanning tunneling spectroscopy (ISTS), recently
adopted to a magnon investigation in ultrathin films
[16,17], cannot probe the surface states selectively due to
a lack of in-plane momentum resolution.

The magnetic excitations in two-dimensional spin sys-
tems have been studied theoretically for many years [1,18–
26]. According to the Mermin-Wagner theorem, a two-
dimensional spin system with an isotropic and short-range
interaction cannot exhibit any long-range magnetic order at
finite temperatures [27]. However, arbitrarily small anisot-
ropies or dipolar interactions are, in turn, sufficient to
stabilize long-range magnetic order [18,28], and the
FMLs reveal substantial Curie temperatures [29]. Yet, the
experimental magnon spectrum in such spin systems is
unknown.

In this Letter, we report the first observation of the high
wave vector magnon excitations in the ferromagnetic
Fe monolayer (ML). Using spin-polarized electron energy
loss spectroscopy (SPEELS), we measured the magnon
dispersion in pseudomorphic 1 ML Fe epitaxially grown
on W(110). We find that the exchange and magnetic an-

isotropy constants are similar to that obtained from static
measurements on vicinal W(110) [30]. We show that the
magnons in the Fe ML are much softer than in the bulk Fe,
and the surface Fe mode. Surprisingly, the measured mag-
non energies in 1 ML Fe are much smaller than theoreti-
cally predicted [22,25,26]. This discrepancy, related to the
strong magnon softening, indicates that the present under-
standing of the magnetism of the ML Fe is not complete.
Our results support the hypothesis that 1 ML Fe=Wð110Þ
may not be a simple ferromagnet, as usually assumed.

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) The geometry of our SPEELS ex-
periment. A monochromatic spin-polarized electron beam with a
polarization parallel or antiparallel to the sample magnetization
( ~M) is scattered along the [001] direction from the Fe(110)
monolayer in the remanent state. The degree of polarization P,
in the present case, is 0:7� 0:1. The scattering angle is kept at
�0 ¼ 80�. ki and kf are the magnitudes of the wave vectors of

the incident and scattered electrons, respectively. The inset
shows the intensity I" and I# SPEELS spectra, as measured for

1 ML Fe=Wð110Þ at 120 K, using electrons with energy Ei ¼
3:8 eV at �Kk ¼ 1:0 �A�1. The energy resolution is �Ei ¼
16 meV. (b) The magnified spectra from the inset in (a).
(c) The difference and asymmetry spectra clearly showing the
magnon signal.
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The 1 ML Fe on W(110) is a unique prototype system
that has been intensively studied on both flat [29,31–34]
and vicinal substrate surfaces [30,35,36]. Here, we used a
flat W single crystal, prepared by cut at 0� � 0:1� angle,
with an average step width of 150 nm. We took advantage
of the fact that the iron monolayer is thermodynamically
stable even up to very high temperatures [32], which
enables preparation of the homogenous Fe ML with good
crystalline structure and morphology [29,36]. The experi-
ments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)
system with a base pressure of 3� 10�11 mbar. Special
care has been taken concerning the cleaning of the W
crystal, which, initially performed under conditions pro-
posed recently [37], has been improved by monitoring the
thermal desorption spectra of CO. The iron layers were
deposited onto a clean W(110) single crystal at room
temperature (RT), and subsequently annealed at about
900 K. Prior to the SPEELS measurements, the sample
was cooled down to 120 K. In order to assure that the MLs
reproduce properties reported in the literature [29,31],
LEED and MOKE measurements were performed after
sample preparation. The pseudomorphic ML Fe is ferro-
magnetic below a Curie temperature of 223 K, and reveals
an uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with an in-plane easy axis
along the ½1�10� direction [31]. The SPEELS measurements
were performed using a high performance spectrometer
described elsewhere [38].

The geometry of the SPEELS experiment is shown in
Fig. 1(a). The spin-polarized electrons are scattered from a
magnetically ordered sample, and the electron energy loss
spectra are measured as a function of the spin polarization
of the electron beam, and of the electron momentum trans-
fer. The surface magnons are excited in a spin dependent
inelastic electron scattering process [8–10]. The conserva-
tion of angular momentum during the scattering forbids the
magnon excitation for incoming electrons of the spin po-
larization antiparallel (I") to the sample magnetization.

Therefore, the magnon signal can be obtained by calculat-
ing the difference between the two spectra measured for
the incident electrons with minority and majority spin
directions.

The inset in Fig. 1(a) shows the intensity I" and I#
SPEELS spectra obtained for 1 ML Fe=Wð110Þ at 120 K.
These spectra are magnified in Fig. 1(b). The difference
(�I ¼ I# � I") and asymmetry [A ¼ ðI# � I"Þ=ðI" þ I#)]
spectra are shown in Fig. 1(c). The SPEELS spectra are
dominated by a diffuse elastic peak at zero energy loss.
However, there is a fine feature which arises from the
shoulder of the elastic peak in the minority spectrum I#,
shown in Fig. 1(b), which is attributed to the magnon
excitation [8–10]. In addition to the magnon feature, small
peaks around 70 meV, originating from vibrational states
of adsorbed oxygen, are observed in the SPEELS spectra
[39,40]. Because of the high surface sensitivity of EELS
[39], these vibrational peaks are easily visible, even for the

weakly contaminated Fe films [40]. It is interesting that the
magnon feature does not appear as a sharp peak in the
intensity spectra [9,10]. This observation can be partially
explained by a strong damping of the magnons in ML
Fe=Wð110Þ leading to a severe broadening of the magnon
peaks [20,22,25]. Note that the magnon signal can be
clearly distinguished in the difference and asymmetry
spectra. For this peak a relatively high asymmetry of
30% is observed (45% after corrections due to the incom-
plete polarization P of the electron beam). The magnon
peaks measured at lower wave vectors are obstructed by
the quasielastic peak, whose sign and nature are different
from the magnon excitation [8].
Figure 2(a) shows a series of normalized difference

spectra taken for different �Kk along the [001] direction.
With an increase of the wave vector, we observe a decrease
of the intensity and broadening of the magnon peaks
[9,10]. By plotting the energy positions of the magnon
peaks as a function of the wave vector, we obtain the
dispersion relation, as shown in Fig. 2(b). Calculations
performed in the frame of the itinerant electrons model
predict magnon energies much higher (6 times) than those
obtained experimentally [22,25]. Such a large discrepancy

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Series of normalized difference
SPEELS �I spectra measured for 1 ML Fe=Wð110Þ at 120 K
for different �Kk values, as denoted. The spectra are offset by
0.05 with respect to each other. Because of the low energy (Ei ¼
3:8 eV) of the incident electrons, the parallel wave vector trans-
fer is limited to the value of 1:05 �A�1 (for �0 ¼ 80�). The higher
wave vector excitations (above 1:0 �A�1) are measured with a
higher incident electron energy (Ei ¼ 6:25 eV) and a lower
resolution (�E ¼ 18 meV). (b) The magnon energy versus
parallel wave vector transfer �Kk, as derived from the peak
position in the difference SPEELS spectra observed in (a). Red
(or gray) and black curves are fits to the dispersion obtained from
the Heisenberg model with and without the anisotropy gap,
respectively. The inset shows the 2D surface Brillouin zone of
the bcc (110) surface with the states probed along the [001]
direction.
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cannot be explained only by the experimental uncertainties
[25,41].

We now attempt to estimate the exchange parameter for
the ML Fe using a solution of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian,
where only the nearest neighbor interactions are taken into
account. We consider the Heisenberg Hamiltonian: H ¼
�ð1=2ÞJ�hi;jiSiSj � Keff�iðSi � n̂Þ2, where J denotes the

isotropic exchange coupling constant between spins Si and
Sj. Since our data suggest a gap in the magnon dispersion,

as one may expect for a spin system with magnetic anisot-
ropy [19,23–26], we add a term representing the effective
magnetic anisotropy Keff , with an easy axis along the unit
vector n̂ (the ½1�10� direction). Assuming that we probe

states along only the ��� �H ([001]) direction, for the

bcc(110) monolayer, one finds: @!ð�KkÞ ¼ 4JS½1�
cosð�Kka0=2Þ� þ 2KeffS. Here, S is the magnitude of the

spin per atom, and a0 ¼ 3:165 �A is the lattice constant of
the pseudomorphic 1 ML Fe=Wð110Þ. JS and 2KeffS are
treated as free parameters. The points measured above

1:1 �A�1 showed very large errors and were omitted.
Without the anisotropy, we find JS ¼ 12:5� 1 meV.
The best fit is obtained with JS ¼ 11� 1 meV and
2KeffS ¼ 4:6� 2:5 meV. The fits are shown in Fig. 2(b).
The obtained value is in very good agreement with the JS2

value estimated from the static analysis of the magnetic
domain wall in 1 ML Fe on vicinal W(110), where the
JS2ðS � 1Þ of 14 meV (at 14 K) is reported [30]. The value
obtained here is also close to the J value (8.6 meV) derived
from the two-dimensional Ising model [30]. The obtained
anisotropy constant 2KeffS is similar to the effective an-
isotropy (4:2 meV=atom at 14 K) reported in [30]. It is also
in good agreement with the calculated values [25,26,42].
Our measurements of the ML dynamics provide exchange
and anisotropy constants similar to that obtained from the
static measurements.

Figure 3 shows the magnon dispersion for the bulk bcc
Fe, and for the Fe=Wð110Þ films of different Fe thick-
nesses: 1, 2, and 24 ML obtained by SPEELS [10]. Data
for bulk Fe are represented by the black curve

DðbulkÞ�Kk2ð1� ��Kk2Þ, with magnon stiffness coeffi-

cient DðbulkÞ � 280 meV �A2, obtained from the neutron
scattering measurements at RT [43]. The data for the
double layer (DL) and 24 ML Fe films are measured at
RT. The magnon dispersion for the 24 ML Fe=Wð110Þ film
is introduced because this sample enables a comparison
between the dispersions of the bulk magnons and the
surface modes on the Fe(110) surface [34]. The solid lines
are guides to the eye obtained from a fit to the SPEELS data

using the above formula with DðDLÞ ¼ 180 meV �A2 and

DðsurfÞ ¼ 160 meV �A2. For the ML Fe at 120 K, we find

DðMLÞ ¼ 74� 5 meV �A2. In the following discussion we
neglect � coefficients.

For the first time, we can directly compare the magnon
dispersion for the Fe systems, where the number of the

nearest iron neighbors is systematically reduced, from 8 in
bulk to 4 in the ML Fe. The bulk magnons have the highest
energies, higher than the surface mode. The magnons in the
ML are very soft. They reveal lower energy than the
surface mode, and than the magnons in 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ
film [10].
When comparing dispersions, however, it must be re-

membered that the bulk and surface Brillouin zones have
different sizes (see inset in Fig. 3). In addition, the 1 and
2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ films reveal lattice constants which are
about 10% larger than in the bulk Fe [29]. Moreover, we
have to take into account temperature effects. For the bulk

Fe at 10 K,DðbulkÞ ¼ 307� 15 meV �A2 is measured [44].
The data for ML are measured at 120 K, i.e., at about 0.5
TcðMLÞ of the ML’s Curie temperature (223 K), and the DL
Fe data are taken at RT, which corresponds to 2=3 of
TcðDLÞ (450 K) [10,29]. Assuming that the D values
follow the temperature dependence of the ML and DL
Fe=Wð110Þ magnetizations, i.e., they increase by about
30% at low temperature [29], we can estimate the D(ML)

and D(DL) values in the ground state. We find DðDLÞ ¼
210 meV �A2 and DðMLÞ ¼ 103 meV �A2. Hence, the rela-
tive relation of the stiffness exchange coefficientsDðbulkÞ:
DðDLÞ: DðMLÞ is about 3:2:1, respectively. Such strong
softening of the magnons cannot be explained only by the
reduction of the nearest neighbor number of the Fe atoms

FIG. 3 (color online). Magnon dispersions for the different Fe
systems. Black line denotes the parabolic magnon dispersion for
the bcc Fe bulk D�Kk2ð1� ��Kk2Þ, with D � 280 meV �A2,
compiled using the INS data [43]. The dispersions obtained by
the SPEELS at RT for the 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ, and for 24 ML
Fe=Wð110Þ, are plotted using circles and diamonds, respectively.
Squares indicate data for the 1 ML Fe=Wð110Þ measured at
120 K. The solid lines are guides to the eye based on the same
formula [D�Kk2ð1� ��Kk2Þ], with different D and �. The
relation between the bulk Brillouin zone and the two-
dimensional Brillouin zone of the (110) surface (shaded area)
is shown in the inset.
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derived from the Heisenberg model. One has to take into
account modifications of the electronic structure of the Fe
films, which, in the case of 1 ML Fe, are also related to the
hybridization effects between Fe and W [22,25,26]. But
even then, the predicted energies are still too large.

For the calculations of magnon energies, the ferromag-
netic ground state of ML Fe=Wð110Þ is usually anticipated
[22,25]. However, recent calculations suggest a spin-spiral
structure of the ML Fe=Wð110Þ [45]. Chiral magnetic
order induced by the strong Dzyaloshinskii—Moriya
(DM) interaction has been observed in the antiferromag-
netic ML Mn on W(110) [46]. One may expect that DM
interaction should be present in the Fe monolayer as well
[26,47], leading to a more exotic ground state of the ML
Fe=Wð110Þ with a net ferromagnetic moment [26]. In such
a magnetically metastable spin system, the excitations of
considerably lower energies are expected. The magnon
softening in the ML Fe is in line with a pronounced soft-
ening of phonons [34]. A significant increase of the mean
atomic displacement accompanied with the drop of the
average force constant in the ML Fe=Wð110Þ is reported
[34]. For such a system, being close to stability limits,
strong mutual phonon-magnon interactions cannot be ex-
cluded [48]. Alternatively, the considerable softening of
magnons may also be due to the spin-charge coupling
effects [49].

In conclusion, we have presented the magnon dispersion
for 1 ML Fe onW(110) measured along the [001] direction
at 120 K. We observed strong magnon softening in the ML
Fe: The magnon energies in the ML are much smaller than
those in the bulk Fe, and the Fe(110) surface. Our obser-
vations are in sharp contrast to the theoretical predictions.
This fact is of fundamental importance for the understand-
ing of the low dimensional magnetism with a large impact
on a future theory.
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High wave-vector spin waves in ultrathin Fe/W�110� films up to 20 monolayers �MLs� thick have been
studied using spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy. An unusual nonmonotonous dependence of the
spin wave energies on the film thickness is observed, featuring a pronounced maximum at 2 ML coverage.
First-principles theoretical study reveals the origin of this behavior to be in the localization of the spin waves
at the surface of the film, as well as in the properties of the interlayer exchange coupling influenced by the
hybridization of the electron states of the film and substrate and by the strain.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Understanding of the elementary magnetic excitation such
as spin waves �SWs� in ferromagnets, and the processes gov-
erning the spin dynamics on the atomic length �10−10 m� and
femtosecond time scale �10−15 s�, is one of the challenging
topics in modern solid-state physics.1 In particular, exploring
high wave-vector SWs in low-dimensional magnets and their
response to the reduced dimensionality, hybridization effects
and strain, is essential to understand the intrinsic properties
such as microscopic exchange interaction, magnetic order-
ing, and spin dynamics. Besides those core physical proper-
ties, high-energy SWs are also linked with phenomena such
as fast magnetization reversal, polarized current induced
magnetization switching, and domain-wall motion. This
knowledge is crucial for designing faster and smaller spin-
tronics devices.2 Recent experiments indicate that the cou-
pling between electrons and high-energy SWs is a possible
coupling mechanism leading to high-temperature
superconductivity.3,4

Bulk SWs can be studied by means of inelastic neutron
scattering5,6 but the method cannot be applied to ultrathin
films because it lacks surface sensitivity. SWs in thin films
and on the surface can be probed by ferromagnetic resonance
and Brillouin light scattering1,7 but those techniques are lim-
ited in a very small wave-vector region around the Brillouin-
zone center. Recently, inelastic scanning tunneling
spectroscopy8,9 has been used to excite standing SWs in
magnetic thin films but the method does not provide in-plane
momentum resolution. Up to now, only the spin-polarized
electron energy-loss spectroscopy �SPEELS� �Refs. 10–13�
is capable of probing high-energy genuine surface SWs
across the whole surface Brillouin zone. The applicability of
SPEELS has been firmly established by mapping the SW
dispersion relation in 1- and 2-monolayer �ML�-thick Fe/
W�110� films.14,15 Combined with first-principles theoretical
approaches SPEELS can help to refine microscopic models
of nanomagnets.16–18

In this work we present an experimental attempt to deter-
mine directly and systematically the properties of high-
energy SWs in ferromagnetic Fe thin films of varying thick-
ness. We discover that for the investigated in-plane
momentum transfers q between 0.5 and 0.7 Å−1 the energy
of SWs, �n�q�, is a nonmonotonous function of the thickness
n �expressed in ML�, with a distinct maximum for a 2-ML-
thick film. An accompanying first-principles theoretical study
of the SW excitations uses the clear experimental trend to
choose between two complementary scenarios of polarized
electron scattering. The theory suggests that the SWs excited
in the experiment are localized at the surface of the film.
Both the hybridization with substrate and the atomic relax-
ation of the Fe film are important for the nonmonotonous
behavior of the SW energy.

This paper is structured as follows: In Sec. II we intro-
duce the experiments on preparation, characterization, and
SPEELS measurements of the Fe thin films on W�110�. In
Sec. III we present the experimental and theoretical results
focusing the discussion on the nonmonotonous thickness de-
pendence of the spin wave energies. The conclusions will be
finally given in Sec. IV.

II. EXPERIMENT

The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
chamber with a base pressure below 5�10−11 mbar. The
ultrathin Fe films, with thickness between 1 and 20 ML were
prepared by molecular-beam epitaxy at room temperature.
After the deposition of Fe, the samples underwent a slight
annealing in order to improve the structural quality.19 The
thickness uncertainty was well below 10%. Subsequently, the
hysteresis loops of the films were recorded by the magneto-
optic Kerr effect �MOKE� measurements in the longitudinal
geometry. In the MOKE measurements the magnetic field
was applied along the in-plane �110� direction.

The SPEEL spectra were measured in the magnetic
remanent state using a high-performance SPEEL
spectrometer.10–15 The total-energy resolution was between
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20 and 30 meV. The degree of spin polarization P of the
electron beam was 0.65�0.08. Energy resolved detection of
outgoing electrons allows the determination of energy and
in-plane momentum loss caused by the excitation of surface
SWs. The spin of the incident electrons can be parallel either
to the minority �down, ↓� or to the majority �up, ↑� electrons
of the ferromagnetic samples, and so two intensity spectra, I↓
and I↑, are obtained for the scattered electrons. A SW can be
created only by the incidence of minority electrons due to the
conservation of the angular momentum.11 The SW peak is
found in the I↓ spectrum or, more clearly, in the difference
I↓− I↑.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The LEED patterns of the Fe films with different thick-
nesses are shown in Fig. 1�a�. Sharp bcc �110� p�1�1� spots
were observed on 1 ML Fe/W�110�, which indicate the
pseudomorphic growth of the first Fe layer on the W�110�
substrate. The dislocation lines and dislocation networks start
to appear subsequently in 2 ML and a bit thicker Fe films as
proved by the appearance of satellite spots. To have a
dislocation-free Fe surface a 20 ML Fe film was prepared
and the sharp LEED spots represent a well-defined bcc �110�
surface. The magnetic hysteresis loops of the Fe thin films
measured by MOKE are shown in Fig. 1�b�. The MOKE
results indicate that all the Fe thin films are ferromagnetic

with the easy axis of magnetization along the in-plane �11̄0�
direction. As the Curie temperature for 1 ML Fe/W�110� is
about 220 K,20 the MOKE and the later SPEELS measure-
ments were performed at 120 K. The LEED and MOKE
results show that the structural and magnetic properties of
the Fe films are all consistent with the previous studies.21,22

Figure 2 shows typical SPEEL spectra measured on 2 ML
Fe/W�110� with the wave-vector transfer of 0.5 Å−1 along
the in-plane �001� direction. Both the I↓ and I↑ spectra are

dominated by the quasielastic peak located at 0 meV energy
loss. Since only minority electrons can create SWs in the
sample, the inelastic peak due to the SW excitations can be
easily distinguished at about 50 meV, where the excitations
only create a pronounced peak in the I↓ spectrum. One may
also notice another excitation located at about 120 meV. It is
attributed to the vibrational excitations due to the adsorption
of hydrogen atoms at surface.23 Since vibrational excitations
are mediated by the Coulomb interaction, they are of
nonspin-flip nature, which are evidenced by the almost iden-
tical peaks in both I↓ and I↑ spectra. It is more convenient to
analyze the magnon peak in the difference spectrum defined
as I↓− I↑, where the nonspin-flip excitations are almost can-
celed out. The scattering geometry is schematically illus-
trated in the inset. The in-plane momentum transfer is given
by the scattering geometry q=kf sin��0−��−ki, where ki
and kf are, respectively, the magnitude of the wave vectors of
the incident and scattered beams, �0 is the angle between the
incident beam and sample normal, and � is the angle be-
tween the incident and outgoing beams. In this work, �0 is
kept at 80° for all the measurements. � varies according to
the desired surface wave-vector transfer.

Figure 3 presents SPEEL spectra measured for two in-
plane momentum transfers 0.5 and 0.7 Å−1. A pronounced
spin-dependent inelastic peak can be clearly seen at the en-
ergy loss about 40 meV, corresponding to the excitation of
SWs. The SW energy changes nonmonotonously as the film
thickness increases for both in-plane momentum transfers
considered. SWs in 1 ML film have the lowest energy and
experiences a sudden increase at 2 ML film. A local mini-
mum is seen at about 4 ML and then the energy increases
slightly in the thicker films. The asymptotic value of SWs
energies is reached only at a relatively large coverage,

FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� LEED patterns for the clean W�110�
substrate and the Fe thin films of different thicknesses on W�110�.
�b� The magnetic hysteresis loops measured by MOKE. The experi-
ments are performed at room temperature except for the 1 ML
Fe/W�110�, which is measured at about 120 K.

FIG. 2. �Color online� The SPEEL spectra measured with in-
plane wave-vector transfer 0.5 Å−1. The up triangles �I↑� and down
triangles �I↓� represent the intensity spectra of scattered electrons
for the incidence of majority and minority electrons, respectively.
The difference between the two spectra �I↓− I↑� is shown as circles.
The scattering geometry is schematically illustrated in the inset. The
spin wave is probed with the wave vector along the �001� direction

with the magnetization easy axis along the �11̄0� direction. The
incident energy of electrons is about 4 eV.
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around 7 ML. It should be noted that the Fe film thickness
above 2 ML coverage is not uniform due to the statistical
growth of Fe.11 The spectrum contains excitations from
patches of different thicknesses on the surface. Nevertheless,
the tendency of the SW energies is clearly visible. For even
higher wave vectors ��0.7 Å−1�, the trend is still preserved,
however, due to broadening of the spectrum, the change is
not clearly discerned as in the lower wave-vector case.

No straightforward physical argument exists to explain
the observed nonmonotonous behavior. In the case of Co/
Cu�100� films the SPEELS measurements could be inter-
preted by means of a nearest-neighbor Heisenberg model
with the exchange integral taken from the bulk.13 A similar
assumption for the Fe/W�110� system fails since it would
result in �n�q�=�bulk�q��2n−1� /2n, i.e., �n�q� monoto-
nously approaching the bulk value of SW energy from be-
low.

To properly take into account the electronic structure of
the film we performed first-principles adiabatic spin dynam-
ics calculations based on density-functional theory �DFT�.
Within this approach the atomic magnetic moments are re-
garded as rigid entities precessing around the direction of the
ground-state magnetization. The energies of the spin wave
excitations are evaluated by means of parameter-free DFT
calculations for the spiral magnetic structures with a given
wave vector. This type of calculations allows also the map-
ping of the itinerant electron system onto a Heisenberg
Hamiltonian17 and determination of the effective parameters
of interatomic exchange interactions. We assume that the
ground state is collinear with the magnetization pointing
along the z direction. The direction of an atomic moment i is
determined by two angles, see Fig. 4, panel U. The polar
angle �i is the angle between the moment and the z axis and

can be associated with the amplitude of a spin wave on a
given atomic site. The azimuthal angle �i determines the
phase of the moment in its precessional motion and is deter-
mined by the momentum of the spin wave, �i=q ·si, where si
stands for the position of the ith atomic site. We estimate the
SW energy ��q� as the difference between the energy of the
configuration of moments forming the SW, E���i� ,q�, and
the ground-state energy E0

��q� =
2

�M
„E���i�,q� − E0… , �1�

where �M =�i�1−cos �i�Mi, Mi being the magnetic moment
of the atom at site i. The normalization ensures that each SW
changes the system magnetization by 2	B. We determine
E���i� ,q� using the spin-spiral technique.24 It allows to find
�’s self-consistently: once a subset of angles is constrained to
a specified value, the other angles are found �“relaxed”� such
that in the self-consistent state the spin-density matrices of
the unrestricted sites are diagonal in the atomic coordinate
systems.

The adiabatic spin dynamics neglects the presence of
single-electron spin-flip excitations �Stoner excitations�,
therefore no prediction regarding the SWs’ lifetimes can be
made. However, the method provides a reliable account of
the spin wave energies.25

The small penetration depth of electrons in SPEELS ex-
periment raises an important question about the spatial local-
ization of the magnetic excitations measured in this experi-
ment. Two limits can be considered: �1� the incoming
electron excites mainly the uppermost �surface� magnetic
moments while the dynamics of the deeper layers arises as a
secondary effect due to the exchange coupling with the top
layers or �2� the magnetic moments of all layers are equally
involved in the excitation process and the spin wave mode is
uniform with respect to the depth of the film. The present
understanding of SPEELS does not allow us to make an
a priori choice between these two scenarios. We perform a
comparative study of both limits and relate the results of the
calculations to the experimental data, focusing, in particular,
on the maximum of the spin wave energy for the 2 ML film.

FIG. 3. �Color online� The SPEEL spectra, I↑ and I↓ measured
for Fe films from 1 to 20 ML and the corresponding difference
I↓− I↑. The wave-vector transfers are 0.5 Å−1 �left� and 0.7 Å−1

�right�. The spectra for 1 ML are obtained at 120 K with incident
energy of 3.8 eV. The other films are measured at room temperature
using the incident energy of 4 eV. The energy resolution of the
incident electron beam is about 20 meV.

FIG. 4. �Color online� Angles �i of the surface mode for several
selected coverages and momentum transfers; the values are normal-
ized to the deviation in the uppermost layer taken to be 30 in the
calculations. Above 0.5 Å−1 all curves follow roughly one univer-
sal �i�q� dependence.
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The two limits are modeled as follows: in the uniform case
the moments of all layers are restricted to deviate by the
same angle �. To simulate the excitation localized at the
surface, only the angle � of the moments of the surface layer
is constrained whereas the directions of the moments of other
layers are allowed to relax to self-consistent values.

We found that the relaxed magnetic configuration of the
inner layers depends strongly on the wave vector of the SW.
For q=0 we obtained the expected result that the moments of
all layers deviate by the same angle � as the constrained
atomic moments of the surface layer, i.e., we obtained the
collinear ferromagnetic structure rotated by the angle � with
respect to the original ground-state configuration. The uni-
formly rotated spin structure has exactly the same energy as
the original one, which follows the Goldstone theorem stat-
ing that the energy of the q=0 SW must be zero in the
absence of magnetic anisotropy, which we neglect. With in-
creasing momentum transfer the deviation of the relaxed mo-
ments decreases with respect to the surface layer and with
increasing depth of the layer, see Fig. 4. The degree of local-
ization of the excitation also increases with decreasing the
wavelength of the excitation.

First we performed calculations for the atomically unre-
laxed films, characterized by the interlayer distances corre-
sponding to the lattice parameter of bulk W. For both spin
wave modes we get a strong increase in the excitation energy
at the transition from 1 to 2 ML. For 1 ML film both modes
are identical and have the same energy but for greater cov-
erage they differ noticeably, Fig. 5. For the comparison with
experiment it is important to note that the uniform mode
does not have any maximum at 2 ML thickness. The energy

of this mode increases monotonously up to 4 ML and has a
weak local minimum at 5 ML. On the other hand, the
surface-type mode is much closer to the experimental behav-
ior: the energies at 2 and 3 ML thicknesses are practically
identical whereas they decrease noticeably starting from 4
ML. A possible reason for the less pronounced nonmonoto-
nous behavior compared to experimental curves will be dis-
cussed below.

We now comment on the role of the substrate. We deter-
mined �n�q� dependence of the uniform mode for the free
standing films. As seen in Fig. 5, the curve has a qualitatively
different character than for the supported film. The energies
for 1 and 2 ML are almost identical. From 2 to 3 ML the
energy increases strongly and for greater coverage reaches
monotonously the asymptotic value. This reveals the impor-
tance of the nonmagnetic W�110� substrate for the magnetic
properties of the Fe film. The hybridization of the Fe and W
states strongly influences the electronic structure of the film
and in turn the exchange parameters and SW dispersion
relation.25

Returning to the supported films we took into account the
atomic relaxations by using the interlayer distances deter-
mined experimentally.26,27 Accounting for atomic relaxation
results in a significant change in the SW energy in Fig. 3.
The surface-type mode is now very similar to the curve ob-
tained in the experiment, with a clear maximum at the 2 ML
thickness.

The remarkable difference of energies for 1 and 2 ML
films has its origin in the interlayer exchange coupling, nec-
essarily absent in the single monolayer film. �The interlayer
exchange is defined as Jll�

0 ��sJlsl�0, where the Heisenberg
exchange integral Jlsl�s� connects the moment s in the layer l
with the moment s� in the layer l�.� The maximum of �n�q�
observed at n=2 is the result of strong interlayer coupling
J12

0 =86.5 meV in this system. We found that this fact seems
to be a general property of Fe/W�110� films that the inter-
layer coupling is increased by 10–25 % between the two up-
per layers compared to pairs of deeper layers. This observa-
tion applies equally to the structurally unrelaxed and relaxed
films. In the case of 2 ML coverage and structurally relaxed
film the increase is particularly strong. Somewhat surpris-
ingly the intralayer exchange energy, at least for the wave
vectors considered, changes rather weakly with the thickness
and the interlayer distances, so the variations in SW energies
are mainly determined by the changes in Jll�

0 . The latter quan-
tity reaches its minimum for the relaxed film at 6 ML cov-
erage. Additionally, we note that the energy is generally
smaller in the case of the unrelaxed film, where Jll�

0 varies
very weakly with the coverage reaching a value of around
61.0 meV for J12

0 .
Although the calculated dependence of the SW energy on

the film thickness agrees with experiment the theoretical en-
ergies are higher than measured ones.28,29 The unusual soft-
ening of the SW energies in Fe/W�110� films was noticed
earlier and did not yet found its explanation. The account for
Landau damping of the SW, because of the decay of the SW
into Stoner excitations, can lead to the decrease in the SW
energies, although the effect is not expected to be sufficient.
Recently, it was shown that quantum corrections can lead to

FIG. 5. �Color online� Energy of the SW modes �normalized to
q2� as a function of the film thickness; experimental results are
compared to the theoretical calculations. Selected curves are shifted
upward for the sake of improved clarity. The mode with the ampli-
tudes �� angles� of the moments forced to be equal in all film layers
is marked with “U” ��� while the surface mode bears symbol “S”
���. All theoretical curves pertain to the momentum transfer of
0.5 Å−1.
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the softening of the SW excitations.30 These corrections are
however strongly suppressed by the Hund’s coupling. It re-
mains an open question why the softening is observed for Fe
films but is absent in the case of Co films.13,31 This important
issue should be the topic of separate study.

IV. SUMMARY

In summary, we report a combined experimental and the-
oretical investigation of the SW excitations in thin Fe films
grown on W�110�. The experimental excitation energy shows
nonmonotonous behavior with respect to the film thickness
with a distinct maximum for 2 ML film. The results of the

density-functional theory calculations suggest that the SWs
excited in the SPEELS experiment have an amplitude decay-
ing with the depth of the layer. We demonstrate that account-
ing for the hybridization with the substrate and the atomic
relaxation in the film is crucial for the theoretical description
of the experiment.
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We present a combined experimental and theoretical study of the interplay between the atomic structure

and the magnon excitations in low dimensional ferromagnets. Two monolayer thick Fe films on W(110)

with and without a Au buffer layer are investigated. Our experiments show that adding the Au layer leads

to a significant softening of the magnons. First-principles calculations confirm the experimental results

revealing a strong dependency of exchange interactions on the atomic structure. It is observed that the

intralayer exchange interactions increase with increasing distance between Fe layers. This unusual

relationship is attributed to the complexity of the electronic structure and the contribution of different

orbitals to the hybridization and exchange interaction. Our results suggest a way of tailoring magnetic

excitations in low-dimensional magnetic structures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.207201 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.50.Bb, 75.70.Ak, 75.70.Rf

One of the fascinating aspects in solid state physics is the
magnetic response of a ferromagnet to the change of its
atomic structure. Of particular interest is the response of the
exchange interactions that determine both groundmagnetic
state and spin excitations. Since the excitations crucially
influence the dynamic as well as thermodynamic properties
of magnets, the interplay between atomic structure and
exchange interactions is of great importance for the design
of magnetic nanostructures with desired functionality.

Although the impact of the structural changes on the
magnetic interactions has alreadybeendiscussed theoretically
for the case of bulk ferromagnets like Fe (see, for example,
Refs. [1,2]), it has not been proven experimentally. The main
reason for this is that in nature there exists only one stable
Fe bulk phase, i.e., the body-centered cubic (bcc) phase.

Themodernmethods of the fabrication of low-dimensional
structures open an inspiring possibility of creating materials
of given chemical content with different atomic structures.
Since the atomic structure influences essentially the properties
of the system, this possibility strongly enhances the potential
of designing materials with desired properties. A crucial step
on this way is to understand the relation between the atomic
structure and the electronic properties.

In this Letter, we report experimental and theoretical
study of the magnon excitations in two Fe films of two
monolayer (ML) thickness that differ in the atomic struc-
ture. On one hand, ultrathin Fe(110) films grow pseudo-
morphically on W(110) in bcc stacking [3,4]. On the other
hand, by introducing an ultrathin Au buffer layer with the
thickness of 2 ML, one can obtain an Fe(111) film with a
close-packed structure [5,6].

Our measurements show a large difference in the
magnon dispersion relation of the two films. Surprisingly,
the intralayer exchange interaction increases when the

distance between Fe atomic layers increases. The response
of the exchange interaction to the change of the atomic
structure and interlayer distance is investigated in detail.
Our first-principles calculations confirm the experimental
results and provide a deeper insight into the microscopic
origin of this effect.
All the experiments are performed under ultrahigh

vacuum. Prior to the film deposition, the surface of the
W(110) substrate was prepared using our standard clea-
ning procedure [7]. The Au and Fe films were grown by
molecular beam epitaxy at 500 and 300 K, respectively.
Tungsten has a bcc structure and the (110) surface is
composed of rectangular unit cells. Since the gold crystal
structure is face-centered cubic (fcc), the most similar
surface to W(110) is the Au(111) surface. The Au ultrathin
films grow in fcc(111) structure on W(110) as is verified
by our low-energy electron diffraction (LEED) experi-
ments. The LEED patterns recorded for a 2 ML Au film on
W(110) indicate that Au does not grow in the same structure
asW(110). The most probable structure is Au(111) with the
epitaxial relationship Aufcc½1�10� k Wbcc½001� known as
the Nishiyama–Wassermann relationship. A similar obser-
vation is also reported by other groups [8,9].
The growth and the structure of the Fe films on the flat

and vicinal Au(111) surfaces have been intensively inves-
tigated [10–12]. It has been shown by scanning tunneling
microscopy that ultrathin Fe films grow pseudomorphi-
cally on Au(111) from the initial stage of growth up to a
film thickness of about 2 ML. This is confirmed by our
IV-LEED analysis. The evolution of the average interlayer
distance with the number of Fe layers shows that for Fe
thicknesses below 2 ML one sees a pseudomorphic growth
of Fe on the Au(111) film. The films start to relax at
thicknesses above 2 ML and finally, at an Fe thickness of
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about 3.5 ML, the Fe film reaches the value of the layer
spacing of the Fe bulk. A detailed analysis reveals that
the LEED pattern is a slightly distorted hexagon. As the
unit cell of Au possesses a threefold symmetry, this
distortion results from the epitaxy of the Au(111) film on
the W(110) surface. A similar observation is reported by
Zdyb et al. [5,6].

Since for the Fe=Au=Wð110Þ samples with the Fe film
thickness above 2 ML, a structural transformation to the
bcc structure occurs, we restrict our investigations to the
samples composed of 2 ML Fe. The magnetic state of
the samples was checked by means of the magneto-optical
Kerr effect in longitudinal geometry with an external mag-
netic field applied along the W½1�10� direction (Fe½�211�
direction). The rectangular hysteresis loop shows a typical
easy axis behavior (see the inset of Fig. 1).

The magnons are probed by means of spin polarized
electron energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS), which has
opened a possibility to measure the magnons in such ultra-
thin structures [13–20]. The magnon dispersion relation is

measured along the ��- �K direction of the surface Brillouin
zone. The SPEELS experiments are performed with an
incident electron energy of 3.96 eV and a total energy
resolution of about 14.9 meV. Figure 1 shows typical
spin-down (I#) and spin-up (I") SPEELS intensity spectra

recorded on 2ML Fe=2 ML Au=Wð110Þ at room tempera-

ture and at a wave-vector transfer of �Kk ¼ 0:75 �A�1. I#
(I") indicates the intensity of scattered electrons when

incoming electrons have the spin polarization parallel
(antiparallel) to the sample magnetization. �Kk is the

wave-vector transfer parallel to the surface of the film. It
is determined by the momenta of the incident and scattered
electrons and the scattering geometry [21]. The peak at
68 meV in the minority channel, I# (more clearly in the

difference spectrum, IDiff: ¼ I# � I") is due to the magnon

excitation. The magnon peak shows a clear dispersion with
the variation of the wave-vector transfer [see Fig. 1(b)].
In Fig. 1(b), the difference spectra for various in-plane
wave-vector transfers are shown.
By plotting the excitation energy versus the wave vector,

one obtains the magnon dispersion relation, as shown by
solid circles in Fig. 2(a). The open circles are experimental
data obtained earlier on a 2 ML Fe film directly grown on
W(110) [16]. Comparison of the experimental magnon

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Typical spin polarized electron
energy loss spectra recorded on 2 ML Fe=2 ML Au=Wð110Þ
at a wave-vector transfer of �Kk ¼ 0:75 �A�1 and at room

temperature. The difference spectrum (IDiff: ¼ I# � I") is shown
as solid circles. Inset shows a typical hysteresis loop recorded
in longitudinal geometry with an external magnetic field applied
along the W½1�10�-direction (Fe½�211�-direction). (b) Difference
spectra measured at different wave-vector transfers from 0.6
to 0:85 �A�1.
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FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Experimental magnon dispersion
relation measured on a 2 ML Fe on 2 ML Au on W(110) at
room temperature. The results of a 2 ML Fe directly grown
on W(110) are also shown [16]. The symbols represent the
experimental results. The solid lines are the guide to the
eyes. (b) Theoretical magnon dispersion relation of 2 ML
Feð111Þ=2 ML Auð111Þ=Wð110Þ and 2 ML Feð110Þ=Wð110Þ.
The symbols represent the results of the calculation for the
relaxed structure. The lines without symbols are the results for
the Fe=Au=Wð110Þ system calculated for different values of
Fe interlayer spacing, a?.
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dispersions of the two systems reveals a strong softening
of the magnon dispersion relation in the sample with a

Au buffer. For instance, the softening at �Kk ¼ 0:9 �A�1

reaches a value of 35 meV. This result demonstrates a way
of tailoring magnetic excitations in low-dimensional struc-
tures by materials engineering.

Our next aim is to understand the microscopic nature
of the observed effect on the basis of first-principles
calculations. The calculations are performed within the
generalized gradient approximation of the density func-
tional theory [22]. The crystalline structure of Fe=Wð110Þ
was taken from the surface x-ray diffraction experiment
[4], while the atomic positions in Fe=Au=Wð110Þ were
obtained using the VASP code, well known for providing
accurate total energy and forces [23,24]. The structural
information serves as an input for calculations of electronic
and magnetic properties using a self-consistent Green
function method, which is specially designed for layered
semi-infinite systems [25]. The Heisenberg exchange
parameters were determined employing the magnetic force
theorem, likewise implemented within the Green function
method [26].

The calculated magnon dispersion relation for both
systems is presented in Fig. 2(b). The calculations are in
good agreement with the experimental results, apart from
the fact that they differ slightly in the absolute values of
the energy. This means that the magnon softening is a
consequence of adding the Au buffer. The analysis of the
exchange parameters shows a strong anisotropy of ex-
change interaction for the systems we consider (see Fig. 3).
The strongest interaction takes place between atoms of
different layers. On the other hand, in the analysis of the
magnon energies one should take into account that the
number of the nearest neighbors within the layers is much
larger than between the layers. In the following, the ex-
change interaction between atoms within the same atomic
layer is referred to as intralayer interaction and the inter-
action between atoms from different layers is referred to
as interlayer interaction.

The comparison of the exchange interactions for two
systems, Fe=Wð110Þ and Fe=Au=Wð110Þ, shows that the
interlayer and intralayer interactions feature opposite
trends. As an example, the largest interlayer interaction,
J?, increases from 27 meV in Fe=Wð110Þ to 69 meV in
Fe=Au=Wð110Þ whereas the largest intralayer exchange
interaction, Jk, decreases from 20 to 14 meV for the inter-

face layer and from 13 to 9 meV for the surface layer.
The analysis shows that the softening of the magnons in
Fe=Au=Wð110Þ is the consequence of the decreased intra-
layer interactions that overcomes the opposite trend of
increasing interactions between the layers.

The exchange parameters between Fe moments of the
Fe=Au=Wð110Þ system do not change significantly if we
repeat the calculations for a free standing Fe film (keeping
the atomic arrangement of the Fe=Au=Wð110Þ system).

Therefore, the role of the Au buffer is mostly reduced to
the modification of the Fe atomic lattice. The change in the
exchange parameters is the consequence of the change in
the electronic structure caused by the modification of the
Fe lattice.
In the epitaxial growth, the interatomic distance within

the layers is determined by the atomic structure of the
underlying lattice whereas the interlayer distance is gov-
erned by complex interplay of different interactions and
can vary strongly from film to film. It is instructive to study
the dependence of the exchange interactions and the mag-
non dispersion relation on the distance between Fe layers
of the Fe=Au=W system. The prediction of the dependence
of the effective interatomic exchange interactions on the
interatomic distance is a difficult task because of a complex
competition of various effects. On one hand, increasing
distance between atoms leads to the narrowing of electron
bands and increased atomic moments. On the other hand,
it leads to a weaker overlap of the states of the atoms and
produces the trend to decreasing interatomic exchange
interaction [27].
Our calculations show that increasing the interlayer

distance leads to an expected decrease of the interlayer
exchange parameters. This results from the fact that a
relatively small increase of the atomic moments is over-
compensated by decreasing interlayer hybridization.
Unexpectedly, at the same time we observe an increase in
the energies of the acoustic magnons that become closer to
the corresponding energies of the Fe=Wð110Þ magnons.

FIG. 3 (color online). Calculated site-resolved interlayer, J?,
(a) and intralayer, Jk, (lower panels) exchange constants for the

atoms located in the interface layer (b) and in the surface layer
(c). Open and filled symbols represent the calculations for the
relaxed and expanded structures, respectively.
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Further analysis of the calculated exchange parameters
shows that the origin of the increased magnon energies is
in the strong increase of the intralayer exchange para-
meters. We emphasize that this increase takes place for
unchanged interatomic distances within the layers. It is a
consequence of complex reconstruction of the electronic
structure due to the increase of the interlayer distance.
Such a behavior cannot be understood without detailed
first-principles calculation of the electronic structure.
While changing the interlayer distance of Fe layers in
Fe=Au=Wð110Þ structure from 1.71 to 2.09 Å, the nearest
neighbor intralayer coupling increases by a factor of 1.5
and 2.3 for the atoms in the interface and surface layer,
respectively. This increase in the values of the intralayer
exchange parameters is much larger than the increase of
the atomic moments.

To understand the microscopic mechanism of the for-
mation of effective interatomic exchange parameters, it is
necessary to consider the consequence of the deviation of
the atomic moments from the ground state directions. The
larger the increase in the energy of the system following
the deviation of the moments, the larger are the effective
interatomic exchange parameters. The change in the total
energy is a cumulative effect of the changes in the energies
of individual electronic states. In a multiple-band real
system the change in the electronic structure is complex
and the reduction of the change in the total energy to a
small number of ‘‘hot spots’’ in the electronic structure is
usually not possible. Instead, we perform the analysis of
the features of the density of states (DOS) that can con-
tribute to the discussed effect. An important part of the
response of the electronic systems to the deviation of the
atomic moments is the hybridization of the spin-up and
spin-down electron states of the collinear ground state of
the system. The strength of the hybridization depends on
the energy distance between hybridized states and on the
overlap of their orbital wave functions. Since the hybrid-
ization leads to the formation of binding and antibinding
states, the changes in the electronic energies strongly
compensate each other if both binding and antibinding
levels are occupied. However, if the hybridization involves
the states lying close to the Fermi level, the compensation
can be disturbed when certain unoccupied states become
involved, since unoccupied states do not contribute to the
total energy.

The analysis reveals important trends in the density of
states. The 3d states responsible for the interlayer hybrid-
ization (dxz, dyz, and dz2) appear substantially higher in

energy than the states responsible for the intralayer hybrid-
ization (dx2�y2 and dxy). Figure 4 shows the spin-resolved

DOS of 3d electrons calculated for different interlayer
distances. In order to see the contribution of different
3d-orbitals to the exchange interactions, their projected
DOS are plotted in Figs. 4(c) and 4(d). With increasing
interlayer distance all states move to lower energies as a

consequence of decreasing 3d band width. However, this
shift is more important for dxz, dyz, and dz2 states, since

dx2�y2 and dxy are located well below the Fermi level for

the minimal value of the interlayer distance. On the other
hand, increasing the interlayer distance increases the spin-
down density of 3d states on the Fermi level. The appear-
ance of a large number of states near the Fermi energy
makes the energy of the system sensitive to the deviation of
the atomic moments and constitutes an important factor in
the enhancement of intralayer exchange interactions. The
discussion above indicates that the magnetic properties of
complex systems cannot be understood without careful
microscopic study of the exchange interactions. While the
interlayer exchange parameters decreased as expected, the
intralayer exchange parameters turned out to increase,
upon increasing the interlayer distance, due to the recon-
struction of the electronic structure. Clearly, the evolution
of the electronic structure cannot be separated into features
related to the interlayer and intralayer distances since the
influences of both distances are strongly interconnected.
In summary, we have shown both experimentally and

theoretically that the engineering of the atomic structure
of low-dimensional magnets leads to a strong modification
of the exchange interaction that provides a route to the
design of the materials with desired magnetic properties.
The analysis of the variation of the Heisenberg exchange
parameters with the variation of the interlayer distances
shows an unexpected effect of the strong increase of the

FIG. 4 (color online). Spin-resolved DOS of 3d states in
2Fe=Wð110Þ (upper panels) and 2Fe=2Au=Wð110Þ (lower
panels) systems, separated in a part with dxy and dx2�y2 states

(a),(c) and a part corresponding to dxz, dyz and dz2 orbitals (b),

(d). The solid and dashed lines represent the results for relaxed
and expanded structures, respectively.
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intralayer exchange interaction overcompensating the
decrease of the interlayer exchange parameters. This
behavior is not restricted to the systems studied here. It is
expected also for ultrathin Fe films grown on other fcc
surfaces. This demonstrates the necessity of the combined
experimental-theoretical approach to the complex physical
properties of the real materials and reveals strong potential
of such studies for the design of new materials with desired
properties.
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The temporal and spatial properties of terahertz magnons excited at ferromagnetic fcc Co(100) and bcc

Fe(110) surfaces are investigated experimentally. The magnon lifetime is found to be a few tens of

femtoseconds at low wave vectors, which reduces significantly as the wave vector approaches the

Brillouin zone boundary. Surprisingly, the lifetime is very similar in both systems, in spite of the fact

that the excitation energy in the Co(100) film is by a factor of two larger than in the Fe(110) film. The

magnon wave packets propagate only a few nanometers within their lifetime. In addition to the fact that

our results describe the damping mechanism in ultrafast time scales, they may provide a way to predict the

ultimate time scale of magnetic switching in nanostructures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.109.087203 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.70.Ak, 75.70.Rf, 75.78.Jp

Understanding the ultrafast spin dynamics on short
length and time scales is essential for increasing the
density, as well as the writing or reading speed of modern
magnetic storage media. Thanks to advanced experimental
techniques, our knowledge has greatly improved within the
last few years [1–9]. It has been known for many years that
the switching of a submicron magnet typically takes place
within a range of few picoseconds up to some nanoseconds,
depending on the applied external magnetic field [1]. The
breakthrough of the ultimate time scale of magnetic
switching (up to subpicoseconds) was reported when the
ultrafast optical spectroscopy was developed such that it
could allow the excitation and probing of the magnetic
objects [2]. Later on it was demonstrated that femtosecond
laser pulses can be applied to switch the magnetization
[4–7]. This new time scale seems to be the ultimate time
scale of magnetic switching up to now. Interestingly, recent
experimental results of spin-polarized scanning tunneling
microscopy revealed that the spin relaxation time of a
single magnetic atom on an insulating substrate is in the
order of a few hundreds of nanoseconds [9]. A connection
between the ultrafast optical spectroscopy and the results
of tunneling spectroscopy is still missing. The fact is that
all the techniques mentioned above allow only the inves-
tigation of the magnetic excitations in real time or space.
Moreover, it is not possible to select a particular excitation
with a certain wave vector and eigenfrequency and follow
its dynamics. Hence a wave vector selective excitation
would provide a deeper knowledge on the processes in-
volved in the magnetic switching on ultrafast time scales.

In this Letter, we present the experimental results on
terahertz magnons probed at ferromagnetic surfaces. We
compare the results of Fe(110) and Co(001) and provide
a quantitative analysis of the magnon lifetime at differ-
ent wave vectors. We will demonstrate how the mag-
nons are confined in time and space. Moreover, we will
provide a quantitative representation of the magnons in
real space.

The results are obtained using spin-polarized electron
energy loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) [10], a technique
which has proven its unique capability in the study of
high wave vector magnons [11–13]. The unique advantage
of SPEELS is that one has a direct access to the wave
vector and the energy of the excitations. In the SPEELS
experiments, due to the angular momentum conservation
during the scattering event, magnons can only be created
by electrons of minority character. The magnon peaks thus
only appear in the loss region of the I# spectrum [14] (see

the typical spectra in Fig. 1). The magnon excitations can
be clearly identified by comparing the I" and I# spectra. The
analysis of the peak position and broadening provides us
information on the magnon excitation energy and lifetime,
respectively [15].
We investigated the magnons in the ultrathin films of 8

monolayer (ML) fcc Co=Cuð001Þ and 2 ML bcc
Fe=Wð110Þ. All experiments are performed at room tem-
perature. Typical SPEELS spectra taken on 2 ML
Fe=Wð110Þ are presented in Fig. 1. As magnons can only
be created by minority electrons, a magnon excitation
peak appears in the I# spectrum. The difference spectrum

(I# � I") is shown by the green curve. We note that non-

magnetic excitations, such as phonons, usually show much
lower spin asymmetry [13], and will be canceled out in the
difference spectrum. As the difference spectrum offers all
the necessary information, it is used for further data analy-
sis to extract the properties of magnons. To change the in-
plane wave vector transfer in the measurements, the sample
is rotated about the magnetic easy axis, while the angle
between the incident and outgoing beams is kept fixed at
80 degrees. The in-plane components of the magnon wave
vectors can be simply expressed as �kk ¼ ki½sinð�fÞ �
sinð�iÞ�, where ki represents the wave vector of incident
electrons. �i and �f are the incident and outgoing angles,

respectively. The resolution in wave vectors depends on the
angular resolution of the spectrometer, which is typically

about 0:05 �A�1.
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To extract the intrinsic linewidth of the magnons, we fit
the measured difference spectra by using a convolution of a
Gaussian and a Lorentzian function, in which the Gaussian
represents the instrumental broadening and the Lorentzian
represents the intrinsic magnon signal. By fitting the
experimental results, one realizes that the intrinsic line-
width of magnon excitations is typically from 20 up to a
few hundreds of meV, which is usually larger than the
instrumental broadening. As an example, a fit through the
data shown in Fig. 1 shows that the intrinsic linewidth of
the magnon is about 42� 7 meV, while the instrumental
broadening is about 20 meV. The large broadening of the
loss spectrum indicates that magnons are strongly damped
in time. The magnon lifetime can be obtained from the
Fourier transform of the magnon signal. The Fourier trans-
form of the Lorentzian in energy (or frequency) domain is
an exponential decay in the time domain, expð�t�=2@Þ,
where � represents the intrinsic linewidth of the Lorentzian
peak in energy and @ is the reduced Planck constant. We
define the lifetime of a magnon as � ¼ 2@=�, a time in
which the amplitude drops to its e�1 value. For the magnon
measured on Fe(110) shown in Fig. 1, the lifetime is about
31� 5 femtoseconds.

The magnon intensity spectra have been measured for
different wave vectors. A contour map is constructed by
plotting the difference spectra versus their wave vectors
for 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ [see Fig. 2(a)]. Figures 2(b) and 2(c)

show the intensity distributions at �kk ¼ 0:7 �A�1 and

E ¼ 82 meV, respectively. If one assumes that the scatter-
ing geometry does not drastically influence the intensity in
far off-specular [16], one may estimate the spatial

distribution of the magnon wave packets from the intensity
profile presented in Fig. 2(c). For simplicity we neglect
the broadening in wave vectors due to the finite energy
resolution. This is a rather good assumption, since the
instrumental broadening is fairly small compared to the
intrinsic linewidth. The spectral distribution as a function
of the wave vector is fitted directly by a single Gaussian
distribution. For example, the profile in Fig. 2(c) shows a

full width at half maximum (FWHM) of about 0:32 �A�1.
After a Fourier transform, we obtained a Gaussian wave
packet representing the magnon envelope function with a
FWHM of about 2 nanometers.
To visualize the strong damping effects on terahertz

magnons in real time and space, we compared three states
of magnons for 8 ML Co=Cuð001Þ and 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ.
Solid symbols labeled by SFe, S1Co, and S2Co mark the

centers of these states in Fig. 3(a). State SFe represents
the magnon packet in the Fe(110) film, and states S1Co and
S2Co are states in the Co(100) film. SFe and S1Co possess the

same wave vector (�kk ¼ 0:8 �A�1), while SFe and S2Co
have the same energy (E ¼ 100 meV), as indicated by
the dashed lines. Figure 3(b) represents the evolution of
the magnon wave packets for the states SFe, S

1
Co, and S2Co

indicated above. Each wave packet in Fig. 3(b) is the
product of three components: A moving Gaussian,
exp½�ðx� vtÞ2=2�2�, representing the motion of wave
packet (the envelop function), an exponential decay factor
expð�t=�Þ for the evolution of the amplitude in time,
and finally a wave form, cosð�kkx�!tÞ, representing its

wavy nature (! ¼ E=@ is the angular frequency of the
wave). The velocity of the envelope function, v, is the
group velocity of the wave packet, which is obtained

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) The difference spectra are plotted as
a contour map for the wave vectors from 0 to 1 �A�1. The section
profiles for a wave vector at 0:7 �A�1 and energy at about 82 meV
are shown in (b) and (c), respectively. The magnon peak in (b) is
fitted by the convolution of a Gaussian and a Lorentzian func-
tion. The intrinsic linewidth of the peak is 55 meV. The intensity
profile along the horizontal line at E ¼ 82 meV in (c) is fitted by
a Gaussian profile shown as a solid curve.
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FIG. 1 (color online). Typical spectra recorded at an incident
electron energy of 4 eV and a wave vector transfer of 0:6 �A�1.
The red spectrum indicates the intensity of the scattered elec-
trons for incidence of minority electrons I#, and the blue one is

for the incidence of majority electrons I". The green curve is the

difference between the red and blue spectra (I# � I"). The beam
polarization was about 65%. The peak at about 65 meV in the red
spectrum is attributed to the magnon excitations. The scattering
geometry is schematically sketched in the inset.
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from the slope of the dispersion curves, v ¼ @!=@�kk.
They are about 26, 46, and 41 km=s for the SFe, S

1
Co, and

S2Co states, respectively. � and � are the natural broadening

of the wave packet in space and lifetime, respectively,
which are obtained from the Fourier transform of the
intensity spectra in Fig. 2.

In a classic picture the wave forms in Fig. 3(b) can be
regarded as the amplitude of the transverse component of
spins projected along a certain direction on the surface e.g.,
the propagation direction of the wave. It may be also
regarded as the modulus of the magnon wave function.
Figure 3(b) demonstrates that magnons are strongly
damped within a few tens of femtoseconds and confined
in a few nanometers for both Fe and Co for high wave
vectors. The wave packets only moved ahead by about
2–3 nm during their lifetime (much shorter than the spin

diffusion length in the 3d ferromagnets). For the states
from the same system i.e., S1Co and S

2
Co, the state at a higher

wave vector (S1Co) has a shorter lifetime than the one at a

lower wave vector (S2Co). The wave packet of S1Co propa-

gates a bit shorter than S2Co. Our results demonstrate that

the decay of a magnon does strongly depend on its wave
vector. Interestingly, for the states on different surfaces but
with similar wave vectors, i.e., SFe and S1Co, it is noticed
that although the SFe has a much lower energy, it possesses
a similar lifetime and broadening of the wave packet as
S1Co. SFe and S

2
Co have the same energy. The state at a higher

wave vector (SFe) clearly shows a shorter lifetime as
compared to the low wave vector one (S2Co). Regarding
the propagation speed, both wave packets in the Co(100)
film are much faster than the ones in the Fe(110) film
[see Fig. 3(b)].
The intrinsic linewidth and the corresponding lifetime of

magnons versus wave vector are shown in Fig. 4 for 8 ML
Co=Cuð001Þ and 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ. The intrinsic linewidth
of the magnon signal shows a clear dependence on the
wave vector. As a result, the lifetime of magnons at the
surface of 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ ranges from tens to hundreds
of femtoseconds. Comparing to the spin relaxation of a
single atom on the insulating substrate, whose relaxation
time is about 10�7 s [9], the lifetime of magnons at a metal
surface is almost 107 times shorter. Such a short lifetime of
terahertz magnons is attributed to the strong damping due
to the presence of the conduction electrons in the metal
film and the substrate [17–19]. Since the terahertz magnons
are a coherent superposition of the correlated electron hole
pairs across the Fermi level, their damping may be re-
garded as the result of the strong decay of these collective
magnons into the available Stoner states near the Fermi
level. It has been shown that the Stoner excitations in the
surface states play an important role in the decay effect
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) Magnon dispersion relation in 8 ML
Co=Cuð001Þ (open circles) and 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ (open squares).
Solid symbols mark the center of three states for Fe and Co
surfaces, which are named as SFe, S

1
Co, and S2Co respectively. SFe

and S1Co are at nearly the same wave vectors 0:8 �A�1, SFe, and
S2Co are at almost the same energy 100 meV. The dotted lines at

about 1.21 and 1.49 mark the surface Brillouin zone boundaries
of Co(001) and Fe(110) surfaces. (b) The plot of the evolution
of wave packets for the states SFe (0:80 �A�1, 95 meV) at Fe
surface, S1Co (0:81 �A�1, 174 meV) and S2Co (0:55 �A�1, 101 meV)

at Co surface. The amplitude may be regarded as the transverse
component of a precessing spin projected to the wave propaga-
tion directions or the modulus of the magnon wave function.

FIG. 4. The magnon lifetime as a function of the in-plane wave
vector measured for 2 ML Fe=Wð110Þ (solid symbols) and 8 ML
Co=Cuð001Þ (open symbols). Inset shows the intrinsic linewidth
of the magnon peaks.
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[19–21]. If the ferromagnetic film is grown on a metallic
substrate, due to the strong hybridization of the bands,
there are lots of Stoner states available near the Fermi
level, which can contribute to the damping mechanism.
In other words, the strong decay effect may be imagined as
the pumping of the spins of the magnetic film into the
nonmagnetic conductive substrate [18]. It is worth pointing
out that the lifetimes of both systems are very similar at the
same wave vectors in spite of the fact that the magnon
energy in the Co(100) film is almost twice of that in the
Fe(110) film. Besides the intrinsic damping effects due to
the Stoner excitations, it has been proposed that the thermal
effects may also play a role in the broadening of magnon
peaks [22]. However, experiments performed on a 2 ML Fe
film at different temperatures revealed that the temperature
dependence of the intrinsic linewidth is negligible.

The strong damping observed in our experiments is
governed by the decay of collective type of magnons, to
the single particle Stoner excitations (usually referred to as
Landau damping [19]). It strongly depends on the available
Stoner states near the Fermi level; hence, the hybridization
of the electronic bands of the ferromagnetic film with
the ones of the substrate plays an important role [19]. As
the total magnetization of the sample is unchanged after
creation and damping of a magnon, one cannot directly
connect the magnon lifetime to the ultimate time scale of
magnetization switching. However, this relaxation time
can be directly compared to the time interval provided in
the excitation scheme. For instance, if the aim is to switch
the magnetization of a nanoisland using a spin-polarized
current within a few femtoseconds, the terahertz magnons
are governing this process. Hence, the time interval be-
tween two electrons has to be shorter than the lifetime of
the magnons involved. Otherwise, the magnons do not
contribute to this switching process and die out. The
same analogy applies to the other methods used to switch
the magnetization. If terahertz magnons are generated
within the process, one would expect the response of the
system in such timescales. Since the timescale in optical
experiments is similar to what we predict as the typical
lifetime of the terahertz magnons, we think that the ter-
ahertz magnons are also important in the laser induced
demagnetization processes.

The strong spin dependence of the decay rate of the
image potential state observed in photoemission experi-
ments is attributed to the magnon generation and relaxation
within a few tens of femtoseconds [23]. Our results are the
direct experimental proof of this hypothesis.

In summary, the magnon lifetime and spatial distribu-
tion in 8 ML fcc Co(001) and 2 ML bcc Fe(110) are
studied. The magnons on both surfaces possess lifetimes
ranging from tens to hundreds of femtoseconds depending
on the wave vector. Our analysis reveals that the magnons
at the Fe(110) and Co(100) surfaces are strongly confined
in time and space due to the damping effects. Interestingly,

the lifetime of both systems are very close at a given
wave vector in spite of the fact that the excitation energy
in the Co(100) film is almost twice of that in the
Fe(110) film. Terahertz magnons propagate only a few
nanometers within their lifetime. Our results shall have a
significant contribution to the understanding of the mag-
netic damping mechanism of terahertz magnons at sur-
faces and a possible tuning of the magnetic relaxation in
nanoscale ferromagnets. They may also offer a way of
estimating the ultimate time scale of magnetic switching
in nanostructures.
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Asymmetric Spin-Wave Dispersion on Fe(110):
Direct Evidence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya Interaction
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The influence of the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction on the spin-wave dispersion in an Fe double

layer grown on W(110) is measured for the first time. It is demonstrated that the Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya

interaction breaks the degeneracy of spin waves and leads to an asymmetric spin-wave dispersion relation.

An extended Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian is employed to obtain the longitudinal component of the

Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya vectors from the experimentally measured energy asymmetry.
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In 1957, Dzyaloshinskii proposed an antisymmetric ex-
change interaction, based on symmetry arguments, to ex-
plain the weak ferromagnetism observed in some oxide
materials, e.g., �� Fe2O3 (Hematite) [1]. Only three years
later it was shown by Moriya that, in principle, this inter-
action can be analytically derived by considering the rela-
tivistic spin-orbit correction in the Hamiltonian [2]. The
antisymmetric exchange interaction, Dzyaloshinskii-
Moriya (DM) interaction, became very important to under-
stand many physical properties of different systems, i.e.,
spin glasses [3], cuprates [4], molecular magnets [5,6], and
multiferroics [7,8].

In nanomagnetism, where the surface effects are notice-
able, the spin-orbit coupling is one of the most important
intrinsic magnetic perturbations, which creates novel phe-
nomena. Recently, it has been shown that a strong spin-
orbit coupling in the presence of the broken inversion
symmetry at the surface leads to the DM interaction, which
stabilizes a noncollinear spin structure for a Mn monolayer
on W(110) [9] and W(100) [10] surfaces.

An ultrathin Fe film grown on W(110) is another system
that is believed to show the DM interaction [11–13].
Magnetic excitations in this quasi-two-dimensional spin
system have been studied theoretically for many years
[14–21]. In the description of the collective magnetic ex-
citations, only the symmetric exchange interaction was
considered and the DM interaction has been neglected. In
such systems, where DM interaction is relatively large, it
should, in principle, change the intrinsic properties of the
spin waves (SWs). Only very recently, the influence of the
DM interaction on the spin-wave dispersion has been
predicted to give rise to an asymmetric spin-wave disper-
sion in an Fe monolayer on W(110) [22]. However, the
effect of the DM interaction on the spin-wave dispersion in
low-dimensional systems has never been measured
experimentally.

In this Letter we report the first experimental evidence of
the influence of DM interaction on the spin-wave disper-
sion in a double-layer Fe. We show that in the presence of

the DM interaction the spin-wave dispersion is asymmet-
ric. By measuring the highly resolved spin-polarized elec-
tron energy loss (SPEEL) spectra in both energy loss and
gain regimes and by reversing the magnetization of the
film, we measure the DM interaction driven asymmetry in
the spin-wave dispersion of Fe double-layer grown on
W(110). By using an extended Heisenberg spin
Hamiltonian, the energy asymmetry is modeled giving
rise to a quantitative determination of the longitudinal
components of DM vectors.
The iron layer was deposited onto a clean W(110) single

crystal at room temperature (RT). Special care has been
taken concerning the cleaning of theW crystal as described
elsewhere [23]. Prior to the spin-polarized electron energy
loss spectroscopy (SPEELS) measurements, the structural,
chemical, and magnetic properties were checked by means
of low energy electron diffraction, Auger electron spec-
troscopy, and magneto-optical Kerr effect measurements.
The Fe films reveal the expected structural and magnetic
properties well known from literature [24–26]. The
SPEELS measurements were performed using our high
performance spectrometer with an energy resolution well
below 20 meVand a beam polarization of about 70� 10%
[27].
A schematic representation of the scattering geometry is

given in the inset of Fig. 1(a). Awell-defined monochrom-
atized spin-polarized electron beam is scattered from the
sample and the electron energy loss and gain spectra are
measured as a function of the in-plane momentum transfer

(�Kk) for both spin orientations of the incoming electron
beam (up " and down # ). The surface SWs are excited in a
virtual spin-flip scattering process [28–31]. The conserva-
tion of the angular momentum during the scattering pro-
hibits SW excitations for incoming electrons with a spin
polarization antiparallel to the sample magnetization (I").
Hence, only electrons having minority spin character (I#)
can create SWs. The electrons with majority spin character
(I") can, in principle, annihilate the thermally excited SWs

while gaining energy. These facts lead to a peak in the
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minority spin channel in the energy loss region and a peak
in the majority spin channel in the energy gain region (this
is in analogy to the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks in
a Raman or Brillouin light scattering experiment).
Figure 1(a) shows a typical SPEEL spectra measured at

�Kk ¼ 0:5 �A�1 on a 2 ML Fe film. The amplitude of the
peak due to the SWannihilation (in the energy gain region)
is much smaller than the one caused by the SW creation.
This is due to the fact that the probability of having
thermally excited SWs in the system is given by the
Boltzmann factor, which is about 0.01–0.1 at RT. This
gives rise to a large peak in the energy loss region and a
small dip in the energy gain region of the difference
spectra. However, both features can be seen clearly in the

asymmetry curves, where the asy ¼ I#�I"
I#þI"

is plotted as a

function of energy for both loss and gain regions. In
Fig. 1(b), the difference and asymmetry curves are pre-

sented. The big triangles mark the peak positions due to the
spin-wave creation and annihilation processes.
In the absence of the DM interaction the spin-wave

dispersion has to be symmetric with respect to the energy
axis, meaning that measuring the SW spectra for negative
wave-vector transfers has to result in the same excitation
energy as the one measured at positive wave-vector trans-

fers: �E ¼ Eð�KkÞ � Eð��KkÞ ¼ 0.
Figure 2 shows a series of difference and asymmetry

curves measured on a 2 ML Fe film on W(110) at RT. The
full symbols are the results of measurements when the
magnetization is pointing along the ½�110� direction. One
clearly sees that for �Kk ¼ 0:5 �A�1 the SW creation peak
(energy loss) is at higher energies, whereas the SW anni-
hilation peak (energy gain) is at lower ones (it can be seen
better in the asymmetry curves). The situation is totally

reversed for negative wave-vector transfers, i.e., �Kk ¼
�0:5 �A�1; the SW annihilation peak is at higher energies
and SW creation peak is at lower energies now. If this

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) SPEEL spectra measured on a 2 ML
Fe film epitaxially grown on W(110). The incoming electron
beam had an energy of E0 ¼ 4 eV. The inset shows the geome-
try of our SPEELS experiment. The spin-polarized electron
beam is scattered along the [001] direction of the Fe(110) surface
in the magnetic remanent state. The scattering angle is kept at
�0 ¼ 80�. By changing the incident angle �, the in-plane wave-
vector transfer parallel to the surface, �Kk, can be adjusted
[�Kk ¼ kf sinð�0 � �Þ � ki sinð�Þ, where ki and kf are the

initial and final momentums of the electrons, respectively]. For
this experiment it was chosen to be �Kk ¼ 0:5 �A�1. (b) The
difference and asymmetry spectra. The big triangles show the
peak position due to the SW creation and annihilation taking
place in energy loss and gain, respectively.

FIG. 2 (color online). (a) Series of difference, diff ¼ I# � I",
and (b) asymmetry, asy ¼ I#�I"

I#þI"
, SPEEL spectra measured for

�Kk ¼ �0:5 �A�1 on a 2 ML Fe at RT. The filled symbols are
for M k ½�110� and the open ones are for M k ½1�10�. The spectra
are recorded at a beam energy of E0 ¼ 4:163 eV with an energy
resolution of 19 meV. The big triangles mark the peak positions
of SW creations and annihilations, taking place at energy loss
and gain, respectively.
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effect is caused by an uncertainty in the wave-vector trans-
fer, due to the stray fields induced bending of the electron
beam in two different experiments, one would expect the
same effect in the gain and loss regions (increase or de-
crease in both energies). The reversed phenomenon in
energy gain and loss regions indicates that this effect
cannot be due to a slightly different electron trajectory in
two different experiments. Another argument which clari-
fies that this is an intrinsic property of the system comes
from measuring the same spectra for opposite magnetiza-
tion directions. In magnetism, reversing the sample mag-
netization is equivalent to time inversion (in our
experiment it basically means that the beam source and
the detector are interchanged). The data for magnetization
along the ½1�10� direction are shown by open symbols in
Fig. 2. In the case of reversed magnetization the SW

excitation peak for �Kk ¼ �0:5 �A�1 is at higher energies

with respect to the one for �Kk ¼ 0:5 �A�1. This clearly
indicates that having a slightly different energy for the
SWs propagating along the [001] direction with respect
to the ones propagating along the ½00�1� direction is an
intrinsic property of the SWs in this particular system.
Based on the spin-wave theory the symmetric exchange
interaction cannot lead to any degeneracy breaking of the
spin waves. One may think about the presence of the
dipolar interaction that is responsible for the unidirectional
Damon-Eshbach surface modes [32]. In this case the en-
ergy difference should be about 0.1 meV, which is much
smaller than values observed in our experiment. Finally, we
conclude that the presence of DM interaction breaks the
degeneracy of the SW energies and leads to different en-
ergies for a given �Kk. Therefore, the assumption

�Eð�KkÞ ¼ �Eð��KkÞ is not valid here anymore.

It is worth mentioning that measurements on a 20 ML
thick sample showed also an energy asymmetry. The val-
ues of the energy asymmetry in this case are smaller than
the ones measured for the double layer. This observation
reveals two facts: (i) since SPEELS is only sensitive to the
topmost layer(s), this effect is more likely a surface effect
and is preserved up to even 20 ML thick films; (ii) this
effect has nothing to do with the stray fields caused by the
sample, because the stray fields strength is proportional to
the film thickness. If this effect was caused by stray fields,
one would expect a larger effect for the thicker films.

The energy asymmetry,�E ¼ Eð�KkÞ � Eð��KkÞ, in-
duced by DM interaction varies with the in-plane wave-
vector transfer. In Fig. 3(a) the energy asymmetry is plotted
as a function of the in-plane wave-vector transfer, �Kk.
Our data show that �E has a distinct maximum at �0:5<

�Kk <�1.
Now, we attempt to estimate the amplitude of the DM

vectors from our experimental data. By starting with a
simple classical description of the SWs, the modified
Heisenberg Hamiltonian in the presence of the DM inter-
action can be written as H ¼ P

i�jJijSi � Sj � Keff

P
iðSi �

êÞ2 þP
i�jDij � Si � Sj. Here the first term is the symmet-

ric exchange interaction (Jij is the exchange coupling

constant between spins Si and Sj), the second term is the

magnetic anisotropy energy (MAE) term (Keff is the effec-
tive MAE constant with an easy axis along ê), and the last
term is the DM interaction term (Dij are the DM vectors).

The last term is the only one, which leads to an asymmetric
dispersion relation. Using the same notation as in Ref. [22],
the asymmetry in the SW energies, �E ¼ EDMðqÞ �
EDMð�qÞ, reads

�E ¼ 2csin2�
X

i�j

ðDij � êÞ sin½q � ðRi �RjÞ�; (1)

where q is the wave vector of the SWs (in our case SWs are

propagating along the [001] direction, therefore jqj ¼
�Kk), c ¼ �1 is the chirality rotation index (being þ1
for right rotating sense and �1 for the left rotating one), ê
is the unit vector of the magnetization M, � is the relative
angle between moments and ê, and RiðRjÞ is the position
vector of site iðjÞ. For a double-layer slab Eq. (1) can be
simplified to

�E ¼ �4c

�

ð2Dx
1 þ �Dx

1Þ sin
�
�Kka
2

�

þDx
2 sinð�KkaÞ

�

:

(2)

Here the � sign stands for different magnetization di-
rections, a is the interatomic distance being 3.16 Å, and
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FIG. 3 (color online). (a) The energy asymmetry as a function
of wave-vector transfer. The symbols are the measured values for
two different magnetization directions and the solid curves are
the fits using Eq. (2) for c ¼ þ1 and different magnetization
directions. The error bars represent both the statistical and
systematic uncertainties. (b) Real space representation of a
2 ML Fe slab.
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Dx
i ¼ sin2�Di � ê ( �Dx

i ¼ sin2� �Di � ê) is the longitudinal
component of the DM vector of the ith neighbors in the
same atomic plane (in the neighboring atomic plane),
see Fig. 3(b). The maximum j�Ej observed in our ex-

periments, taking place at �0:5< �Kk <�1, is in line
with the fact that Eq. (2) has also a local extremum at

��=2a � �0:5<�Kk <��=a � �1. By fitting the ex-
perimental data with Eq. (2) for different magnetization
directions (ê k ½1�10�- and ê k ½�110� direction) one finds

j2Dx
1 þ �Dx

1j ¼ 0:9ð3Þ meV and jDx
2j ¼ 0:5ð3Þ meV. Note

that the fits are performed for c ¼ þ1 meaning that the
spin spiral structure, which is formed by DM interaction,
has right rotating sense, in agreement with the recent
experimental results obtained by spin-polarized scanning
tunneling microscopy [13].

This is the first direct experimental determination of the
DM vector components on each individual atomic site. The
measured values are smaller than the theoretically pre-
dicted values for an Fe monolayer [22]. However, those
calculations were done for the monolayer Fe without con-
sidering the temperature effects, whereas our experimental
results are obtained for the double layer at RT by employ-
ing a simple model. This discrepancy might also be due to
the fact that in the calculations the electron-magnon and
phonon-magnon coupling are not considered.

In summary, we showed that the DM interaction lifts the
degeneracy of the SWs and leads to an asymmetric spin-
wave dispersion relation. The DM interaction induced
energy asymmetry of SW energies is measured for an Fe
double layer grown on W(110) using SPEELS. It is shown
that the DM interaction is preserved even up to RT. An
extended Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian is used to obtain the
component of the DM vectors from the experimentally
measured energy asymmetry. Our results, which reveal
the importance of the antisymmetric exchange interaction,
provide a new insight into the spin dynamics in magnetic
nanostructures and would contribute to a better under-
standing of magnetism on the nanoscale.

The authors appreciate the fruitful discussions with D. L.
Mills and L. Szunyogh.
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We provide direct experimental evidence which demonstrates that, in the presence of a large spin-orbit

coupling, the lifetime, amplitude, group, and phase velocity of the magnons propagating along two

opposite (but crystallographically equivalent) directions perpendicular to the magnetization are different.

A real time and space representation reveals that magnons with the same energy (eigenfrequency)

propagate differently along two opposite directions. Our findings can inspire ideas for designing new

spintronic devices.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.108.197205 PACS numbers: 75.30.Ds, 75.50.Bb, 75.70.Ak, 75.70.Rf

A key part of spintronics is concerned with effects,
which are linked to the spin-dependent phenomena [1].
In 1960, Rashba proposed a formalism which nicely de-
scribes the existence of a spin-split band structure in
wurtzite crystals [2]. Later on, Bychkov and Rashba
showed that such a spin splitting can also occur in quantum
wells [3]. The physical explanation of this spin splitting
phenomenon is rather straightforward: in a semiconductor
quantum well, if the potential well is asymmetric, the
electrons move in an effective electric field, E, induced
by the potential gradient of the quantum well. In the
reference frame of the electron, this electric field trans-
forms into an effective magnetic field, B [4], which causes
a splitting in the energy levels of electrons with different
spins. A similar effect is expected for the electrons in the
absence of an inversion symmetry and in the presence of a
large spin-orbit coupling [5]. A spin-split band structure
has been observed on some metallic surfaces, where the
inversion symmetry is broken [6] and could be explained in
analogy to the conventional Rashba effect in semiconduc-
tor heterostructures [7–9]. The idea is further tailored to the
surface alloys composed of heavy elements. The combina-
tion of strong spin-orbit interaction of the heavy elements
with structural effects enhances the local potential
gradients at the surface and thereby results in a large
Rashba splitting [10]. The Rashba effect has been explored
in detail in various systems, and even some spintronic
devices are proposed based on this effect [11–14].

Magnons describe the collective and single particle ex-
citations of a spin system. Although for small wave vectors
they have a parabolic dispersion relation in ferromagnets
(similar to the one of the free electrons), they are classified
as bosonic quasiparticles (with a spin of 1@), unlike the
electrons. One of the most interesting phenomena is the
effect of the relativistic spin-orbit coupling on magnons as
bosonic quasiparticles. Such an effect has not been
explored in detail. Only recently, we have shown that the
presence of the spin-orbit coupling in a spin system with
broken inversion symmetry leads to an asymmetric mag-
non dispersion relation via the antisymmetric exchange

interaction, known as Dzyaloshinskii-Moriya interaction
(DMI) [15]. In principle, the spin-orbit coupling in the
presence of the broken inversion symmetry may also
influence the magnon lifetime and amplitude.
In this Letter, we will show that a large spin-orbit

coupling in the presence of the broken space inversion
symmetry does not only break the degeneracy of the mag-
non energy but also influences the magnon lifetime and
amplitude (modulus). By probing the surface magnons
along a direction lying exactly in the mirror symmetry
plane of the film magnetization, we demonstrate that
(i) in addition to the magnon energy, the magnon lifetime
and amplitude are substantially affected by the presence of
the spin-orbit coupling, and (ii) a careful analysis of the
magnon spectra in real time and space reveals that the
magnons with the same energy (eigenfrequency) but oppo-
site propagation direction propagate differently in the pres-
ence of the spin-orbit coupling. Moreover, we will
comment on the role of temperature on the observed effects
within the temperature range of 10–300 K.
The magnon dispersion relation is measured along the

��- �H direction of the surface Brillouin zone for a two-
atomic-layer thick Fe film grown on W(110) at room
temperature using spin-polarized electron energy loss
spectroscopy (SPEELS) [16]. A two-atomic-layer thick
Fe film on W(110) is ferromagnetic, with a Curie tempera-
ture far above room temperature [17]. It shows a strong
uniaxial magnetic anisotropy with an easy axis along the
h�110i direction [17]. The dispersion relation is obtained by
measuring the SPEEL spectra at different wave vectors
[16,18]. The measurements were performed for the mag-
netization parallel to the ½�110� and ½1�10� directions. The
results of such measurements are summarized in Fig. 1,
demonstrating that the magnon dispersion relation is split
into two branches for magnetization along two opposite
directions. The dispersion relation is antisymmetric, mean-
ing that the magnon energies for positive wave vectors are
equal to the ones with negative wave vectors and opposite
magnetization direction (or vice versa). In fact, the pres-
ence of the relativistic spin-orbit coupling in the absence of
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time reversal and space inversion symmetry breaks the
degeneracy of the magnon energy and leads to a splitting
of the magnon band structure. The asymmetric dispersion
relation can be understood in terms of the antisymmetric
DMI, which is a consequence of the spin-orbit coupling
[15,19]. In such cases, the extended Heisenberg spin
Hamiltonian (HSH) may be used to obtain the DM vectors.
The extended HSH reads as H ¼ �P

i�jJijSi � Sj þP
i�jDij � Si � Sj � K

P
iðSi � êÞ2. The first term repre-

sents the symmetric exchange interaction with the isotropic
exchange coupling constant Jij between spins Si and Sj,

the second term represents the antisymmetric DMI with
the DM vectors Dij, and the last term accounts for the

magnetic anisotropy energy in the system with an easy axis
along ê (K denotes the effective magnetic anisotropy
energy constant). The solid lines in Fig. 1 are the fits
based on the extended HSH given above. The fit parame-
ters are K ¼ 0, J1 ¼ 7:5ð5Þ meV, J2 ¼ 4:5ð3Þ meV,

j2Dx
1 þ �Dx

1j ¼ 0:9ð3Þ meV, and jDx
2j ¼ 0:5ð3Þ meV. The

subscript 1(2) represents the nearest-neighbor (next-

nearest-neighbor) interaction. Dx
1 ( �Dx

1) is the longitudinal

component of the DM vector of the nearest neighbors in the
same atomic plane (in the neighboring atomic plane). A
detailed discussion and a comparison to the literature can
be found in Ref. [15].

The splitting of the magnon band structure shown
in Fig. 1 is very similar to the well-known Rashba effect
observed for electrons in a two-dimensional electron gas or
at metal surfaces [7–9]. Therefore, the effect may be called
the ‘‘magnon Rashba effect’’ [20]. More importantly, we
observed that the magnons’ lifetimes are different when

they propagate along opposite (but crystallographically
equivalent) directions. Our experimental results are in
line with the recent theoretical calculations based on
the multiband Hubbard model [20]. The difference in the
lifetime when the magnons propagate along opposite di-
rections is a consequence of the spin-orbit coupling. The
spin-orbit-induced damping is a well-known damping
mechanism for small wave-vector magnons, in particular,
in the case of the uniform ferromagnetic resonance mode
(q ¼ 0). As a simple model for the intrinsic ferromagnetic
resonance damping, one may imagine the precession of
the spin that is coupled to its orbital motion via the spin-
orbit coupling. The orbital motion is perturbed by the
lattice simultaneously and hence cannot follow the same
phase anymore and it results in a damping. For high wave-
vector magnons, the damping is mainly governed by dis-
sipation into the Stoner states (known as Landau damping)
[21]. In the case of Fe films on W(110), magnons are
subjected to a large spin-orbit coupling coming mainly
from the hybridization with the tungsten substrate. In
such a case, a spin-orbit-induced damping is superimposed
to the Landau type of damping. Since the time reversal
inverts the angular and linear momentum, it inverts the
spin-orbit contribution to the lifetime (the lifetime of
magnons with þM, þq is identical to the one of magnons
with �M, �q). This is exactly what we observe in our
experiment.
The spin Hamiltonian discussed above does not account

for the magnons’ lifetimes. In order to obtain detailed
information on the magnons’ lifetimes and amplitudes,
one needs to perform a full intensity and broadening analy-
sis of the excitations. For that, the SPEEL spectra are
measured at a fixed scattering geometry and with exactly
the same parameters (like incidence energy, beam current,
and energy resolution) and only the sample magnetization
is switched to the opposite direction. The experiment is
designed such that the magnons propagate in the mirror
symmetry plane of the magnetization. Since the magnon
intensity depends on the scattering matrix elements, keep-
ing the scattering geometry and experimental parameters
unchanged during the experiment would avoid the effects
caused by geometry on the electron scattering processes
and thereby on the magnon intensity. Reversing the mag-
netization is equivalent to time inversion; therefore, one
can reverse the magnon propagation direction only by
reversing the direction of the magnetization. This approach
opens a possibility to measure the magnons with positive
and negative wave vectors without changing the scattering
geometry. The SPEELS intensity spectra are recorded for
different wave vectors. The difference spectra are obtained
according to IDiff: ¼ I# � I" (I# and I" represent the inten-

sity of the scattered electrons for the incidence of spin-
down and spin-up electrons, respectively). The obtained
SPEELS difference spectra are fitted with Voigt profiles
[22], which then are plotted in Fig. 2 as a contour map (the

FIG. 1 (color online). (a) Magnon dispersion relation mea-
sured on a 2 ML Fe on W(110) at room temperature and for
two different magnetization directions. The inset shows a mag-
nified part of the graph for a smaller energy and wave-vector
window. (b) The energy splitting defined as �EðqÞ ¼
EMk½�110�ðqÞ � EMk½1�10�ðqÞ obtained from (a). The symbols repre-

sent the experimental results, while the solid lines represent the
fits based on the extended Heisenberg spin Hamiltonian.
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intensity is represented in the color scale). The excitation
energies are shown as filled circles.

Now, we attempt to provide a real time and space
representation of the magnons from our experimental
data. This is essential because only then can we clearly
see the consequences of the differences in the lifetime,
amplitude, group, and phase velocity on the behavior of the
magnon wave packets. An example is given for the mag-
nons with an excitation energy of E ¼ 46:5 meV. The
distribution of magnon intensity in momentum space is
obtained from the line profile at E ¼ 46:5 meV. The pro-
files are shown in the upper panel of Fig. 2. We assume that
the momentum distribution is a Gaussian distribution.
Using the Fourier transform, one can have direct access
to the real space representation of the magnons. For the
magnons with an energy of E ¼ 46:5 meV, the wave vec-

tors are þ0:50 �A�1 and �0:52 �A�1. The corresponding
wavelengths are about 12.6 Å and 12.1 Å, respectively.
Note that, in the absence of relativistic effects, the absolute
values of the wave vectors (wavelengths) for the positive
and negative branches have to be exactly the same. The
difference in the absolute value of the wave vectors (wave-
lengths) is a direct consequence of the spin-orbit coupling.
The real time and space representation of the magnons is
presented in Fig. 3 (see the animated movie in the
Supplemental Material [23]). The magnon wave packet
starts to propagate at t ¼ 0, with the maximum amplitude
at x ¼ 0. The lifetime of the magnons in itinerant ferro-
magnets is usually very short. It is defined as the time in
which the amplitude of the magnon wave packet is reduced

by a factor of 1=e. The values obtained at E ¼ 46:5 meV
for positive and negative wave vectors are �þ � 37� 5 fs
and �� � 45� 5 fs, respectively. The short wavelength
together with the short lifetime compress the magnon’s
wave packet such that it contains only a few oscillations
in space (see Fig. 3). The group velocity, vg ¼ @!=@q

(! ¼ E=@ is the eigenfrequency and q is the wave vector),
is obtained from the slope of the dispersion curve at the

given energy (E ¼ 46:5 meV) and wave vectors (q ¼
þ0:50 �A�1 and �0:52 �A�1). Since the dispersion relation
is asymmetric, the group velocity is different for the mag-
nons propagating along two opposite directions. For the
ones that are propagating along the [001] direction (the

ones with q ¼ þ0:50 �A�1), it is vg ¼ 24:4 km=s, and, for

the ones propagating along the ½00�1� direction (the ones

with q ¼ �0:52 �A�1), it is about vg ¼ �24:2 km=s. The

differences in the group velocity, lifetime, and amplitude
lead to a different propagation behavior for the magnons
along two opposite directions. Figure 3 demonstrates that
after 200 fs the magnon’s wave packet, which is propagat-
ing along the [001] direction, propagates 48.8 Å and is
strongly damped but the one which is propagating along
the ½00�1� direction propagates 48.4 Å. The extrapolation of

FIG. 2 (color). Magnon dispersion relation together with the
intensity map. The negative branch is measured by reversing the
magnetization. The SPEELS difference spectra are obtained
based on IDiff: ¼ I# � I" after recording I# and I" spectra and

are fitted with Voigt functions. The resulting curves are plotted as
a contour map. The peak position is represented as solid circles.
The solid line is a fit based on the extended Heisenberg spin
Hamiltonian. The upper panel shows the intensity profile along
the dotted line at E ¼ 46:5 meV.

FIG. 3 (color online). A real time and space representation of
the magnon wave packets. The wave packets start to propagate at
t ¼ 0, with the maximum amplitude at x ¼ 0. The wave packet
with smaller amplitude propagates along the [001] direction, and
the one with larger amplitude propagates along the ½00�1� direc-
tion. The vertical gray lines indicate the center of the mass of the
wave packets.
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our results to q ¼ 0 reveals that the uniform mode with
zero wave vector possesses a finite group velocity of about
vgðq ¼ 0Þ � 1 km=s. The phase velocity can be obtained

using the simple expression vp ¼ E=q, which results in

vp ¼ 14:4 km=s for the magnons with an energy of

46.5 meV and q ¼ 0:50 �A�1. It is about �13:4 km=s for

the magnons with an energy of 46.5 meV and q ¼
�0:52 �A�1. The phase velocity is smaller than the group
velocity, meaning that the magnon wave packets disperse
during the propagation (see Fig. 3 and [23]).

Now, we comment on the temperature effects. The ex-
periments performed at 10 K reveal that the splitting of the
magnon band structure and the spin-orbit-induced modifi-
cations of the lifetime and amplitude, discussed above, do
not depend strongly on temperature. The splitting in the

energy observed for the wave vector of �0:5 �A�1 is about
�E ¼ 6� 2 meV at 10 K, which is very close to the value
measured at 300 K. The absolute values of magnon ener-
gies measured at low temperatures are found to be slightly
larger than the ones measured at 300 K. This reflects
mainly the temperature dependence of the effective ex-
change coupling (or exchange stiffness). The negligible
temperature dependence of this effect might be due to
the fact that the Curie temperature of the system is far
above the measured temperature window [17].

The effect discussed above may be used to propose
spintronic devices, since it is not restricted to the Fe/W
(110) system. The basic functionality of such a device
would be somehow similar to the ones that are proposed
based on the conventional Rashba effect [1,11–14], but
with considering the fact that magnons are basically differ-
ent from electrons. The simplest device, based on this
principle, can be imagined as follows: One excites the
transversal surface magnons (those that are propagating
perpendicular to the magnetization) on a ferromagnetic
surface. Simultaneously, two wave packets will propagate
to opposite directions. Because of the spin-orbit-induced
effects, the wave packet which is propagating towards the
left gate possesses a larger amplitude and lifetime, while
the one that is propagating towards the right gate will die
out quickly. When the magnon wave packet arrives at the
left gate, it can be detected. At the same time, no magnon
signal can be detected by the other gate. The switching of
this state to a state in which the right gate detects a signal
and no signal arrives at the left gate can be realized just by
reversing the magnetization of the ferromagnet (see the
text in the Supplemental Material [23]). Since the magnons
discussed here have wavelengths of a few nanometers, they
would allow signal processing at the nanometer scale,
which is essential for such small devices. However, the
suggestion and realization of such devices require detailed
knowledge of the basic concepts of the effect.

In conclusion, we showed that, in addition to the
magnons’ energy, their lifetime and amplitude are also
modified by spin-orbit coupling, when they propagate along

two opposite directions perpendicular to the magnetization.
The differences in the lifetime, amplitude, and group veloc-
ity lead to a substantial difference in the magnon propagation
behavior along two opposite (but crystallographically
equivalent) directions. The spin-orbit-induced effects on
magnon band structure, lifetime, and amplitude are found
to be nearly temperature-independent within the temperature
range of 10–300 K. In addition to the fact that our results
manifest the relativistic spin-orbit effects on spin excitations,
which will provide a deeper understanding of magnetism on
the nanoscale, they may inspire new ideas for designing new
spintronic devices based on these effects.
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Direct probing of the exchange interaction at
buried interfaces
Kh. Zakeri1*, T.-H. Chuang1, A. Ernst1,2, L. M. Sandratskii1, P. Buczek1, H. J. Qin1, Y. Zhang1,3

and J. Kirschner1,4

The fundamental interactions between magnetic moments at interfaces have an important impact on the properties of
layered magnetic structures. Hence, a direct probing of these interactions is highly desirable for understanding a wide
range of phenomena in low-dimensional solids. Here we propose a method for probing the magnetic exchange interaction
at buried interfaces using spin-polarized electrons and taking advantage of the collective nature of elementary magnetic
excitations (magnons). We demonstrate that, for the case of weak coupling at the interface, the low-energy magnon mode
is mainly localized at the interface. Because this mode has the longest lifetime of the modes and has a finite spectral
weight across the layers on top, it can be probed by electrons. A comparison of experimental data and first-principles
calculations leads to the determination of the interface exchange parameters. This method may help the development of
spectroscopy of buried magnetic interfaces.

M
agnons are the elementary magnetic excitations in a mag-
netically ordered solid. Generally, each magnon corre-
sponds to the reduction in the total magnetization of the

system by two Bohr magnetons (2mB), which is manifested as the
deviation of the atomic moments from the equilibrium direction.
There are a few important differences between magnon excitations
in thin films grown on a substrate and those in bulk crystals. In
single-element bulk crystals all atoms are equivalent and contribute
equally to different magnon modes. This means that a magnon can
be visualized as the deviation of all atomic moments by the same
angle u from the equilibrium direction, whereas the variation of
the azimuth angle f is defined by the wavevector of the magnon.
All moments precess with the same eigenfrequency about the
equilibrium direction. The eigenfrequency v of the precession
determines the energy of the magnons (E¼ hv, where h is the
reduced Planck’s constant).

However, in thin films, the atoms become inequivalent due to the
absence of translational invariance in the direction orthogonal to
the surface. Consequently, the atoms located in the surface and
interface atomic layers have a smaller effective interatomic exchange
coupling than the atoms located in the inner part of the film. Of par-
ticular interest is the strength of the coupling at the interface,
because it has a direct impact on the properties of the system1.
For atoms located in the surface atomic layer, the important
factor influencing the interatomic exchange interaction is the
reduced atomic coordination. For atoms located in the interface
atomic layer an additional strong influence comes from the hybrid-
ization of the electronic states of the atoms with those of the sub-
strate atoms. A natural consequence of the inequivalence of the
atomic layers is that the deviations of the moments u characterizing
a given magnon mode can differ for atoms located at different places
in the structure2,3. Hence, one can anticipate the existence of at least
three different types of magnon: surface, bulk and interface
magnons. In this nomenclature each magnon mode is named
according to the part of the film whose atomic moments contribute
most to that particular magnon mode. How different the surface and

interface magnons are in a given system depends strongly on the
relative values of the interatomic exchange parameters at the
surface, interface and bulk.

Generally, magnons can be excited and probed by different
means, for example, neutrons, electrons and photons. Of these, elec-
trons are the best for exciting magnons in small-sized structures,
such as ultrathin films and nanostructures4–14, because the inter-
action of electrons with the matter is much stronger than that
with neutrons and photons. As a consequence, the spin-dependent
inelastic mean free path in metallic ferromagnets is short15,16.
However, one has to take into account the most important feature
of magnons in metallic systems. Different magnon modes have
different spatial distributions across the film. Even those that are
carrying the interface information have a finite spectral weight in
the atomic layers on top. Moreover, the lifetime of different
magnon modes is different. A competition between the spectral
weight and the lifetime determines the experimental spectra. We
will show that the low-energy magnon mode, localized mainly at
the interface, has the longest lifetime of the modes, so a small spec-
tral weight at the surface is sufficient to excite and probe this mode
and thereby probe the interface exchange parameters.

Probing low-energy magnons in Fe(001) films on Ir(001)
As an example, we study the magnetic coupling at the interface of
epitaxial thin Fe(001) films, six to nine atomic layers thick, grown
on Ir(001). We use spin-polarized electron energy loss spectroscopy
(SPEELS) to excite and probe the magnons. A schematic represen-
tation of the excitation and detection scheme in our experiment is
presented in Fig. 1a. The Fe films investigated here are ferromag-
netic at room temperature, as can be seen from the magnetic hyster-
esis loop presented in Fig. 1b. In SPEELS a well-defined spin-
polarized electron beam is shot onto the sample surface, and the
energy distribution of the scattered electrons is measured for two
different spin polarizations of the incoming beam (parallel or anti-
parallel to the macroscopic magnetization). The difference spectrum
is defined as I� 2 I� , where I� and I� are the recorded intensities of
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were obtained by using the magnetic force theorem, implemented within the Green
function method26.

The second set of calculations were performed based on linear-response, time-
dependent density functional theory21. This type of calculation provides information
on the lifetime of excitations.
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Magnons in ultrathin ferromagnetic films with a large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy
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We report on an experimental observation of high-energy magnon excitations in ultrathin ferromagnetic films
with a perpendicular easy axis. We demonstrate that a transversally spin-polarized beam can be used to excite
and probe the high-energy magnons within spin-polarized electron energy-loss spectroscopy experiments. The
magnon dispersion relation and lifetime are probed over the entire surface Brillouin zone for a set of body-centered
tetragonal FeCo films with a large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy. First-principles calculations reveal that
in addition to the tetragonal distortion, which is the origin of the large perpendicular magnetic anisotropy, the
interfacial electronic hybridization also has a considerable impact on the properties of magnons.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.88.020404 PACS number(s): 75.30.Ds, 75.50.Bb, 75.70.Ak, 75.70.Rf

Ultrathin magnetic films with large perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy (PMA) have attracted much attention due to their
interesting fundamental properties and also their promis-
ing technological applications in ultrahigh-density magnetic
recording,1,2 magnetic tunneling junctions (MTJs),3 and spin-
transfer torque (STT) devices.4,5 Because of their large
PMA, these materials allow development of smaller magnetic
elements with a high thermal stability. The STT devices
fabricated by layers with PMA require a smaller switching
current.

Many observed phenomena in the above-mentioned de-
vices are attributed to the emission or absorption of inter-
face magnons while performing transport experiments. For
instance, the bias and temperature dependence of tunneling
magnetoresistance in MTJs are attributed to the magnon
emission and absorption by the tunneling hot electrons at the
ferromagnet/insulator interface.6–8 Although the magnon exci-
tations are lying in the central point of explanation of all these
phenomena, the full magnon spectrum of these materials is not
known experimentally. Certainly, the knowledge on terahertz
magnons would have a large impact on the understanding of
many observed phenomena in the transport experiments as
well as the ultrafast spin dynamics in these materials.

The experimental techniques enabling magnon investiga-
tion either do not have enough sensitivity, as in inelastic
neutron scattering, or probe only a very narrow region of
the momentum space close to the Brillouin zone center, as
in Brillouin light scattering, and ferromagnetic resonance
experiments. Recently, new experimental methods have been
successfully applied to study magnetic excitations in low-
dimensional magnets. They are based either on inelastic
tunneling spectroscopy9 or on spin-polarized electron energy
loss spectroscopy (SPEELS).10,11 Until now SPEELS has been
used to study terahertz magnons in ultrathin films with an
in-plane easy axis.10–20 As the films with PMA possess an out-
of-plane magnetic stray field, there has been a long-standing
question concerning the possibility of probing magnons in
these materials using SPEELS.

Here we report on an experimental observation of magnon
excitations in a prototype PMA system, e.g., an ultrathin
FeCo film (in the form of alloy as well as alternating Fe

and Co atomic layers). We will show how a transversally
spin-polarized electron beam can be used to excite the
magnons in an ultrathin film with a perpendicular easy axis.
We demonstrate that the excitation probability (cross section)
is rather strong such that one can easily excite and probe
the magnons up to the surface Brillouin zone boundary and
beyond. The dispersion relation and the lifetime of terahertz
magnons in these materials are probed over the whole surface
Brillouin zone. We show that the magnons’ energies are rather
low and their lifetimes are relatively short. Our first-principles
calculations in the framework of density functional theory
account for the explanation of the observed effects and provide
us with information on the magnetic exchange parameters. We
will also comment on the role of tetragonal distortion, which
is the origin of large PMA in these materials, on the magnon
dispersion relation.

The first main question to answer is: How might a transver-
sally spin-polarized beam be used to excite the magnons? Let
us assume a spin-polarized beam with an arbitrary polarization
vector P = |P |e, where e = sin ϑ cos ϕî + sin ϑ sin ϕĵ +
cos ϑk̂ is the unit vector in space indicating the direction
of the spin-polarization vector [ϑ and ϕ are the polar and
azimuthal angles, respectively, and are defined with respect
to the quantization axis; see Fig. 1(a)] and |P | is the norm
of the polarization vector. The polarization vector of a given
spin-polarized beam can be expressed in terms of Dirac spinors
defining the spin-up and spin-down states.21 This can be simply
done by finding the eigenstates of

(σ · e)χ = λχ, (1)

where σ represents the Pauli spin matrices and σ · e is the
projection of the spin operator in a polarization direction. λ

and χ represent the eigenvalue and the eigenstate of σ · e,
respectively. The solution of Eq. (1) is

χ =
(

cos ϑ
2

sin ϑ
2 eiϕ

)
for λ = +1,

(2)

χ =
(

sin ϑ
2

− cos ϑ
2 eiϕ

)
for λ = −1.
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) A schematic representation of the
scattering geometry. The beam polarization is either parallel or an-
tiparallel to the [11̄0] direction (it is perpendicular to the quantization
axis being the [001] direction). (b) A typical LEED pattern recorded
on an ultrathin Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film with a thickness of 4 ML.
SPEELS spectra recorded on the surfaces of a 4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy
film (c) and a 4 ML Fe/Co multilayer film (d) at a wave vector
of q‖ = 1.1 Å−1. I− (I+) indicates the intensity of the scattered
electrons for the polarization vector of incident beam parallel
(antiparallel) to the [11̄0] direction. The total spectrum is shown by
I+ + I−. All the crystallographic directions depicted here are the ones
of Ir(001).

For the case where P is parallel or antiparallel to the the
magnetization (the quantization axis) one has ϑ = 0,ϕ = 0
[see Fig. 1(a)] and hence Eq. (1) yields the expected eigenstate
of σz, ( 1

0 ) or ( 0
1 ).

For the case where P is parallel or antiparallel to the x

direction and the magnetization (the quantization axis) is along
the z direction one has ϑ = π/2, ϕ = 0 and hence Eq. (1)

yields the eigenstate χ = ( 1/
√

2
1/

√
2
) = 1√

2
( 1

0 ) + 1√
2
( 0

1 ), where,

( 1
0 ) and ( 0

1 ) are the Dirac spinors and can be regarded as
majority and minority spin states of the sample, respectively.
Note that in both examples the quantization axis is defined as
the direction of the easy axis.

In our previous experiments, where P was parallel or
antiparallel to the quantization axis, the beam is composed
of either majority or minority spins (assuming a polarization
of 100%, |P | = 1). In this case it is easy to think of an
exchange process. An electron of minority character occupies
a state above the Fermi level and another electron of majority
character leaves the sample from a state below the Fermi level.
Since the magnons carry a total angular momentum of 1h̄,
they can only be excited by incident electrons of minority
character via an exchange process. Hence one sees only the
magnon excitation peak in minority spin spectra. Based on the
discussion above, it is now rather straightforward to design

an experiment in which a transversally spin-polarized beam
excites and probes magnons. In this case the beam can be
regarded as a totally spin-unpolarized beam equally composed
of both majority and minority spins. If the exchange process
is valid here, only the incident electrons of minority character
are allowed to excite magnons.20 Since for both polarization
directions (+ and −) the beam carries the same amount of
majority and minority spins, one would expect exactly the
same magnon peak intensity in I+ and I− spectra. This would
be another confirmation that the magnon excitation is caused
by the exchange process, meaning that if one does the same
experiment with positrons, one would not see the characteristic
magnon energy losses.

To demonstrate that this idea works, we studied ultrathin
magnetic FeCo-based films with large perpendicular magnetic
anisotropy; systems which are of great fundamental as well as
technological interest.3–5,22,23 The experiments were carried
out in an ultrahigh vacuum chamber with a base pressure of
3 × 10−11 mbar. The clean Ir(001) surface was obtained by
cycles of low power flashes at 1200 K in oxygen atmosphere
to remove the carbon contamination, followed by a single
high power flash at 1800 K in ultrahigh vacuum, to remove
the residual oxygen.24 This preparation leads to a clean
(1 × 5)-Ir(001) surface as verified by low-energy electron
diffraction (LEED) experiments. Two kinds of ultrathin films
were grown following the procedure reported in Ref. 22: (i) an
ultrathin Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film with a total thickness of four
atomic layers (ML) prepared by codeposition of Fe and Co
at room temperature and (ii) an ultrathin Fe/Co multilayer
film composed of four alternating atomic layers of Co and
Fe [starting with a Co layer; Fe/Co/Fe/Co/Ir(001)]. In both
cases the films grow epitaxially with the epitaxial relationship
[100]film ‖ [110]substrate. The sharp LEED patterns recorded
on these surfaces indicate a high crystalline structure of the
films [see, for example, Fig. 1(b)]. Both systems exhibit an
out-of-plane easy axis due to the large PMA, originating
from the tetragonal distortion of the epitaxial layers.22,23

All measurements were carried out at room temperature. In
the SPEELS measurements, the scattering plane was chosen
to be parallel to the [110] direction of Ir(001) (the [010]
direction of the films). The polarization vector of the beam
P is parallel (or antiparallel) to the [11̄0] direction of Ir(001).
The degree of spin polarization of the incident electrons is
|P | = 0.72 ± 0.05. The energy of the incident electron beam
was 8 eV. Different wave vectors were selected by changing the
angle between incident and scattered beam, i.e., by rotating the
sample about the symmetry axis [[11̄0] direction of Ir(001)].
In this configuration the effective beam polarization does
not depend on the scattering geometry, since it is parallel
to the symmetry axis. The wave vector of excited magnons
parallel to the surface q‖ is given by the scattering geometry:
q‖ = ki sin θ − kf sin(θ0 − θ ), where ki (kf ) is the magnitude
of the wave vector of the incident (scattered) electrons and θ

(θ0) is the angle between the incident beam and the sample
normal (the scattered beam) [see Fig. 1(a)]. SPEELS spectra
were recorded for the spin-polarization vector P of the incident
beam parallel and antiparallel to the [11̄0] direction of Ir(001),
i.e., perpendicular to the quantization axis that is defined as
the easy magnetization direction being normal to the sample
plane (the [001] direction).
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Series of normalized total spectra
(I+ + I−) recorded at different wave vectors along the 	̄-X̄ direction
on the surfaces of a 4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film (a) and a 4 ML
Fe/Co multilayer film (b). The spectra are shifted upwards for a
better comparison. The small triangles denote the magnon excitation
energies.

Figures 1(c) and 1(d) show the I+ and I− SPEELS spectra
measured at a wave vector of 1.1 Å−1 on the surfaces of a
4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film and a 4 ML Fe/Co multilayer film,
respectively. I+ (I−) denotes the intensity of the scattered beam
when P is parallel (antiparallel) to the [11̄0] direction. On
both surfaces, a pronounced peak appears in both I+ and I−
spectra with the same intensity and peak position. As expected,
the peak intensity shows no dependence on the direction
of P, different than those recorded on the ultrathin films
with in-plane magnetization.11,12 This is due to the fact that
unlike the previous experiments, where the beam polarization
vector P was parallel or antiparallel to magnetization direction
(quantization axis), in the present case it is perpendicular
to that.

A series of SPEELS total spectra recorded at different
wave vectors along the 	̄-X̄ direction are shown in Fig. 2.
On both surfaces, the peak moves towards higher energies
as the wave vector increases up to the zone boundary (at
about 1.2 Å−1). It moves towards lower energies when further
increasing the wave vector. This is the indication of reaching
the second Brillouin zone. As expected, the magnon energy
starts decreasing beyond the first Brillouin zone because of
the translational symmetry in the two-dimensional Brillouin
zone. To completely describe the measured spectra, we fit
them with a function which includes three Gaussians and
one Voigt function. The Gaussians describe the quasielastic
peak and the Rayleigh surface phonons and the Voigt func-
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FIG. 3. (Color online) (a) The magnon dispersion relation probed
along the 	̄-X̄ direction on a 4 ML Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy film (�) and
a 4 ML Fe/Co multilayer film (◦). The intrinsic linewidth of the
spectra is depicted as the background color. The solid line represents
the theoretical calculation for a 4 ML body-centered tetragonal FeCo
film on Ir(001) composed of alternating layers of Co and Fe. The
layer next to Ir(001) is a Co layer (as in the experiment). The dashed
line represents the results of the calculations for a freestanding film.
(b) The magnon lifetime as a function of the wave vector.

tion describes the magnon peak.17,25 In the Voigt function,
the linewidth of the Gaussian contribution is chosen to be
the same as the experimental resolution (the linewidth of the
quasielastic peak). The peak position denotes the magnon
energy and the intrinsic linewidth provides information on
the magnon lifetime.26 Due to the large contribution of the
quasielastic peak in the spectra at the wave vectors smaller
than 0.5 Å−1 it is rather difficult to extract the magnon
excitation energy. The only nonmagnetic excitations which
are in the same energy range as magnons are the vibrational
excitations of adsorbed atoms or molecules. For example, the
narrow and very weak peak around 240 meV in Fig. 1(c)
corresponds to the vibrational excitations of CO molecules.
As the experiments are performed under ultrahigh vacuum
conditions, the vibrational excitations are very weak so that
their influence on the magnon peak can be neglected.

The magnon dispersion relation measured on both
Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy and Fe/Co multilayer films is presented in
Fig. 3(a). At low wave vectors both systems possess almost
identical magnon energies. Small differences in magnon
energies appear at high wave vectors. For the Fe0.5Co0.5 alloy
film, the energy reaches a value of 160 meV at the X̄ point;
for the Fe/Co multilayer film, the energy is about 140 meV.
In both cases the magnon energies are much smaller than the
one in bulk Fe and Co. They are even smaller than the one of
2 ML Fe(110)/W(110)12 and 8 ML Co(001)/Cu(001).11 Recent
calculations of tetragonally distorted bulk FeCo compounds
within the many-body perturbation theory predict a magnon
softening.27 Due to technical difficulties in those calculations
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the effects of the substrate, which seem to be important, could
not be taken into consideration.

We perform first-principles calculations within the gen-
eralized gradient approximation of the density functional
theory. The structural parameters are taken from the available
experimental data.28,29 The electronic and magnetic properties
are calculated using a self-consistent Green function method,
specially designed for layered structures.30 The interatomic
exchange parameters were determined employing the mag-
netic force theorem, implemented within the Green function
method.31 The results of calculations are presented in Fig. 3(a)
showing a rather good agreement with the experimental
data. The small differences between the calculated dispersion
relation and the experimental results might be due to different
reasons. The intermixing of Fe and Co resulting in a chemically
disordered alloy might be the first reason. The second reason
might be a deviation from the perfect multilayer structure due
to uncertainties in the thickness of Fe and Co layers and also a
nonperfect (layer-by-layer) growth mode of Fe and Co layers
on Ir(001). We also noticed that the calculations based on
local spin density approximation results in magnon energies
which are slightly smaller than the ones calculated within the
generalized gradient approximation (they are very similar to
the experimental results).

To see the impact of the Ir(001) substrate on the magnon
dispersion relation we performed calculations for a freestand-
ing film taking the interatomic distances the same as the film
with substrate. The results, shown in Fig. 3(a) as a dashed
line, indicate that the role of the substrate in determining
the magnon energies is very important. The presence of the
Ir(001) substrate reduces the magnon energies by 55 meV at
the X̄ point. This fact is the consequence of the weakening
of the interatomic exchange interaction and beautifully mani-
fests the importance of electronic hybridization of the ultrathin
film and the substrate. Detailed analysis of exchange coupling
constants reveals that mainly the nearest-neighbor and next-
nearest-neighbor coupling constants of Co atoms sitting next
to Ir substrate are reduced by a factor of 2 in the presence of
the substrate. This reduction is due to the reconstruction of the
electronic structures of the film in contact with the substrate.

The background color in Fig. 3(a) denotes the intrinsic
linewidth of the magnon peaks as observed in the experiments.

Since they are very similar in both systems we only show
the results of the alloy film. The intrinsic linewidth increases
from 40 to 100 meV when the wave vector increases from
0.5 to 1.2 Å−1, similar to that of an 8 ML Co/Cu(100)
and a 2 ML Fe/W(110).25 The magnon lifetime is obtained
using the procedure explained in Refs. 25 and 17 and is
presented in Fig. 3(b). The damping of magnons in itinerant
ferromagnets is mainly governed by the decay of collective
excitations into single-particle Stoner excitations.25,32,33 This
damping mechanism which is usually referred to as Landau
damping depends strongly on the available Stoner states near
the Fermi level. Due to strong damping, terahertz magnons
possess a very short lifetime being in the order of a few
tens of femtoseconds.17,25 The lifetime of FeCo with large
PMA is very similar to that of the Fe and Co films meaning
that the tetragonal distortion does not significantly influence
the magnons lifetime. A large damping of magnons in the
tetragonally distorted bulk FeCo compounds is also predicted
theoretically.27

In conclusion, we demonstrate that the high-energy
magnons in ultrathin ferromagnetic films with an out-of-plane
easy axis can be probed by a transversally spin-polarized beam.
The excitation cross section is rather large so that a pronounced
peak in the spectra can be observed. Since ultrathin films
with PMA are of great fundamental and technological interest,
our experiments would open a way towards investigation of
magnon excitations in this class of materials by SPEELS and
also by inelastic tunneling spectroscopy.9 The magnon dis-
persion relation and lifetime of tetragonally distorted ultrathin
FeCo films with large PMA are probed. Our first-principles
calculations reveal that in addition to the tetragonal distortion,
the interfacial electronic hybridizations play an important role
in determining the magnon energies in these compounds.
We anticipate that our results would have an impact on the
understanding of phenomena related to spin dynamics in these
materials.
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